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Section I
INTRODUCTION
Techniques such as recombinant DNA and gene transfer promise major 
benefits to both consumers and producers in areas like medicine, pharma­
ceuticals, chemicals and agriculture. This "new biotechnology" continues 
the long history of technological change and innovation which has resulted 
in more efficient production processes, improved product quality and the 
release of economic resources for alternative uses. As such, modern 
advances in biotechnology join technical change resulting from research in 
electronics and computers, robotics and large scale mechanization in help­
ing to increase productivity and improve the world’s living standard.
Advances resulting from biotechnology research, like those in elec­
tronics, have the potential for being different from past technological 
advances. That difference relates to the potential for accelerating the 
rate of productivity change above any level previously experienced in the 
human attempt to harness biological systems for mankind’s benefit. This 
potential results from both the character of the "new biotechnology” (that 
is, the understanding of the fundamental chemistry of life) and the appar­
ent compression of time required for basic research results to find their 
way to practical application. Moreover, food and fiber production is the 
world's largest industry thereby magnifying the impacts resulting from 
major technological advances.
Economically and socially, this rapid acceleration in productivity 
change has both beneficial and adverse implications. If the promise of the 
"new biotechnology" is fulfilled, the benefits to society are obviously 
greater economic efficiency and an improved standard of living. On the 
other hand, the speed with which new biotech-related products or processes 
are commercialized will impact established methods of conducting the 
world's economy with resultant dislocations, equity impacts and alterations 
in social structure. In the short run, improvements in economic efficiency 
can rarely be made without making some sectors worse off while improving 
others.
The extent and nature of economic changes resulting from new technolo­
gies are consequently of major interest to both public and private 
decisionmakers likely to be affected by their introduction. It is in the 
spirit of this line of inquiry that this research is carried out.
AGRICULTURE AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
Already, substantial efforts are underway to apply the emerging bio­
technologies to agriculture. Improvement of existing plant varieties and 
the development of modified plant species is one major line of inquiry. 
Products to inhibit the effects of early frost, herbicides and pests are 
all being actively researched. Transferring nitrogen fixation traits from 
legumes to cereals, breeding more drought resistant or salt tolerant varie­
ties, and cloning superior seeds add to the list. This only provides a 
brief indication of research underway or contemplated in the area of plant
2Of equal importance is the application of biotechnology to food pro­
cessing and animal production. Synthetic production of flavors and other 
constituent components of prepared food, and even the production of raw 
materials, like cocoa oil, may result from gene transfer technology. 
Manipulation of lactic acid bacteria to enhance productivity and reduce 
their sensitivity to bacteriophage could provide important economic 
benefits. Hundreds of other food processing applications for biotech 
research are probable but are likely to proceed slowly in light of the low 
level of R & D spending traditionally undertaken by this sector.
Application of the "new biotechnology” to animal producton, promises 
even earlier application of a number of new techniques. Breakthroughs such 
as embryo sex selection, storage and transfer along with twinning are a 
practical reality. Commercial ventures are being established to apply 
these methods to high-valued animals.
These methods, although compressing the time period necessary for pro­
moting changes in productivity, still require improvements to occur as a 
result of new generations. There are more revolutionary biotech develop­
ments which rely on recombinant DNA processes that can result in rapid 
changes in animal productivity. These new biological tools lower the 
production costs for naturally occuring substances useful in regulating 
animal physiology and health, and promise far-reaching economic implica­
tions for agriculture. Examples include the production of vaccines and 
antibiotics for disease control, feed supplements, monoclonal antibodies 
for disease resistance and diagnosis, and hormones and growth regulators. 
rDNA methods have already produced new products to control diarrhea in pigs 
and calves, cure sleeping sickness, and prevent foot and mouth disease. 
Polyether ionophore antibiotics and protected amino acids are being devel­
oped to enhance feed efficiency in ruminants by shifting rumen fermentation 
to produce a higher energy yield from the same feed (Biotechnology, p.
857). Many other products can be expected as scientific understanding of 
the natural control processes in animals are better understood.
The potential for rapid and widespread commercial adoption of new 
advances stemming from biotechnology research would appear to set the stage 
for a dramatic structural change in agriculture and the food processing 
industry. Issues ranging from marketing to land use, from price support 
policy to the structure of agriculture will become of increasing concern as 
these new techniques prove commercially feasible. Both public and private 
decisionmakers who recognize the possibilities early in the evolutionary 
stage will be in a better position to respond to the technical revolution 
which will follow. The purpose of this study is to investigate, in greater 
detail, the changes likely to be induced by one such biotechnology related 
new product. That product, the bovine growth hormone (bGH), and its 
economic implications for the dairy industry are the focus of this report.
science. As the genetleal and chemical processes of growth, reproduction
and survival are better understood, lines of inquiry will continue to
develop.
3THE BOVINE GROWTH HORMONE
Bovine growth hormone (bGH) is a naturally occurring protein produced 
by dairy cattle. It is one factor regulating the volume of milk produc­
tion. The gene responsible for its production in animals causes minute 
quantities to be manufactured by the pituitary gland• Consequently, the 
isolation and extraction of the protein from animals is expensive, time 
consuming and limited to the quantities which can be obtained from the 
pituitary glands of slaughtered animals.
However, the gene responsible for bGH production has been isolated and 
transfered from animal to ordinary bacteria cells (Miller et al., 1980)•
The altered bacteria can then be reproduced on a large scale by standard 
fermentation techniques and the resulting growth hormone (which is produced 
by the bacteria) can be isolated, purified and made available for commer­
cial use in large quantities. When injected into dairy cows at the rate of 
44 milligrams per cow per day (a bit over 1/1,000th of an ounce), the hor­
mone has resulted in significant increases in milk production. Most of the 
research to date has involved short term studies (a few days or weeks) with 
pituitary derived hormone (see review by Bauman and McCutcheon, 1985). In 
1982, the first studies (short term) with recombinantly produced bGH were 
conducted and results demonstrated an increased milk yield similar to that 
obtained with pituitary bGH (Bauman, et al., 1982a). Bauman et al. (1985) 
have recently completed a long term study utilizing both recombinantly pro­
duced and pituitary derived bGH. Overall, results have demonstrated a 10 
to 40 percent increase in milk yield• The response to injections is rapid 
(2 to 3 days) and persists as long as treatment is continued.
With this type of potential, various private sector firms are investi­
gating the commercial production of bGH. Several have announced their 
intention to bring bGH to the commercial market as their first biotechno­
logy product.1 Commercial introduction, however, requires Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) approval. The safety of treated animals and their 
offspring, and of the animal products sold for human consumption, is of 
critical importance in gaining such approval. Although it is difficult to 
predict the specific FDA requirements in terms of long-term trials and 
research results, it seems likely that the bGH approval process will be 
expedited in light of the product’s potential importance and the fact that 
it is a naturally occuring protein. Other growth hormones, of a similar 
chemical composition, have been isolated from poultry and hogs. For these 
species, as well as beef cattle, trials have indicated that a substantial 
impact on animal growth can be obtained by injecting supplemental quanti­
ties of the naturally occurring hormone. Treatment with growth hormone 
increases feed efficiency (gain/unit of feed) and shifts body composition 
toward increased muscle and decreased fat (Bauman et al., 1982b).
Eventual FDA approval, however, does not establish bGH's commercial 
viability nor provide any creditable evidence regarding its potential 
economic and social impacts. The purpose of this study is to investigate 
those implications from a number of different perspectives under the 
assumption that FDA approval will eventually be granted. A series of
^Recently, Dr. H. A. Schneiderman (Senior Vice President for Research 
and Development, Monsanto Co.) indicated that Monsanto anticipated market 
introduction of bGH in 1988 (Chem. and Eng• News, Dec. 24, 1984).
4economic questions concerning the commercial introduction of a bGH product 
serve as the focal points for this research. Included are at least five 
major issues. This publication reports on research results concerning each 
of these issues relative to bGH for lactating dairy cows.
First, the cost of bGH commercial production, using genetically engi­
neered bacteria, must be ascertained before the economic viability of the 
product can be judged. Consequently, a cost engineering analysis of appro­
priate fermentation facilities was completed. Particular attention was 
given to the size of production facilities required and whether substantial 
scale economies exist in production.
Second, hormone production costs, alone, do not indicate the commer­
cial viability of the product. The ultimate market price of the product, 
as opposed to its cost of production, and additional feed requirements 
necessary to sustain additional milk production as well as other changes in 
production costs, must be balanced against the additional revenue derived 
from hormone use. Investigation of this overall profitability question 
must pay particular attention to hormone-induced changes in milk production 
and feed requirements. Since a number of important economic parameters 
may, at this stage, be uncertain, the analysis presented below seeks to 
appraise the sensitivity of results to a range of values for the important 
influencing variables.
Third, the adoption rate for bGH will depend upon the production 
response achieved on commercial farms, the expected net return from the 
hormone, and the extent and nature of the information circulated about the 
product, A number of technical issues could also affect the response rate 
by dairy farmers. Nonetheless, the timing and magnitude of commercial 
adoption is a critical element in ascertaining the macro economic and 
social implications of introducing bGH in the market place.
Fourth, the market implications of introducing a product such as bGH 
are of substantial interest. Currently there are about 11,1 million dairy 
cows in the United States. With this production base, an annual milk sur­
plus is currently generated with today's market economics. Normal genetic 
improvement and the commercial usage of other biotechnology processes 
(other than bGH) will add a substantial increase in milk production by the 
turn of the century. With the production increases promised by bGH and the 
expected slow growth in milk demand, the need for a major reduction in the 
number of producing cows and dairy farms in the United States seems inevi­
table. The analytical question pertains to the magnitude and timing of 
this reduction. In addition, the introduction of growth hormone with the 
attendant possibility of changes in feed requirements may have implications 
for land use, cropping patterns and rotations, and the comparative advan­
tage in dairy production among and within regions of the United States.
All of these implications are of substantial interest to private decision­
makers and those interested in public policy issues.
Finally, the introduction of growth hormone products will also have 
profound impacts on the nature of federal dairy support policy. Clearly, 
both federal price support and marketing order programs will be placed 
under severe short run stress if the promised potential of bGH is 
realized.
Section II
PLANT DESIGNS, COSTS AND ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS
Development of a growth hormone production facility requires the care­
ful application of engineering design and cost estimating principles. A 
number of plant configurations are theoretically possible and, for each 
possible configuration, a host of technical, logistical and engineering 
factors must be considered. This Section surveys these plant design issues 
and develops preliminary plant capital and operating cost estimates. The 
results of this analysis provide the basis for an overall economic evalua­
tion of growth hormone * s commercial potential in the next Section.
PROJECT DESIGN AND COST ESTIMATING PROCEDURES
Methods for developing engineering designs and associated cost esti­
mates for new facilities, such as those that would be used to produce bo­
vine growth hormone, cover a wide range of sophistication and depth. 
Normally, a series of designs and design estimates is developed, each of 
which becomes more detailed and accurate than those previously provided 
(U.S. Congress, 1979, p. 189; Peters and Tlmmerhaus, 1980). Such a series 
can begin with initial or rough designs which are little more than "back of 
the envelope" material flows and cost predictions. Estimates such as these 
are generally used to ascertain whether a particular plant, process or 
technology warrants further investigation and the cost estimates are prob­
ably accurate only within the range of plus or minus 30 percent.
Next, a preliminary design stage is initiated, where a plant1s subsys­
tems are defined and a thorough analysis of major components is under­
taken. However, component subprocesses are not investigated in detail. At 
this stage, different plant designs and technologies are analyzed and 
evaluated for suitability, and cost estimates can be developed through more 
detailed estimation procedures. Usually, however, exact equipment specifi­
cation is not provided and detailed drafting is minimized (Peter and 
Timmerhaus, p. 13). Thus, the accuracy of cost estimates is still usually 
no better than plus or minus 25 to 30 percent.
During detailed design specific components and materials for each pro­
cess and subprocess are identified along with associated cost estimates.
All material and process heat flows are accounted for and process flow dia­
grams are developed for each plant component. Technical and engineering 
decisions with respect to plant component design are based upon optimum 
design procedures that account for the economic, environmental and logisti­
cal factors involved (including issues of overall optimization versus com­
ponent optimization). Cost estimates for this type of design may be accu­
rate to within plus or minus 20 percent.
Final plant design results in a complete process design, specification 
of all equipment requirements, and precise cost estimates based upon all 
materials, components, and labor. Construction blueprints and cost esti­
mates accurate to within plus or minus 10 to 15 percent of the eventual 
capital costs (along with operating cost estimates) are provided.
6Procedures Adopted
For a feasibility study, it would be most desirable to have available 
detailed or final plant design specifications and costs. However, to be 
useful, these designs would need to be configured so as to fit the specific 
circumstances found at the potential plant site.
On the other hand, initial design approaches do not provide adequate 
data to evaluate accurately alternative technical processes or to assess 
the possibility of commercial success for a proposed facility. Thus, an 
approach compatible with the preliminary design technique (or a stage some­
where between preliminary and detailed design) appears most suited to the 
problem at hand. Such an approach would allow the development of appro­
priate technical processes, would permit accurate evaluation of technical 
feasibility and the trade-offs between competing techniques, and would 
yield more realistic cost estimates.
Even with this more narrowly defined approach to plant design, how­
ever, a number of techniques can be used to derive specific capital and 
operating cost values (Peters and Timmerhaus, p. 157 and pp. 176-206). As 
Peters and Timmerhaus point out:
The choice of any one method depends on the amount of 
detailed information available and the accuracy 
desired. Seven methods are outlined ... , with each 
method requiring progressively less detailed informa­
tion and less preparation time. Consequently, the 
degree of accuracy decreases with each succeeding 
method (p. 176).
For determining capital costs, the first two methods —  a detailed- 
item estimate and a unit-cost estimate —  require either completed plant 
design drawings and specifications and/or detailed equipment purchase price 
information. The third method —  percentage of delivered-equipment cost —  
estimates total capital expenditure in two steps. First, purchased equip­
ment necessary to complete a plant is identified and the delivered cost 
determined. Second, other items of direct and indirect capital cost are 
estimated as percentages of the delivered-equipment cost. Other direct 
costs include components such as equipment installation, piping, instrumen­
tation and controls, electrical, buildings, land, service facilities, and 
yard improvements. Indirect costs include construction expenses, engineer­
ing and supervision, and the contractor's fee. "The percentages used in 
making an estimation of this type should be determined on the basis of the 
type of process involved, design complexity, required materials of con­
struction, location of the plant, past experience, and other items depen­
dent on the particular unit under consideration" (Peters and Timmerhaus, 
p. 179).
The percentage of delivered-equipment cost technique is commonly used 
for preliminary or feasibility study estimates like that undertaken in this 
research (Peters and Timmerhaus, p. 179). Consequently, the approach is 
adopted here for use in determining the capital cost estimate for
7alternative plant designs. Several techniques can be used to obtain the 
cost of delivered equipment, including actual price quotations from manu­
facturers and/or cost engineering estimates corrected for inflation and 
equipment delivery (Guthrie, 1974) • The percentages used to calculate oth­
er direct and indirect costs are taken from Peters and Timmerhaus (p. 180).
Operating costs are developed in a similar fashion. Specific opera­
ting cost components are identified and annual estimates are determined 
using widely accepted cost engineering practices (Peters and Timmerhaus, 
pp. 191-208). Additional factors, such as taxes, working capital, finan­
cing and contingencies, are handled directly by the discounted cash flow 
model to be used for determining the overall economic feasibility of alter­
natives presented•
REVIEW OF GROWTH HORMONE PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
Technologies for the production of the hormone from genetically engi­
neered bacteria are well established. The following process components 
must be considered in the design of a production facility•
o Fermentation;
o Cell Disruption;
o Purification;
o Formulation; and
o Plant support.
To appreciate the logistical and technical problems associated with 
the design of these process components, an understanding of the microbio­
logy, chemistry and engineering principle involved is required- Therefore, 
the following discussion will review technical considerations in the design 
of these major process components.
Biological Development
Figure 1 shows a simplified protocol for bGH gene isolation and mani­
pulation. Gene isolation starts with the homogenation of bovine pituitary 
tissues and, after removing insoluable debris, running the extract through 
a chromatography column. bGH and many other mRNA's have a polyadenosine 
(polyA) tail that can base pair with an oligo-dT or oligo-U attached to 
cellulose or Sephadextm in an affinity chromatography column. After using 
a high salt solution to elute the column, the various mRNA's can be sepa­
rated by means of gel electrophoresis. A band corresponding to immature 
bGH with poly-A tail can be extracted and treated with reverse transcrip­
tase to yield a double-stranded nucleic acid. Hindlll linkers can be added 
and the gene can be ligated into the Hindlll site of the standard labora­
tory plasmid pBR322. At this point the gene is copied and can be grown in 
larger numbers for further manipulations.
8Bovine Pituitary glands 
homogenize
Homogenate
Affinity chromatography— poly-T 
Various mature mRNA's
Gel electrophoresis and extraction of proper six base 
Mature bGH mRNA
Reverse transcriptase
Double—stranded nucleic acid bGH is 192 AA's, and 67 bases + polyA tail
Add Hindlll linkers and ligate into pBR322 plasmid
pBR322 with bGH gene (gene now safely isolated so can be further grown or
modified)
Hindlll restriction cot
bGH gene
BroIII, SI nucleases to remove poly A tail 
Blunt-ended 567 bases coding for 192 AA’s
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
ATG
TAG
Chemically synthesize start (ATG) and termination 
-----------------------  Termination
567 base pairs
ligate
| Add linkers and ligate into pTAC plasmid
(pTAC type plasmid with modified bGH gene downstream from a strong promoter 
sequence giving 10 times the transcription as standard pBR322 vector)
Figure 1: SCHEME FOR bGH GENE ISOLATION AND MODIFICATION
9Martial (1979) discusses the RNA sequence expected when using hGH or 
rat GH. bGH would have a similar sequence (Seeburg et al., 1983). The 
codons designated by minus signs, with the rest of the codons, would code 
for an immature pro-GH thatwould be processed into a mature GH in an 
eucaryotic system. In order to get E . coli to express a mature GH these 
codons (“1 to -26) and the flanking non-coding regions must be removed.
Various exonucleases such as EXOIII followed by SI are used to "trim 
down" the gene to the appropriate length of about 570 base pairs that code 
for the 191 AA’s of mature GH followed by the termination codon (TAG). The 
next requirement is to add ATG, the start codon, to the front of the gene. 
To do this, a convenient restriction endonuclease site is found towards the 
beginning of the gene and cut. Then, an ATG is chemically synthesized and 
attached to the gene. Goeddel, et al. (1979) illustrate how this would 
work in the case of human GH. The resulting gene coding for mature GH is 
then ligated into a plasmid with a good promoter such as pTAC. With this 
plasmid, more than ten times the transcriptional efficiency is expected 
compared with more common laboratory plasmids (e.g., pBR322). Goeddel and 
others have found that 10^ to 10^ molecules of product per cell are 
created. With the pTAC vector, 106 to 107 molecules of bGH per cell could 
reasonably be expected.
The E. coli strains considered as logical hosts for the bGH gene 
include SF8 and HB101. SF8 grows to twice the optical density of HB101 but 
its complete genotype has not yet been reviewed. HB101 has a doubling time 
of about 20 minutes at 37°C. in a rich medium. Its mutations include: 
hsdS20, inactivation of host restriction system that could destroy the 
plasmid; recA13, inability for genetic recombination to occur; and a vari­
ety of nutritional mutations. The mutations affecting nutrition permit 
conformance with the National Institutes of Health biological containment 
standards but require a rich (and expensive) growth medium. What follows 
is based on using LB medium (8g Bacto-tryptone, 5g yeast extract, 5g NaCl 
per liter of H2O) supplemented with ampicillin. Further investigation may 
result in choosing a minimal media supplemented with appropriate nutrients 
(should the cost be less while allowing for good cell growth rates).
Large Scale Production
For purposes of discussion, the following descriptions of a bGH pro­
duction facility will focus on a plant with an installed capacity of 75 kg 
per day of high-purity product. This capacity would be sufficient to 
inject 2.5 million cows when the hormone is administered for 225 days per 
year in 44 mg doses and the plant is assumed to operate at a 90 percent *
*A question arises as to the effect of adding a start codon, which 
codes for methionine, to the bGH gene. Goeddel, et al. (1979) note that 
most bacterial proteins do not start with methionine suggesting that this 
residue is cleaved away. Their results were an active human GH and there 
is no reason to believe that less success would result from a bovine GH 
project.
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load factor. Once the basic production scheme is discussed, capital and 
operating costs will be estimated for a range of plant scales*
It is assumed that a product yield of 0.09g per liter could conser­
vatively result based on 10^ molecules of product per cell. This factors 
in a 50 percent loss due to scale-up. Since the pTAC plasmid Is expected 
to produce ten times more, the maximum yield could be 0.9g per liter. 
However, on scale-up there is likelihood of incomplete mixing and higher 
temperature due to heat generation.
The proposed process for the industrial scaled production of recombi­
nant bGH (Figure 2) starts with a 2500 1 seed culture tank from which the 
fermentors are Innoculated. The innoculum consists of E. coli grown on 
"LB” medium in the presence of amplicillin. A total of 12 stainless steel 
fermenters, 75,000 1 actual volume each, are arranged in three parallel 
lines of four fermentors per line (Figure 3). This arrangement permits 
semi-continuous plant operations since one line can be fermenting while a 
second is cleaned/prepared and the third is shifted. Fermentors are 
installed with an air incinerator and with pH, aeration, temperature, and 
foam controls. Sterile air is supplied to the fermentor through a glass 
wool filter unit of 500 ft^/min capacity.
The cells are separated from the broth in a stainless steel pressure 
filter-thickener which continuously discharges broth and a stream of thick­
ened slurry containing the cells. The filter area is 500 ft^ and the de­
vice operates at 80 gal/min. Fermentation broth with cells is pumped into 
the filtration unit by means of a stainless steel positive displacement 
pump, 80 gal/min capacity. (Unless otherwise noted, all other pumps used 
in the process are of the same characteristics as the one just mentioned.) 
Separated cells are then resuspended in a mixing jacketed vessel to form a 
thick cell suspension. The suspension is then fed into a stainless steel 
disruptor filled with glass beads (Impandex Inc. Dyno-Mill) from which a 
lysed cell suspension is discharged continuously. Disruptor capacity is 
500 gal/hr.
The effluent from the disruptor is pumped by a stainless steel posi­
tive displacement pump at a rate of 10 gal/min into a 10 hp stainless steel 
suspended jacket centrifuge connected in series to another centrifuge of 
the same characteristics. The first centrifuge removes insoluble cell 
debris while the second has (NH^)2S0^ added to precipitate out proteins.
The supernatant, containing nucleic acids, saccharides and other substances 
is discarded. The precipitated proteins are resuspended in two 800 1 
mechanically agitated vessels prior to gel-filtration chromatography.
Chromatography columns are arranged as shown in Figure 4. A total of 
four parallel units of four columns each work continuously to purify bGH. 
Columns are 30" in diameter and 3 ft. high. They are glass-lined and are 
packed with agarose beads with a capacity of 200 1. The first two (1 and 
2) columns of each unit are designed to collect protein fractions of mole­
cular weight between 20,000 and 23,000 D. The second set of two columns 
are designed to collect a fraction corresponding to about 21,666 D, the 
weight of the bGH product. Discarded fractions are removed after the
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Figure 4:
Protein
Solution
SCHEMATICS OF GEL-FILTRATION CHROMATOGRAPHY COLUMNS FOR FINAL 
PURIFICATION OF BOVINE GROWTH HORMONE
4
To Centrifuge 
(Protein Solution)
4 Parallel Units, 4 columns each
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second and fourth column. A vessel containing buffers is maintained above 
each column set to provide occasional washings of the agarose. The pumps 
used at this step are 1 gal/min stainless steel positive displacement.
The bGH fraction is treated with ammonium sulfate and spun in a basket 
centrifuge. The precipitate can be resuspended in 25mM NaHCC>3 - 25mM 
Na2CC>3 for packaging in vials as liquid or the product can be lyophilized 
and distributed as "freeze-dried" solid. Packaging and formulation will 
depend on consumer preferences and chosen delivery systems.
PLANT CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS
An economic analysis of bGH production feasibility must utilize infor­
mation on production costs in conjunction with technical, logistical and 
scale alternatives. However, little comprehensive data, either historical 
or current, is available from which forecasts of these costs can be 
derived.
Economists normally classify the costs of any process as either fixed 
or variable. Fixed (or capital) costs cover the private sector's obliga­
tions for resources to provide a given capacity. They do not vary with the 
level of output once that capacity is installed. Variable (or operating) 
costs, on the other hand, change with the level of output and can be elimi­
nated by a cessation of production. Although both can occur at various 
points in the lifetime of an active plant, the distinction is a necessary 
one if the concepts of marginal analysis are to be applied.2
Capital Cost
As noted above, capital investment estimates are derived using the 
percentage of delivered-equipment cost technique. This approach required 
identification of the delivered cost of process equipment and, then, the 
multiplication of total delivered-equipment cost by a series of percentages 
to estimate various aspects of installation and construction costs.
Major equipment. Identification of major equipment is a function of engi­
neering design. Major equipment is held to be boilers, heat exchangers, 
process vessels, pumps and drivers, compression systems, and on-site tank­
age and storage (Guthrie, p. 117). For this study, costing of these equip­
ment items is done using procedures found in Peters and Timmerhaus (1980) 
and from manufacturers' quotes. Peters and Timmerhaus is a widely used 
source book on process plant economics in which equipment pricing is 
carried out using on cost curves that reflect specific design
2It is also conventional, in economic analysis, to use cost curves 
defined on a per unit of output basis, rather than on the basis of total 
costs. Although the same information is utilized, per unit values are 
analytically preferred.
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specifications and materials of construction. In general, this source was 
used to price all major pieces of equipment except the fermentor vessels 
and the cell rupture devices which were costed from manufacturers' quotes.
Process equipment costs, as specified in Peters and Tinlinerhaus, are as 
of January 1, 1979. Fermentor prices were as of 1980. Thus, in both 
cases, an inflation factor is used to approximate 1st quarter 1983 prices 
Based upon these techniques, Appendices A thru L detail equipment costs for 
plant scales ranging from 0.5 to 7.0 million cow doses of annual capacity. 
All cost sources provided f.o.b. prices. For delivered cost, a five per­
cent freight charge was added and is reflected in the Appendices values 
(Guthrie pp. 118-119).
Total capital costs. The second step in plant capital estimation is to 
scale-up delivered-equipment costs by a factor or series of factors reflec­
ting various other direct and indirect costs of installation and plant con­
struction. Guthrie's approach to cost scale-up requires a more detailed 
exposition of plant layout and design than is attempted in this study. 
Peters and Timmerhaus, however, provide a table of factors that may be used 
directly without layout specifications. These factors, for fluid proces­
sing chemical plants, are provided in Table 1. As a fermentation process 
is typical of a fluid processing plant, these percentages are employed in 
this study (Peters and Timmerhaus p . 171).
It should be noted that the discounted cash flow model, to be used 
later, is designed to internally consider working capital and contingency 
costs. Thus, these costs are excluded in initial plant cost estimation. 
Also, Peters and Timmerhaus note that construction of a plant at a com­
pletely undeveloped site may cost as much as 100 percent more than those 
estimated using Table 1. For the purposes of this study, it is assumed 
that construction occurs on a site that has adequate existing infrastruc­
ture to qualify for developed site status.
Use of the 4.41 scale-up factor appears appropriate with respect to 
the bulk of equipment costs displayed in Appendices A thru L. Table 2 sum­
marizes the above discussion on capital cost development for each plant 
type. Total costs are provided both in terms of the whole plant and on a 
per unit of annual capacity basis to facilitate cross plant comparisons.
Operating Costs
Operating costs are usually calculated on an annual basis for an 
entire plant and, then, converted (displayed) on a per unit of product
^The Marshall Swift Plant Cost Index was used in conjunction with the 
Peters and Timmerhaus estimates. In each case, equipment cost is inflated 
as follows:
Index value at present time_____
Index value at time of original costPresent Cost = Original Cost .
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Table 1
RATIO FACTORS FOR ESTIMATING CAPITAL INVESTMENT ITEMS BASED ON DELIVERED
EQUIPMENT COSTa
Item Percent of delivered-equipment 
cost for fluid-processing plant
Purchased equipment-delivered 100
Purchased equipment installation 47
Instrumentation and controls (installed) 18
Piping (installed) 66
Electrical (installed) 11
Buildings (including services) 18
Yard improvements 10
Service facilities (installed) 70
Land 6
Total direct plant cost 346 346
Engineering and supervision 33
Construction expenses 41
74 74
Total direct and indirect plant costs 420
Contractor's fee (about 5% of total direct 21
and indirect plant costs)
21 21
Total capital investment 441
aAdapted from Peters and Timmerhaus (p. 180).
basis. Calculation of annual values for an entire plant smoothes seasonal 
fluctuations and encompasses infrequent but large expenses. Table 3 iden­
tifies typical variable or operating cost categories applicable to a fer­
mentation facility. This list is used to structure an operating cost esti­
mation procedure for the plants designed for this study.^ The result of 
this analysis, for each plant design developed, can be found in Appendices 
M thru X. The remainder of this section briefly discusses the rationale 
for each estimate.
^Note that several factors often identified as being components of 
annual costs are not included in Table 3. Factors like depreciation are, 
in reality, issues of taxation which relate to capital costs and are 
included directly in the discounted cash flow model developed later. Like­
wise, financing costs and contingencies are considered directly in exer­
cising the DCF model.
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Direct production costs - Direct production costs include raw materials; 
operating labor and supervision; utilities such as fuel, electricity, and 
water; maintenance and repairs; operating supplies; laboratory charges; 
royalties (if any); and catalysts and solvents.
The raw materials consumed are chiefly growth medium and ph bal­
ancers. Fermentation nutrients are of considerable expense. Charges for 
these nutrients were determined from inquiries to chemical suppliers.
Operating labor and supervision, as distinct from administrative and 
overhead labor, must be present at the plant 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. As there are 8 hours to a shift, and 21 shifts to a week, it is 
necessary to have 4 work crews. This enables around the clock operation 
with a minimum of overtime —  here defined as work time in excess of 40 
hours per week.5 Thus, there are 20 straight time and 1 overtime (time and 
a half) shifts per week. Following Peters and Timmerhaus, direct labor is 
assigned on the basis of work to be done (p. 195). Supervision needs are 
met by supervisors for non-daytime and weekend shifts. Daytime supervision 
is provided by the quality control manager, whose overall job responsibili­
ties fall under the category of plant overhead. The hourly wage for an 
operator is currently in the neighborhood of $10.00/hour (exclusive of a 25 
percent fringe package). Wage rates for supervisors are $14.00 per hour.
Electricity is costed at $.070 per kwh. Water is assumed pumped from 
wells, and as pumping charges are incorporated into the cost of electri­
city, no cost is assigned to water. If water must be taken from a munici­
pal system, of course, a charge should be assigned.
Maintenance and repairs are assumed to be 3 percent of total fixed 
capital investment (Peters and Timmerhaus, p. 200). Where applicable, 
operating supplies are packaging, lubricants, chemicals, and custodial sup­
plies, or other materials not considered to be either raw materials or 
repair and maintenance materials. These are costed at 15 percent of repair 
and maintenance costs, based on process industry estimates (Peters and 
Timmerhaus, p. 200). Laboratory charges for most process industries are 
calculated by estimating employee-hours involved, and multiplying this by 
the appropriate rate (Peters and Timmerhaus, p. 200). As the process of 
fermentation is fairly standard, it is assumed one full time chemist at 
$16.00 an hour is sufficient for the smaller plant operations —  chiefly 
yeast culture, and that three full time chemists are required for the 
larger plants. Patents and royalties are not a cost factor for these 
designs. Processes used for these plant designs are widely known and do 
not involve unique technology or machinery.
Plant overhead. Plant overhead costs as defined by Peters and Timmerhaus 
includes medical, safety and protection, payroll overhead, plant
5In all cases, wages are adjusted upwards by $0.15 per hour for even­
ing shifts and $0.20 per hour for night shifts.
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superintendence, packaging, storage facilities, salvage, control labora­
tories, and general plant overhead. Local taxes, insurance, and rent are 
also included. In general, such items as medical and payroll overhead are 
included in a 25 percent fringe package that is allotted to all plant 
employees over and above hourly pay or yearly salary. Safety is to be a 
function of supervision.
Plant superintendence is plant specific and salaried accordingly, 
labor for packaging of products is costed at $9.00 per hour with packaging 
supplies included as part of operating supplies under direct costs. No 
plant salvage operations are considered.
General plant overhead costs are also constructed to encompass custo­
dial personnel. Maintenance and laboratory costs are covered elsewhere 
under direct costs. Janitors are paid an hourly wage of $6.00. Payroll 
overhead is assumed to be 5 percent of total payroll.
Overhead costs of property tax, insurance, and rent are derived as 
proportions of total capital investment. Insurance is assumed to be 1 per­
cent of capital investment (Peters and Timmerhaus, p. 202). Property tax 
is highly variable depending on location, due to the multitude of taxing 
districts. For areas of relatively low population density, Peters and 
Timmerhaus suggest a rate of 1 to 2 percent of total investment (p. 202). 
Here, 1 percent is assumed. As land is to be owned, rent is not a factor.
Administrative expenses. Administration costs for the plant include the 
charges for administrators, secretaries, accountants, and other main office 
personnel. Salaries for the general manager and comptroller are plant 
specific. Secretaries are paid at a basic wage of $6.00 per hour, while 
clerks are paid $8.00 per hour. Other costs, such as engineering and 
legal, office maintenance, and communications, are here assumed to equal 50 
percent of overall administrative labor costs.
Distribution and marketing expenses. Distribution and marketing expenses 
include the costs of sales office employees, salesman expenses, shipping, 
advertising, and technical sales service. These services are plant 
specific.
Summary. Based upon the values detailed in Appendices M thru X, annual 
operating costs for each plant design are tabulated in Table 4.
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL EVALUATION
Given information on the potential plant designs and costs, one can 
proceed to a comprehensive evaluation of economic and financial feasibility 
for bGH production facilities. Traditionally, the core of such an evalua­
tion has involved a discounted cash flow analysis of alternative investment 
opportunities (Aplin and Casler, 1975). If one knew all the potential
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plant capital and operating costs, as well as product prices, with cer­
tainty for the projected construction and operating time horizon, an econo­
mic and financial analysis could be concluded rapidly with little doubt 
about its reliability. Potential investors could determine which alterna­
tive yielded adequate rates of return on equity capital and make appro­
priate investment decisions in line with individual preferences. However, 
the uncertainties in key variables impacting future economic events, which 
are normally present in economic activity, are even more critical in the 
case of emerging products. Market factors, future public policy decisions 
(both domestically and internationally), relative rates of inflation and 
institutional circumstances are all important in this regard. Consequently, 
any one of a wide range of future outcomes from an investment is possible. 
Therefore, something more than a single solution to the discounted cash 
flow model is needed to address the feasibility issue in light of these 
uncertainties.
For this evaluation, consideration of the most important uncertainties 
takes place in two ways. First, a discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis is 
completed for each of a large number of possible real world conditions.
That is, while one can make reasonable forecasts of future trends in 
prices, and capital and operating costs, there can exist over time consid­
erable random variation about these trends. This random variation is 
captured in the large number of separate runs of the DCF model, through 
Monte Carlo simulation of possible future values of the important economic 
variables (Meier et al■, 1969). An analysis of these results provides not 
only the expected outcome of a given course of action (investment deci­
sion), but also the range and potential variability of these results.
Second, the model is used to study the sensitivity of future outcomes 
to other important assumptions or factors that are not subject to random 
variation and, therefore, cannot be accommodated in a "Monte Carlo" experi­
ment. These factors include certain entrepreneurial decisions such as 
required rates of return and desired debt/equity ratios that affect a 
plant’s costs or revenues. Some cyclical or other systematic price changes 
may also be analyzed in this fashion.
The remainder of this section is used to provide a brief description 
of the DCF model and to present the results of the Monte Carlo simulation 
and sensitivity analyses for each of the alternative plant designs dis­
cussed above. For each investment alternative, the commercial feasibility 
of plant construction and operation are analyzed within the context of:
o The present value of after tax net revenue;
o The breakeven price to produce bGH assuming different rates
of return on equity capital;
o The probability of incurring a loss; and
o The potential variability in net return.
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The Model
Throughout the economics literature, it is often assumed that produc­
tion and investment decisions are made with perfect knowledge about the 
future and are based on a desire to maximize the present value of future 
net revenues (Henderson and Quandt, 1974). Variations on this decision 
rule, particularly in the face of uncertainty, have been proposed but they 
all rely to a greater or lesser degree on the discounted cash flow method. 
Therefore, the major component of the investment model employed here is an 
algorithm to calculate the present value of net (after tax) revenue, given 
an initial investment in a bGH production facility and a known production 
period. The model can either calculate the net revenue values using fore­
cast market prices for the product or determine the minimum market price 
that would provide a positive net return. The later approach appears most 
appropriate for a new product with no established price history and is used 
initially In the following analysis. The essential components of the DCF 
model are given in Figure 5. A more technical explanation can be found in 
Kalter et al. (1983).
Data and Assumptions
The DCF analyses for each of the twelve plant scales are based upon 
the cost and production data developed, and a number of assumptions con­
cerning key economic and institutional variables. Table 2 displays the 
capital required per unit of installed annual capacity for each plant 
scale• Table 4 contains the associated operating costs for the initial 
production time period.
For each of the plant sizes developed, a "reference case" DCF analysis 
is conducted. The "reference cases" use the costs contained in Tables 2 
and 4 and a series of common assumptions concerning other key variables 
which would be generally accepted as representative of current values, 
forecasts or practice (as the case may be). The results of these "refer­
ence cases" will be used as a standard of comparison for the sensitivity 
analyses to be conducted. Table 5 displays these common variables and the 
values to be used. Categories defined include cost related input vari­
ables, plant production time frames, and economic and tax related 
variables.
Cost Related Inputs. The first items in Table 5 include the annual rate of 
change in operating costs and the working capital factor, and, for the 
Monte Carlo analysis, the investment and operating cost contingency dis­
tributions . The investment cost contingency is a method of addressing 
expected cost overruns in plant construction. In recent years, the rate of 
inflation for construction costs has exceeded the general rate of infla­
tion. General convention holds that a contingency factor of 10 percent 
above estimated plant direct and indirect capital costs be employed to 
approximate this circumstance (Peters and Tinlinerhaus, 1980). However, sub­
stantial variation above and below this figure is possible. Thus, the con­
tingency specified for the "reference cases" encompasses a range in capital
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Table 5
PRINCIPLE ECONOMIC, INSTITUTIONAL AND POLICY 
"REFERENCE CASE" DCF ANALYSES
ASSUMPTIONS FOR
Item Value
Cost Related Inputs
Investment Cost Contingency Distribution
Minimum +5 percent
Maximum +20 percent
Most likely +10 percent
Operating Cost Contingency Distribution
Minimum ”10 percent
Maximum +10 percent
Most likely 0 percent
Operating Cost Annual Real Rate of Change 2 percent
Working Capital Factor 
Planning Horizon
10 percent of annual 
operating costs
Length of Plant Construction Period 
Length of Plant Production
Economic and Tax Values
3 years 
20 years
Discount Rate (after tax real return on equity) 10 percent
Loan Interest Rate (before tax real; nominal 
before tax equals 12 percent)
6*67 percent
Debt-Equity Ratio 75/25
Depreciation
Method
Lifetime
ACRS
10 years
Rate of Inflation 5 percent
Federal Tax Credits
Investment Tax Credit for Equipment 10 percent
Tax Rates 
Federal 
State
46 percent 
4 percent
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costs from 5 to 20 percent above those estimated previously, with the most 
likely value being 10 percent in excess of estimates values. See Kalter 
et al. (1983) for details concerning the use of these values in a Monte 
Carlo analysis.
Operating costs are also uncertain; but the uncertainty often results 
from substantial short-term variations in the cost of key inputs due to 
shortages. For the DCF analysis, operating costs are allowed to vary ran­
domly within the bounds of plus or minus 10 percent of the cost specified. 
In addition, an annual real increase in operating costs is expected. It 
was assumed that this increase would equal two percent, compounded annu­
ally. Short-term uncertainty is reflected as random fluctuations about 
this trend.
Working capital, required to finance on-going plant operations, is 
usually considered separately from basic investment outlays. Working capi­
tal needs vary with inventory prices and the maturity of accounts payable 
and receivable. A variety of approaches may be used to estimate working 
capital requirements. For purposes of a feasibility analysis, a standard 
technique is to use a fixed percentage of total operating costs. Where 
substantial quantities of product must be carried in inventory for long 
periods of time, this factor may be as high as 20 percent. Given the low 
inventory requirements involved here, a 10 percent factor was assumed for 
this study.
Planning Horizon. The selection of both a plant construction period and 
the plant’s useful life is important in DCF analysis because of the time 
value of money. The expected useful life of a chemical processing unit is 
generally estimated to be 20 years (Peters and Timmerhaus, 1980). This 
assumption is used below for most of the evaluations undertaken. The pro­
duction period is, however, subjected to sensitivity analysis. Industry 
sources project the construction period for fermentation facilities to be 
approximately three years and that estimate is used throughout the analy­
sis. It is further assumed that the total capital expenditures during 
those years are distributed over time at the rate of 30, 50 and 20 percent, 
respectively.
Economic and Tax Values. A number of institutional considerations and 
other economic factors delineate the financial environment within which an 
investment analysis must take place. These factors include the real dis­
count rate, the debt-equity ratio, the cost of borrowing, the method of 
depreciation, the underlying rate of inflation, federal tax credits, and 
federal and state tax rates.
The discount rate is of course the crux of a discounted cash flow 
analysis. The purpose of the discount rate is to measure the present value 
of income earned over time» In everyday use, the discount rate is gener­
ally given in nominal terms, accounting for both inflation, which erodes 
the value of future dollars, and the opportunity cost of the dollar 
invested. However, the DCF calculations reported below are derived
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assuming the absence of inflation (that is, all dollar figures are stated 
in terms of 1983 values). This necessitates the use of a "real" interest 
rate for discounting to reflect the "real" opportunity cost of a dollar 
invested.
In addition, investment decisions are normally made by considering the 
after-tax cost of capital. Since the cost of capital is composed of the 
required rate of return on equity capital and the cost of debt capital, a 
weighted average after-tax value is used as the discount rate for all the 
plant evaluations discussed below. The formula for calculating the real 
weighted average after-tax cost of capital is:
r* =* e*u + (1-u) (X- 4) + t-t)d' *
when e* is the required after tax real rate of return on equity capital, u 
is the proportion of investment capital from equity, $ is the marginal fed­
eral tax rate and d'* is the pretax real rate of interest on debt capital.
The rate of return required on equity capital can vary widely depend­
ing on the individual investor. In general, it should equal the rate of 
return obtainable from investments of comparable risk. For purposes of a 
general feasibility study, a rate should be used which closely approximates 
that generally acceptable to the industry in question. Often this must be 
based on the analyst's best judgement after discussions with industry rep­
resentatives. For this study, a 10 percent rate is assumed for the "refer­
ence case" analyses. Assuming an annual inflation rate of 5 percent, this 
translates to a 15.5 percent nominal rate of return on investment.^ Due to 
the subjective nature of this value, it also is the subject of sensitivity 
analysis at a later point.
The cost of debt capital can also vary widely depending upon the indi­
vidual investor's credit rating and the specific terms applicable to a 
given loan. It was assumed that a 6.6 percent before tax real rate of 
interest would best characterize current lending conditions for this type 
of facility and would be applicable over the life of the financing pack­
age. At a five percent rate of inflation, such a rate translates to a 
12 percent nominal market cost of debt capital (a value close to current 
market conditions experienced by large, credit-worthy borrowers).
The debt-equity ratio selected also has a marked impact on the DCF 
analysis due to the nature of financial leverage. Actual debt-equity
^The real discount rate is determined by discounting a dollar invested 
at the nominal rate by the rate of inflation over one period. That is:
1 + r 
1 - i 1 = R
where r equals the nominal discount rate, i equals the inflation rate and R 
equals the real discount rate. Conversely, solving for the nominal dis­
count rate, one obtains r - (1 + i)(l + R) - 1 (Howe, 1971).
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ratios are highly individualistic to the particular investment, and 
investor. For the "reference case" it is convenient to assume a 75/25 
debt-equity ratio.^ During the sensitivity analysis, the implications of 
this assumption are examined.
Rapid depreciation of capital investment is a tax strategy which maxi­
mizes after tax net present value. Currently, accelerated depreciation is 
permitted by the Accelerated Cost Recovery System of the United States tax 
code. This technique is used below, for the "reference cases" and through­
out the remainder of the analysis, by assuming a 10 year depreciation 
period (the most rapid now permitted). The salvage value of depreciable 
investment is not considered when using ACRS methods.
As discussed above, "real" costs and prices are used throughout this 
analysis. However, an assumed rate of inflation must also be specified for 
use in the model in order that the tax deductions stemming from deprecia­
tion calculations can be adjusted (in practice, the depreciation schedule 
is developed in nominal terms and an analysis carried out in "real" values 
must compensate for this fact). Reflecting the experience of recent years, 
the overall annual rate of inflation for this analysis is assumed to be 5 
percent. Small variations in this rate will have little consequence for 
the present value calculations.
Federal tax credits consist of an investment tax credit of 10 per­
cent. Tax rates are categorized into federal, state, and local. Local 
taxes are assumed to be on property, at a 1 percent of plant capital value 
annual rate, and were included in the operating costs determined above for 
individual scales. Federal taxes are assumed assessed at the current nomi­
nal rate of 46 percent on taxable earnings in excess of $100,000. State 
corporation franchise (income) tax rate formulas are complicated and often 
depend on the state and the financial structure of the taxed firm. There­
fore, it is assumed that a rate of 4 percent is assessed on the taxable 
income of the average firm involved in bGH production.
RESULTS
Table 6 summarizes the results of the discounted cash flow analysis 
for each of the "reference cases." Appendix Y provides the detailed cash 
flows for each of these cases. The values contained in Table 6 are the 
necessary wholesale market price for the product to obtain the stipulated 
cost of capital. Under the "reference case" assumptions, the necessary 
wholesale market prices range from $4.23 per gram of bGH for the one half 
million cow daily capacity plant to $1.93 for the 6.5 million cow daily 
capacity facility ($0,186 to $0,085 per daily dose per cow).® 7
7 An implicit assumption is that the debt-equity ratio will remain con­
stant over time as a result of an overall corporate financial phase.
^Although the required price rose slightly for the 7.0 million cow 
facility, this was probably due to lumpiness in the capital costs and not 
to the exhaustion of scale economies.
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Table 6
PRICE TO PRODUCE REQUIRED FOR ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY3
Plant Capacity 
in Cow Doses
Per Day
Price Per 
bGH Gram
Probability of a 
Positive After Tax 
Net Present Value
0.5 Million $4.23 98%
1.0 Million $3.81 95%
2.5 Million $3.17 95%
3.0 Million $2.91 95%
3.5 Million $2.89 97%
4.0 Million $2.71 96%
4.5 Million $2.53 95%
5.0 Million $2.31 95%
5.5 Million $2.17 95%
6.0 Million $2.15 95%
6.5 Million $1.93 95%
7.0 Million $1.97 95%
aResults are based on 100 Monte Carlo iterations. The price values should
be interpreted as the required constant wholesale price, over 20 years of
production, necessary to obtain a 10 percent real, after-tax rate of return 
on equity capital and to pay a 6=67 percent real, before—tax rate of inter­
est on debt capital with a 75/25 debt-equity ratio. Values do not include 
formulation, marketing costs or above normal profits and, therefore, should 
not be considered selling prices.
For all the "reference cases," 100 Monte Carlo iterations were util­
ized in conjunction with the assumptions given in Table 5. The resulting 
price to produce is clearly related to plant size indicating that substan­
tial economies of scale exist between the smallest scale facility analyzed 
and plants with a daily cow capacity of 6.5 million. The expected market 
price values were derived on the basis of an assured 95+ percent proba­
bility that the ATNPV would be positive in view of the uncertainties 
involved. Thus, over the 100 Monte Carlo iterations (each iteration repre­
senting a different set of potential real world capital and operating 
costs), ATNPV could not be negative more than 5 percent of the time for the 
reference cases tested.
However, it is important to note that selling prices for the hormone 
will be higher than production costs due to marketing costs, mark-ups 
through the distribution chain"and, perhaps mosT importantlyT~the cost of 
hormone purification and enhancement. For example, use of implant devices 
for "deliveries", rather than daily injection, could substantially raise the 
selling price.
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Sensitivity Analysis
In defining the "reference cases," several key assumptions were made 
with respect to the plant time horizon, the required rate of return on 
equity capital, the commercial loan rate and the debt/equity ratio. The 
purpose of this subsection is to determine the sensitivity of the reference 
case results to these assumptions. From such an analysis, changes result­
ing from alternative assumptions can be established.
Table 7 contains the results of these evaluations. The specific vari­
ables tested, and the range of values used for each, is listed in the Table 
stub. For each plant capacity, the "reference case" price to produce 
(Table 6) are used as the basis for the analysis and the variation in ATNPV 
and the probability of a loss are noted.
First, sensitivity with respect to the production time horizon is 
tested. Although a production time horizon of 20 years is often assumed 
for new facilities, many potential investors may demand a shorter payback 
period. This is particularly true in light of the rapidly changing 
technology involved in the biotechnology arena. Thus, time horizons of 15, 
10 and 5 years are considered.
As expected, after tax net present value falls and the probability of 
a loss rises as production time horizons are shortened. However, a 15, 
rather than 20, year period increases the probability of a loss only 6 to 
17 points (depending on the plant size) while a positive ATNPV is main­
tained. For a production time horizon of ten years, after tax net present 
value remains positive but the probability of a loss increases to a range 
of 36 to 74 percent (increasing with plant size). For a five year time 
horizon, after tax net present value is negative for all plant sizes above 
4.5 million cows per day and the probability of a loss is above 85 percent 
in all cases. However, even with the five year production assumption, a 25 
cent per gram price increase (one cent per cow dose) reduces the probabili­
ty of a loss to the range of 45 to 55 percent, while a 50 cent per gram 
increase in price (2 cents per cow dose) reduces the probability of loss to 
zero. Plant profitability is thus highly sensitive to minor absolute 
changes in dosage price although the percentage change in price may be 
substantial.
Four major elements impact the cost of capital used in the analysis. 
They include the required return on equity capital, loan interest rates, 
the debt/equity ratio, and the rate of inflation.^ Of these, sensitivity
^Although the analysis is carried out in real terms, the conversion of 
the debt capital rate from a before to an after tax value requires conver­
sion of the provided values to nominal terms so that they can be utilized 
with the appropriate tax rates (which are nominal values). Thus, the 
assumed rate of inflation must be used to initially convert the real before 
tax values to nominal before tax values and then to reconvert the weighted 
average nominal after tax values to real after tax values.
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testing was performed on the first three. As the results given in Table 7 
show, only increasing the equity component of capital investment to 75 per­
cent had a major impact on profitability. Throughout the analysis, the 
ATNPV is assumed to be the present value of net revenues in excess of the 
stipulated rate of return on invested capital. Therefore, as the amount of 
equity capital committed rises, ATNPV tends to fall since the return on 
equity capital is higher than that for the debt component. Again, a 25 
cent per gram increase in selling price was sufficient (for all plants) to 
reduce the probability of loss to zero.
Probability of Commercial Success
In light of the production costs per bGH gram given above, a tentative 
evaluation of bGH's commercial viability can be undertaken. However, to 
sustain a cow receiving bGH, more feed will be required and hence higher 
feed costs will result. The question of a balanced ration and the associ­
ated cost is the subject of the next section. However, assume for sake of 
argument that the extra feed costs for an additional pound of milk induced 
by bGH will average between 5 and 8 cents. If one conservatively assumes 
that bGH will stimulate an additional eight pounds of milk per cow daily, 
Table 8 details the extra daily milk revenue to be expected at various 
market prices per hundred weight. Also shown is the range of possible 
additional feed expenditures per cow per day and the residual revenue 
available to purchase bGH, pay for its administration, cover any other 
additional costs, and Increase farm profit.
Table 8
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF bGH COMMERCIAL VIABILITY 
GIVEN ALTERNATIVE MILK PRICES AND FEED COSTS
Milk Price Additional Gross
Revenue/Day (assuming 
8#/day production
Increase)
Range of 
Additional 
Feed Costs
Residue
$13.50 $1.08 $.40-.64 $.68-.44
$12.50 $1.00 $.40-.64 $.60-.36
$11.50 $ .92 $.40-.64 $.52-.28
$10.50 $ .84 $.40-.64 $.44-.20
$9.50 $ .76 $.40-.64 $.36-.12
$8.50 $ .68 $.40-.64 $.28-.04
$7.50 $ .60 $.40-.64 $.20-(-.04)
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Additional feed costs and the extent of improvement in milk production 
are clearly vital variables in determining the incentive to use bGH. How­
ever, even if farm milk prices deteriorated sharply, a substantial incen­
tive would exist for adoption at bGH prices ranging from two to four times 
raw production costs, especially when the marginal feed costs can be con­
tained near the lower end of the range shown. Of perhaps equal importance, 
several additional pounds of milk production per cow would be all that is 
required to make bGH profitable with higher feed prices and an on-farm milk 
price as low as $9.50 per hundred weight * Of course, if one had higher 
feed prices and the value of milk fell below $9.50/cwt, it would not be 
profitable to produce milk regardless of whether bGH was utilized•
Several other factors are important to understanding the market 
potential of bGH. First, substantial scale economies appear to exist with 
respect to production. This suggests that a single large manufacturing 
facility is economically preferred if market monopolization is not a 
factor. Conversely, it implies that monopoly power could develop with the 
resultant effect being bGH market prices substantially higher that produc­
tion, marketing and delivery costs. The impact on farm profitability, 
adoption rates and, ultimately, on milk markets is unknown (depending on 
the amount of economic rent that the conferred market power would permit 
the firm to extract.)
Another factor potentially impacting the market price of bGH relates 
to the technical issue of fermentation yield from the industrial production 
process. The above evaluation asssumed a product yield of 0.09g per liter 
based on 10^ molecules of product per cell and a 50 percent loss due to 
scale-up. This is based upon the use of a relatively inefficient tran­
scription plasmid (e.g., pBR322). Use of the pTAC vector could improve the 
efficiency more than ten times• If improved yields could be obtained and 
engineering problems involved in a scale-up (such as incomplete mixing and 
higher temperature due to heat generation) could be solved, the production 
costs of the product would be substantially reduced.
Finally another factor impacting bGH market potential involves the 
daily dose and resulting increases in milk production. Thus far, bGH 
effects have not been examined under the wide range of environmental 
conditions and animal management schemes which would exist on commercial 
dairy farms. The preceeding calculations assumed a daily dose of 44 mg/cow 
and an increase in milk production of 8 lb/day. Bauman and coworkers 
(1985) recently completed a long term study utilizing different doses of 
recombinant bGH. They observed that 27 mg/day was as effective as 40.5 
mg/day bGH with average increases in milk yield equal to 25 lb/cow/day.
In summary, although important to the ultimate market price of bGH, 
the sensitivity of production plant economics to changes in technical coef- 
ficients or economic assumptions will not be the only factor determining 
the ultimate economic success of bGH. The marginal costs of additional 
feed requirements, the associated increase in daily milk production and the 
equilibrium price of milk appear to be equally important considerations in 
determining farm adoption rates and economic impacts.
Section III
THE ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF bGH FOR FEED REQUIREMENTS, 
CROP ROTATIONS AND FARM PROFITABILITY
The rate of bGH adoption by individual dairy farm managers will depend 
on a number of factors in addition to product cost• The potential response 
in productivity, ease of inclusion in overall herd management, and actual 
response under a variety of management situations will contribute to 
profitability and extent of usage. This section seeks to provide a basis 
for analyzing the "macro" implications of bGH by evaluating the potential 
impact on dairy production at the "micro" or farm level.
Potential profitability of using bGH is investigated by analysis of 
three representative dairy farms. These three farms are constructed to 
represent the broad diversity of resources available to dairy farm managers 
in New York State, the Northeast, and the Lakes States. The resources on 
these representative farms, cost and return information from enterprise 
budgets, and milk production and feed requirements with and without bGH are 
used to obtain profit maximizing enterprise levels using linear programming 
(LP). Results from LP runs without bGH and with several bGH response rates 
are used to analyze farm firm level issues including:
o What is the potential effect of bGH adoption on profitability for 
each of the representative farms?
o How does the profitability of adoption vary with assumptions on 
feed intake response of the dairy cow?
o Is there a significant difference in the profitability of using 
bGH among the representative farms?
o What is the impact of bGH adoption on present crop rotation 
patterns?
o How does the impact on crop rotation patterns depend on the char­
acteristics of the farms and/or the assumption on feed intake
response?
o What happens to farm profitability as milk price is reduced?
REPRESENTATIVE FARMS
In an effort to simplify the analysis and to concentrate on the rela­
tive impacts of bGH, farms representing various resource levels within a 
region were configured. For purposes of this analysis, New York State data 
were used in determining the level of key characteristics for these farms. 
The resulting representative farms are thought to emulate much of the dairy 
farming activity in the Northeast and Lake States, although the proportion 
of total production represented by any one representation will differ on a 
state by state basis.
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After reviewing the available data (Cornell Dairy Farm Business 
Summary Data Tapes) , three farms types were chosen to represent the 
spectrum of dairy activity in the region. The three farm types are (1) 
farms growing only forage crops, (2) farms growing some but not all of 
their required grain, and (3) farms with excess grain to sell as a cash 
crop. Data from the Dairy Farm Business Summary records were grouped using 
these categories to obtain averages and ranges of resource and productivity 
characteristics.  ^ Table 9 outlines the general characteristics of the 
three representative farms. Since milk production per cow is highly vari­
able and crucial to the analysis, each representative farm is evaluated at
13,000 and 16,000 pounds of milk sold per cow.
Representative Farm Characteristics
Table 10 summarizes the detailed characteristics of the three represen­
tative farms. The 65 cow farm is intended to characterize small units (200
Table 9
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE FARMS
Representative
Farm
Dairy Herd Size 
(milking cows)
Hay
Crop
Corn
Crops
Forage Only 65 Mixed mostly 
grass hay
Silage
Corn Grain 100 Mixed mostly 
legume hay
Silage and Grain
Crop Sales 100 Mixed mostly 
legume hay
Silage and Grain
^Data summarized in Smith and Putnam (1983).
^The three farm types were obtained using the following criteria:
o dairy farms with no corn grown to represent forage only;
o dairy farms with crop sales greater than five percent of milk
sales and grain corn acres equal to or greater than 50 percent of 
corn silage acres to represent grain for sale;
the remaining dairy farms to represent some farm grown 
concentrate.
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acres of crop land) located on medium to poor quality land and capable of 
roughage production only. On the basis of the Farm Business Summary data, 
it is assumed that 60 acres (30 percent) can grow corn silage and the 
remaining cropland must produce mainly grass hay production (the nutrient 
composition is specified in Table 11). Two full time equivalent workers 
(5,520 hours) are provided by the family labor force. Other labor 
requirements must be met through hiring at an assumed rate of $3.55 per 
hour. Based upon the Farm Business Summary, harvested hay yields per acre 
are 2.3 tons dry matter or 2.6 tons on an as is basis. Corn silage yields 
after harvest are 14*0 tons per acre as fed or 4.6 tons dry matter.
The other two representative farms characterize larger dairy opera­
tions but differ with respect to their land resource. Both are assumed 
capable of corn grain production but one must purchase some grain to feed 
the herd while the other has sufficient land to produce all feed require­
ments , except protein and mineral supplements, with a residual harvest 
available for off-farm sale. The former operation consists of 250 acres of 
billable land, half of which are capable of producing corn crops. The 
remaining 125 acres must produce mixed mainly legume hay. The latter farm 
consists of 400 acres of crop land of which 250 or 62.5 percent can be 
utilized for corn. In both cases, the hay yield is 3.2 tons (as harvested) 
per acre. Likewise, corn silage yields averaged 14.5 tons harvested per 
acre. Corn grain yields are 80 bushels per acre for the 250 acre operation 
and 93 bushels per acre for the 400 acre operation. In the case of corn 
grain produced for off farm sale, a $3.00 per bushel selling price is used.
Farm Production Costs. Variable costs excluding labor and annual labor 
requirements for all enterprises are contained in Table 12. Variable costs 
for crop enterprises include seed, fertilizer, chemicals, fuel, machinery 
repairs, and harvesting expenses. Variable expenses for dairy enterprises 
include veterinary, breeding, bedding, supplies, building repairs, and 
livestock marketing but do not include feed as those expenses are incurred 
by the crop enterprises or through purchased feeds. These costs and labor 
requirements were developed largely from the Oklahoma State University Farm 
Enterprise Data System's (FEDS, Krenz) budgets. The FEDS budgets provide a 
consistant data set across the United States which can be utilized to 
expand the regional scope of this analysis if desired. However, the most 
recent set of crop budgets available at the time of the analysis was for 
1981. To insure consistency across enterprises and with the selected yield 
levels, adjustments were made using Knoblauch and Milligan (1982) for the 
crop enterprises and Knoblauch (1981) and Milligan et al., (1981b) for 
dairy enterprises.
Although FEDS divides New York into four production regions, the hay 
budget (alfalfa hay and other hay) and corn silage budget are derived for 
the state as a whole because of the small variance in costs across the 
region. Four separate FEDS corn grain budgets are provided for New York. 
The budget for the production area where the majority of New York dairy 
farms are located is used. The labor requirements from these budgets were 
modified to represent labor disappearance rather than machine time 
according to Knoblauch and Milligan (1982).
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The FEDS budgets for 1980 were used as the basis to obtain the vari­
able costs (excluding labor, feed, and hauling) for the dairy cow enter­
prise. Because these variable costs account for a relatively small percen­
tage of the total variable costs incurred in producing milk, and because 
the general farm price level did not change substantially over the 
1980-1981 period, the 1980 values were considered appropriate. As there 
are no FEDS replacement heifer budgets, 1980 heifer budgets compiled by 
Milligan, Nowak and Knoblauch (1981) are used. The labor requirement is‘25 
hours per replacement from birth to freshening.
Table 13 details the various prices or costs used. The USDA 
Agricultural Prices Annua1 Summary (Crop Reporting Board 1980, 1981, 1982) 
were consulted to specify the price of corn grain and soybeans. Because 
the relative prices of these two feedstuffs are important, a single price 
year was not considered sufficient. Instead, the average price of corn 
(per bushel) received by farmers and the average price paid by farmers per 
hundred weight of soybean oil meal 44 was calculated for 1980-1982. Fifty 
cents was added to the average price of corn received to obtain purchase 
prices. The resulting price of $3.50/bu. of corn and $15.60/cwt of soybean 
oil meal is then used in the model’s respective purchasing activities.
Table 13
PRICES USED BY THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL
Item Price or Cost
($)
Milk - net of marketing ($/cwt) 12.69
Sell Cull cows ($/hd) 593.00
Sell Replacement Heifers ($/hd) 1172.00
Sell Bull Calves ($/hd) 53.00
Buy corn ($/bu) 3.50
Buy SBM-44 ($/cwt) 15.60
Buy Premix ($/cwt) 18.74
Buy Cottonseed ($/cwt) 19.95
Hire labor ($/hr) 3.55
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Although the composition of the premise required per head will vary 
slightly according to level of production, an average price of $18.74/cwt 
is used (based on rations formulated using the ration program described 
later). In some rations, cottonseed meal was required to balance the 
ration. An average price of $19.95/cwt is used for this ingredient.
The price at which labor can be hired, $3.55/hour, is from the 1981 FEDS 
Budgets. The prices at which replacement heifers, cull cows, and bull 
calves are sold are obtained from the USDA 1981 Agricultural Prices Annual 
Summary (Crop Reporting Board (1982)). The price of milk minus the hauling 
expenses is that found in the 1980 Dairy FEDS Budget (12.69/cwt. of milk 
net of marketing costs).
Representative Farm LP Tableau
The information discussed above and the feed budgets discussed in the 
next section are used to construct the linear programming tableaus for the 
representative farms. Figure 6 is a schematic of the tableaus. In order 
to measure the Impact of bGH on crop acreages, three activities are 
included for both the dairy cow and dairy heifer enterprise. The three 
activities represent costs, labor requirements and feed requirements for 
prescribed combinations of hay crop and corn silage. The three forage 
compositions are all hay, half hay and corn silage on a dry matter basis, 
and three-fourths corn silage on a dry matter basis. The combination of 
the three activities, then, provides the forage composition to maximize 
returns. The entries for these activities come from the feed requirements 
discussed in the next section and in Tables 10 and 12.
The second set of activities includes those to sell the outputs of the 
dairy enterprises —  milk, cull cows, bull calves, surplus replacements —  
at the prices shown in Table 13. The crop production activities contain 
the outputs (yields from Table 10) and costs (variable costs and labor 
requirements from Table 12) for hay, corn silage, and/or corn grain. Feed 
purchase, crop sale, and labor hire correspond to the prices in Table 13. 
The corn restriction accounting activity introduces the proportion corn 
acreage can be of total acreage.
The objective function is to maximize return over variable costs.
Since bGH does not influence fixed resources, fixed costs do not change and 
this objective function is equivalent to profit maximization. The only 
assumption implicit in not changing fixed resources Is that crop enterprise 
changes will not exceed machinery or feed storage capacities.
The labor restriction simply requires that labor in excess of family 
inputs (Table 10) be hired. The crop acre and rotation constraints limit 
total acres (Table 10) and corn acres to the proportion allowed.
The feed accounting rows for hay crop, corn silage, corn grain, soy­
bean meal, cottonseed meal, and premix insure that crop production and/or 
feed purchases meet or exceed quantities required to feed cows and replace­
ments with excesses sold. The harvested yields are reduced by the storage 
loss (Table 10) prior to inclusion in these rows. The milk accounting row 
insures that production in all three dairy cow activities is sold. The 
calf and cull cow accounting rows insure that cows included in the 28 per­
cent culling rate are sold, bull calves are sold, and heifer calves are 
used as replacements or sold.
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THE FEEDING PROGRAM
The ration for each of the representative farms for each bGH response 
level is formulated for the three alternative forage compositions given 
available feedstuffs by using the Least Cost Balanced Dairy Ration Program 
developed by Milligan et al. (1981a)■ The least cost nutritionally 
balanced ration varies according to the cow’s age, productivity, weight 
etc. The nutrient requirements used in this program are based on the 
National Research Council (1978) and met by the feedstuffs which are 
specified as being available.
The rations for the representative farms are formulated with cows 
divided into three feeding groups according to their stage of lactation and 
production level. To reflect the range of productions receiving the 
ration, a lead factor is used to balance the ration for a higher production 
level than the group average. If this adjustment is not made approximately 
50 percent of the cows are underfed. By adjusting the ration for a higher 
level of production (lead factor x average daily production), the require­
ment of most of the animals in the group should be met without excessively 
overfeeding the lower producing cows in that group. The lead factor varies 
with the spread in production levels and the stage of lactation.
Based on work by Oltenacu et al. (1976), cows average 91 days in the 
earlylactation group, 120 days in the mid-lactation group, and 95 days in 
the late lactation group producing 36.0 percent, 42.9 percent and 21.1 
percent of their total milk production per year in each of these groups, 
respectively. (They remain dry the remaining 59 days of the year). For 
cows producing 13,000 pounds/year this implies an average production per 
day of 51, 46 and 29 pounds per day for cows in the early, mid and late 
lactation groups, respectively (Table 14). Similarily for the 16,000 
pound/year cows, this implies average daily production of 63, 57 and 35 
pounds in the early, mid and late lactation groups. The lead factors used 
in this study are the same as those specified by Ramsey (1983) which were 
based on recommendations by Sniffen. They are 1.05 for the high production 
group, 1.10 for the medium production group and 1•12 for the low production 
group.
Daily rations are formulated for each group under each of the alter­
nate forage compositions specified. This information is then incorporated 
with information on the length of time each cow spends in each production 
group (including the dry cow group) to obtain the annual feed requirements 
per cow under each feeding program. Because the rations are formulated 
using lead factors, they are readjusted slightly to reflect actual intake 
of the cows.
In addition to the milking cow rations, rations are formulated for replace­
ment heifers. Fox and Nowak (1981) calculated rations under these alterna­
tive forage compositions for heifers on farms with mostly mixed grass as 
the hay source. These are incorporated into the representative farm model 
using mixed mainly grass hay. In addition they also calculated rations for 
heifers on farms with mixed mainly legume hay, crop silage, and high mois­
ture corn. These rations were converted to equivalent rations using mixed 
mainly legume hay and corn grain by adjusting the rations for differences
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in dry matter content. These adjusted rations are used for the representa­
tive farm models feeding mixed mainly legume hay.
Dietary Adjustments Following Application of bGH
For these calculations, the period of bGH treatment was assumed to be 
mid-lactation (120 days) and late lactation (95 days). The early lactation 
portion (first 91 days postpartum) was not included. Although increases in 
milk production have been reported in short term studies with bGH treatment 
during the early lactation period, the increases are relatively less and no 
longer-term studies have involved this portion of the lactation cycle 
(Bauman and McCutcheon, 1984). The exact milk output response to the 
application of bGH is not known with certainty. However, based on Bauman 
et al. (1985), it is felt that the feed requirements of a lactating cow 
could change in one of two ways:
o Voluntary feed intake changes are insufficient to support
increased milk production. Thus, diets need to be reformulated at 
higher nutrient densities to support the nutrient requirements. 
This adjustment implies that intake response is insufficient to 
avoid increasing the energy density of the rations.
o Voluntary intake increases such that the diets formulated for the 
early lactation period (first 91 days postpartum, non-treatment) 
are of sufficient nutrient density to support the increased daily 
milk production during the treatment period. This alternative 
implies that intake response is sufficient to allow feeding of the 
same diets but for different periods of time.
Experimental evidence exists to support both scenarios. In short-term 
studies, increased milk production with bGH has been observed while no 
change in feed intake occurs (see review by Bauman and McCutcheon). In 
longer-term studies, the increased milk production occurs but after a few 
weeks voluntary feed Increases to a level necessary to support the extra 
milk produced (Bauman et al., 1985; Peel et al., 1985). Both alternatives 
assume that the nutrient requirements for maintenance and for each incre­
ment of milk are not altered by growth hormone treatment. These assump­
tions are valid as shown by experimental results (Peel et al., 1981;
Tyrrell et al., 1982; Bauman and McCutcheon, 1985). Thus the increases in 
efficiency (milk/unit feed) which occur with bGH treatment are the result 
of diluting the maintenance costs. There mechanisms for Increasing 
efficiency are similar to the gains which have occurred with the use of 
artificial insemination and genetic selection programs and with the adop­
tion of improved management practices.
It is relatively straightforward to make adjustments in the rations 
under the first alternative. If the hormone is not administered until the 
cow reaches the peak of her lactation cycle, then one can assume that only 
the daily milk production of cows in the middle and late production groups 
are affected. Results from trials with bGH at Cornell have indicated an 
increase in production during this last part of lactation anywhere from 15 
to 40 percent (Bauman and McCutcheon, 1985). In this study, new rations 
for each forage composition are formulated (using the least cost balanced
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ration program) for each alternative feeding program assuming a 10, 20, 30, 
and 40 percent increase in production during the last 215 days of the 
lactation cycle. This increase is 6.4, 12.8, 19,2 and 25.6 percent, 
respectively, over the total lactation (see Table 14). These rations are 
then incorporated into the representative farm model to analyze the effect 
of bGH on the optimal organization of the farm when one maximizes revenue 
over variable cost.
The second scenario requires a recalculation of intake per cow. To 
make such an adjustment, the total energy required for the middle lactation 
group with bGH is calculated. This calculation is based on the net energy 
requirement equation in Milligan et al. (1981a). Then, the energy density 
of the early lactation ration and the quantity of this ration required are 
calculated. The resulting ration meets the energy needs of a cow with a 
higher level of production. Although the ratio between net energy require­
ments and crude protein will not remain exactly the same as production 
increases, it is assumed that the increase in requirements for crude 
protein will be met once the ration has been adjusted for the increased net 
energy required. Just as in the first alternative, only the rations of 
cows in the middle and late lactation groups must be adjusted since the 
hormone is not administered until peak production has been reached. Again, 
rations are reformulated for a 10, 20, 30 and 40 percent increase in pro­
duction during the last 215 days in lactation so that results under these 
two scenarios can be compared.
RESULTS OF RATION REFORMULATION
Annual feed requirements were formulated for combinations of the 
following:
o Two alternative intake responses (for 16,000 pounds production
only),
o Three forage compositions (all hay, half and half, three-quarters 
corn silage),
o Two hay crop qualities,
o Production without bGH of 13,000 and 16,000 pounds of milk per cow
per year,
o No bGH and four response levels.
Annual feed requirements meeting all nutrient requirements for the pre­
scribed production level (Milligan et al., 1981a) were formulated for each 
of the 84 combinations of the above factors. These feed requirements, by 
production group and annual, are displayed in Appendix Z for normal intake 
and in Appendix AA for enhanced intake.
In the discussion that follows, we concentrate on the impact of bGH 
response levels with the focus on the half-and-half forage composition with 
mixed mainly legume hay (MML) at the pre-bGH 16,000 production level.
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Reference is made to other forage compositions, hay quality, and base pro­
duction levels only when the results are not totally consistent. To fur­
ther clarify the presentation, we will concentrate on no bGH, 20 percent 
(12.6 percent for the total lactation) and 40 percent (25.6 percent for the 
total lactation) response.
The feed requirement formulation program utilizes the representative 
farm characteristics (Tables 9 and 10), nutrient contents (Table 11) and 
prices (Table 13) except that the farm produced feeds must be assigned a 
price directly (corn grain - $3.50/bu; corn silage - $22/ton; MML - 
$69/ton; MMG - $62/ton) rather than through the crop production enter­
prises.
The results portray a significant increase in both costs and profits 
per cow with bGH adminstration (Tables 15 and 16). As indicated earlier, 
the indicated increases in milk production represent a 20 and 40 percent 
increase over the post-peak response period.
Table 15
COMPARISON OF ANNUAL FEED REQUIREMENTS BY RESPONSE TO bGH AND FEED 
INTAKE ASSUMPTION IN THE BASE CASEa
Annual
Requirements, 
Costs, or Returns
No bGH
12.8% Response 25.6% Response
Normal
Intake
Enhanced
Intake
Normal 
Intake
Enhanced
Intake
Production, lbs/year 16,000 18,048 18,048 20,096 20,096
Concentrate Cost, $ 302 437 367 593 433
Total Ration Cost, $ 697 808 795 940 874
Cost per cwt Milk, $ 4.35 4.48 4.41 4.68 4.35
Return over Feed and 
Marketing Costs, $ 1,334 1,483 1,495 1,610 1,677
Return over Feed and 
Marketing Costs/cwt, $ 8.34 8.21 8.28 8.01 8.34
Feed Intake per cwt 
Milk, lbs 84.3 78.3 82.7 73.8 78.9
a16,000 production without bGH and forage half from corn silage and half 
from MML.
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Table 16
COMPARISON OF PRECENT INCREASES IN FEED REQUIREMENT BY RESPONSE TO bGH 
AND FEED INTAKE ASSUMPTION FOR BASE CASEa 
(percent)
12.8% Response 25.6% Response
H U U U d  -L L V C  U i ,  J- C U i C  L i  L. O  9
Costs, or Returns Normal
Intake
Enhanced
Intake
Normal 
Intake
Enhanced
Intake
Production 12.8 12.8 25.6 25.6
Concentrate Cost 44.7 21.5 96.4 43.4
Total Ration Cost 15.9 14.1 34.9 25.4
Return Over Feed and 
Marketing Costs
11.2 12.1 20.7 25.7
Total Intake 4.7 10.7' 10.0 17.6
a16,000 production without bGH and forage half from corn silage and half 
from MML.
The total intake of feed increases less rapidly than the increase in 
milk production, especially with normal intake assumptions (Table 16). As 
a result, the nutrient densities of the rations must increase, resulting in 
larger proportions of concentrates (corn grain, soybean meal and premix). 
The resulting impact on cost is that concentrate cost increases dramati­
cally, and as concentrate prices exceed forage costs, total costs are pro­
portionally greater than production increases (Tables 15 and 16). Because 
the enhanced intake requirements presume bGH results in extra stimulation 
to both production and intake, the increases in concentrate and total cost 
are moderated. In fact, at the 25.6 percent response level, milk and total 
feed cost increase essentially proportionally.
Return over feed and milk marketing costs shows a dramatic increase, 
although proportionately less than the increase in production (except with 
large responses with enhanced Intake). Based on research to date, the 
other traditional expense items —  breeding, veterinary, labor, supplies, 
etc. —  are not expected to increase more than marginally. The return 
over feed cost and marketing is then the additional income available 
(before any market-wide adjustments) to purchase the product (bGH) and 
enhance profits. This return is several times greater than the expected 
production costs discussed earlier.
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Effect of Hay Crop Quality
Hay crop quality has a small impact on the economic response to bGH 
(Tables 17 and 18). Although the dollar increase in both concentrate and 
feed cost is greater with MMG (Table 17), the percentage increase is less 
and similar, respectively (Table 18). Since the proportionate increase in 
return over feed cost and marketing is relatively constant, the absolute 
dollar increase is less for MMG. When hay crop is the only forage, the 
profitability of the response is dampened considerably with MMG.
Effect of Forage Composition
Results when the forage is either all hay (MML) or 75 percent corn 
silage are very similar to those with the forage equal parts hay and corn 
silage (Tables 19-21). Without bGH, the half and half forage composition 
is the least expensive for the prices used. With a 25.6 percent bGH 
response rate, the all-hay ration becomes least cost with the increased
Table 17
COMPARISON OF ANNUAL FEED REQUIREMENTS PER COW 
BY HAY CROP QUALITY AND INTAKE ASSUMPTION FOR
16,000 PRODUCTION AND HALF-AND-HALF FORAGE COMPOSITION
Annual MML a MMGa
Requirements, No bGH 25.6% Increase No bGH 25.6% Increase
Costs, or 
Returns
Normal
Intake
Enhanced
Intake
Normal
Intake
Enhanced
Intake
Production,
lbs/year 16,000 18,048 18,048 16,000 18,048 18,048
Concentrate 
Cost, $ 302 593 433 407 714 575
Total Ration 
Cost, $ 697 940 874 755 1,012 949
Cost per cwt 
Milk, $ 4.35 4.68 4.35 4.72 5.04 4.72
Return Over Feed 
and Marketing 
Costs, $ 1,334 1,610 1,677 1,275 1,538 1,601
aMML opportunity cost price is $69/ton; 
MMG is $62/ton.
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Table 18
EFFECT OF HAY CROP QUALITY ON PERCENT INCREASES 
IN PER COW FEED REQUIREMENTS WITH A 25.6% RESPONSE TO bGHa
(percent)
Annual Requirements, 25.6%
MMLa
Increase
MMGa
25.6% Increase
Costs, or Returns Normal
Intake
Enhanced
Intake
Normal Enhanced 
Intake Intake
Production 25.6 25.6 25.6 25.6
Concentrate Cost 96.4 43.4 75.4 41.3
Total Ration Cost 34.9 25.4 34.0 25.7
Return Over Feed and 
Marketing Costs 20.7 25.7 20.6 25.6
a16,000 pounds base production, half hay crop 
composition.
and half corn silage forage
Table 19
PER COW COMPARISON OF ANNUAL FEED REQUIREMENTS BY RESPONSE TO bGH 
AND FORAGE COMPOSITION FOR 16,000 PRODUCTION AND 
NORMAL INTAKE ASSUMPTION
Annual All Hay Half & Half 75% Corn Silage
Requirements, 
Costs, or Returns
No
bGH
25.6% No 
Response bGH
25.6% No 25.6% 
Response bGH Response
Production,
lbs/year 16,000 18,048 16,000 18,048 16,000 18,048
Concentrate Cost, $ 306 584 302 593 341 617
Total Ration 
Cost, $ 711 926 697 940 735 967
Cost Per Cwt 
Milk, $ 4.44 4.61 4.35 4.68 4.60 4.81
Return Over Feed 
and Marketing 
Costs, $ 1,319 1,624 1,334 1,610 1,295 1,583
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PER COW COMPARISON OF ANNUAL FEED REQUIREMENT BY RESPONSE TO bGH 
AND FORAGE COMPOSITION FOR 16,000 PRODUCTION AND ENHANCED INTAKE
Table 20
Annual All Hay Half & Half 75% Corn Silage
Requirements, No 25.6% No 25.6% No 25.6%
Costs, or Returns bGH Response bGH Response bGH Response
Production,
lbs/year 16,000 18,048 16,000 18,048 16,000 18,048
Concentrate
Cost, $ 306 432 302 433 342 456
Total Ration
Cost, $ 711 864 697 874 735 900
Cost Per Cwt
Milk, $ 4.44 4.30 4.35 4.35 4.60 4.48
Return Over Feed
and Marketing 
Costs, $ 1,319 1,686 1,334 1,677 1,295 1,650
Table 21
COMPARISON OF CHANGES IN FEED REQUIREMENTS BY RESPONSE TO bGH, 
FORAGE COMPOSITION, AND INTAKE ASSUMPTION FOR 16,000 PRODUCTION
(percent)
Normal Intake Enhanced Intake
All
Hay
Half & 
Half
75%
Corn Silage
All
Hay
Half & 
Half
75%
Corn Silage
Production 25.6 25.6 25.6 25.6 25.6 25.6
Concentrate
Cost 90.1 96.4 80.9 41.2 43.4 33.3
Total Ration 
Cost 30.2 34.9 31.6 21.5 25.4 22.4
Return Over 
Feed and Market­
ing Costs 23.1 20.7 22.2 27.8 25.7 27.4
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cost of the 75 percent corn silage ration also less than that of the half 
and half. The reason for the larger increase in cost of the half and half 
is that the advantage of the mix of forages declines as production 
increases and more nutrients are obtained from concentrates. This advan­
tage accrues primarily late in the lactation.
With the lower quality MMG, the increases with bGH remain similar; 
however, the relative changes differ. The 75 percent corn silage ration 
increases in profitability to the point where it is the least cost ration, 
while the changes in the other two forage compositions are almost 
identical.
Effect of Production Level
We have focused on the higher production level herds because they are 
less likely to have limitations that will limit or preclude response to 
bGH. Tables 22 and 23 compare the results for the pre-bGH 13,000 and
16,000 annual production herds. The results, assuming a normal intake 
response, are very similar. In percentage terms, the profitability 
response is greater with the lower production herd because the nutritional 
constraints are easier to meet; however, the dollar increase is signifi­
cantly less.
Table 22
EFFECT OF MILK PRODUCTION ON PER COW RESPONSE TO bGHa
13,000 Herd 16,000 Herd
No
bGH
12.8%
Response
25.6%
Response
No
bGH
12.8%
Response
25.6%
Response
Production, Ibs/yr 13,000 14,664 16,328 16,000 18,048 20,096
Concentrate Cost, $ 115 203 311 302 437 539
Total Ration Cost, $ 543 625 712 697 808 940
Cost Per Cwt Milk, $ 4.18 4.26 4.36 4.35 4.48 4.68
Return Over Feed and 
Marketing Costs, $ 1,106 1,236 1,360 1,334 1,483 1,610
aHalf MML hay and half corn silage with normal intake.
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Table 23
INCREASE IN FEED REQUIREMENT FOR DIFFERENT MILK 
PRODUCTION LEVELS WITH bGHa 
(percent)
12.8% Increase 25.6% Increase
13,000 16,000 13,000 16,000
Concentrate Cost 76.5 44.7 170.4 78.5
Total Ration Cost 15,1 15.9 31.1 34.9
Return Over Feed Cost 11.8 23.0 23.0 20.7
aHalf MML hay and half corn silage with normal intake.
Return Per Day of Administration
The true test of bGH will be the return over feed and marketing costs 
compared to the cost of obtaining and administering bGH. In this analysis, 
response is based on 215 days of administration. Dividing the days of 
administration into the return over feed and marketing costs provides 
perspective on profitability (Table 24). As shown, the return exceeds the 
costs for all combinations at both response levels. This return is 
available for bGH purchase, administration costs and enhanced profit.
RESULTS OF REPRESENTATIVE FARM ANALYSIS
In analyzing the impact of bGH, it is important to realize that a 
change of this magnitude in feed rations has ripple effects throughout the 
farm operation. In addition to the expected changes in feed requirements 
and profitability, crop acres, feed purchases and/or sales and labor 
requirements may change. The economic issue, then, is how the total, and 
therefore marginal, revenues and costs of the whole dairy farm operation 
react to bGH response.
The previous section illustrated the profitability of bGH with no 
change in roughage proportions. In this section we consider return over 
variable cost but look especially at impacts on farm enterprise 
organization and compare the changes in the three representative farms.
Normal Intake
Tables 25 through 27 detail the results of the analysis pertaining to 
feed rations assuming normal intake. On all representative farms, it is 
clear that the return over variable costs increases with increasing re- 
sponse to bGH at the milk price of $12.69 per cwt. This increase ranges 
from near 6 percent for farms at the 6.4 percent response rate to 20-25 
percent at the 25.6 percent response rate.
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PER COW INCREASE IN RETURN OVER FEED AND MILK MARKETING COSTS 
PER DAY OF ADMINISTRATION OF bGHa 
($)
Table 24
12. 8% Increase 25.6% Increase
Normal
Intake
Enhanced
Intake
Normal
Intake
Enhanced
Intake
Base*3 0.69 0.75 1.28 1.60
Base, with MMG 
instead of MML 0.70 0.72 1.22 1.52
Base, with all 
MML hay instead 
of half and half 0.75 0.80 1.42 1.71
Base, with 13,000 
instead of 16,000 0.60 — 1.18 --
aIncrease in return over feed and marketing costs compared to no bGH
divided by 215 days of response to bGH.
^16,000 pounds production without bGH using half MML hay and half corn 
silage.
The economic benefits of administering the hormone vary across the 
three farm types and two production groups. The small forage only farm, at 
a given response rate, improves its return over variable costs by a some­
what higher percentage than the larger farms. Low producing herds increase 
their percentage return more than higher producers on small and medium size 
farms but high producers have a slight advantage on larger farms (Table 
28). On a per cow basis increased return is greatest on the large farm 
with corn grain sales because the increased feed required reduces crop 
sales as opposed to increasing feed purchases. The per cow increase in 
returns over variable costs is lowest on the small farm with a low pro­
ducing herd. Likewise, the increase in return per hundredweight of addi­
tional milk production is greater on the larger farm (but generally at the 
lower production level).
The marginal cost per hundredweight of milk production behaves as 
expected, with marginal costs generally increasing as production response 
to bGH improves. The values range from 4 to 6 cents per pound of milk pro­
duction —  well within the range assumed in the last section. The low end 
of the range is, as expected, for the cash sales representative farm.
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T a b l e  2 5
IMPACTS OF bGH ON FORAGE ONLY REPRESENTATIVE FARMS BY RESPONSE RATE AND
AVERAGE ANNUAL MILK PRODUCTION WITH THE NORMAL INTAKE ASSUMPTION®
Item
Impacted
No
bGH
6.4%
Response
12.8%
Response
19.2%
Response
25.6%
Response
13,000# Base Herd Production Average
Return over Variable
Costs ($) 68,292.77 72,529.05 76,813.51 81,257.35 85,210.27
Acres Used 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00
Corn Acres 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00
Grain Acres 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Silage Acres 60,00 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00
Hay (MMG) Acres 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00
Ave* Forage Comp.
of Cow Ration (b/s) 51/49 50/50 49/51 48/52 47/53
Milk Production (cwt) 8,450.0 8,990.8 9,531.6 10,072.4 10,613.2
Purchased Feed
Premix (cwt) 159.02 166.98 174.63 182.36 190.81
Soy-44 (cwt) 693.98 801.35 898,50 995.10 1,105.90
Corn (bu) 896.51 1,284.36 1,686.79 2,065.73 2,545.44
Sell Feed
Hay (MMG) Tons 74.32 82.25 89.24 97.23 106.60
Corn (Bu) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Net Purchased feed ($)" 11,742.00 14,368.00 16,946.00 19.365.00 22.275.00
Marginal Cost/CSTT
Milk ($)c — 4.86 4.81 4.70 4.87
Hired Labor (hrs) 
Marginal Return to Land
2,953.50 2,953.50 2,953.50 2,953.50 2,953.50
and Machinery ($/Acre) 
Marginal Return to C o m  
and Assoc. Facilities
102.34 85.89 85.41 83.91 83.05
($/Cov) 434.30 550.07 617.47 690.46 753.90
16)000# Base Herd Production Average
Return over Variable
Costs ($) 83,395.33 88,273.26 93,192.95 97,499.56 101,953.50
Acres Used 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00
Corn Acres 57.02 55.55 54.09 52.68 51.42
Grain Acres 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Silage Acres 57.02 55.55 54.09 52.68 51.42
Hay (MMG) Acres 142.98 144.45 145.91 147.32 148.58
Ave. Forage Comp.
of Cow Ration (h/s) 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50
Milk Production (cwt) 10,400.0 11,065.6 11,715.6 12,396.8 13.062,4
Purchased Feed
Premix (cwt) 185.76 195.51 202.01 213.71 228.66
Soy-44 (cwt) 1,009.80 1,163.20 1,280.20 1,349.10 1,353.65
Corn (bu) 2,735.85 3,266.25 3,907.80 4,501.90 4,845.75
Cottonseed (cwt) 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 322.40Sell Feed
Hay (MMG) Tons 102.94 113.75 124,55 135.23 165.02
Corn (Bu) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Met Purchased Feed ($)b 21,604.00 25,279.00 28,716.00 33,157.00 37.243.00
Marginal Cost/CWT
Milk ($)c — 5.36 5.24 5.63 5.72
Hired Labor (hrs) 2,953.7 2,968.62 2,973.59 2,978.38 2,982.67
Marginal Return to Land
and Machinery ($/Acre) 71.36 71.36 71.36 71.36 71.36
Marginal Return to Cows 
and Assoc. Facilities
($/Cow) 761.97 837.02 912.71 978.96 1,047.49
a 2 0 0  c r o p  a c r e s  w i t h  m a x i m u m  o f  3 0  p e r c e n t  i n  c o r n ,  h a y  c r o p  I s  m i x e d  m a i n l y  g r a s s ,  
6 5  c o w s  w i t h  e i t h e r  1 6 , 0 0 0  o r  1 3 , 0 0 0  p o u n d s  m i l k  s o l d  p e r  c o w  w i t h o u t  b G H .
b T o t a l  p u r c h a s e d  f e e d  e x p e n s e s  l e s s  c r o p  s a l e s .
cChange in all feed purchases, crop sales and crop enterprise expenses divided by
hundredweight change in milk production. All changes from no bGH.
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T a b l e  2 6
IMPACTS OF bGH ON CORN GRAIN REPRESENTATIVE FARMS BY RESPONSE RATE AND
AVERAGE ANNUAL MILK PRODUCTION WITH THE NORMAL INTAKE ASSUMPTION6
Item
Impacted
No
bGH
6.4%
Response
12.8%
Response
19.2%
Response
25.6%
Response
13,000# Base Herd Production Average
Re tiara OT@r Variable
Costs ($) 120,282.00 126,823.00 133,254.00 139,893.00 145,757.00
Acres Used 250.00 250.00 250.00 250.00 250.00
Corn Acres 94.54 101.13 102.42 104.69 107.60
Grain Acres 5.19 11.93 14.05 17.75 22.46
Silage Acres 39.35 89.20 88.37 86.94 85.14
Hay (MML) Acres 155.46 148.87 147.58 145.31 142.40Ave. Forage Coap.
of Cow Ration (b/s) 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50
Milk Production {cwt) 13,000.0 13,832.0 14,664.0 15,496.0 16,328.0
Purchased Feed
Premia (cwt) 147.80 153.80 167.80 177.80 191.80
Soy-44 (cwt) 626.58 737.58 861.58 1,010.58 1,181.58
Corn (bu) 0.00 133.40 669.92 1,044.79 1,514.86
Sell Feed
Hay (MML) Tons 19.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Purchased Feed 11,189.00 14,355.00 18,930.00 22,754.00 27,329.00
Marginal Cost/CUT
Milk ($)*> — 4.83 4.89 4.83 5.04
Hired Labor (hrs) 3,166.00 3,128.00 3,118.00 3,101.00 3,080.00
Marginal Return to Land 
and Machinery ($/Acre) 112.66 115.68 115.68 115.68 115.68
Marginal Return to Cows 
and Assoc* Facilities 
($/Cow) 676.00 734.00 798.00 865.00 923.00
16,000# Base Herd Production Average
Return over Variable
Costs ($) 142,975.00 150,504.00 157,759.00 165,554.00 171,699.00
Acres Used 250.00 250.00 250.00 250.00 250.00
Corn Acres 109.22 111.81 115.37 117.96 49.67
Grain Acres 24.98 29.15 34.97 39.14 27.09
Silage Acres 84.24 82.66 80.40 78.82 22.58
Hay (MML) Acres 140.78 138.19 134.63 132.04 200.33
Awe. Forage Comp.
of Cow Ration (h/s) 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50 100/0
Milk Production (cwt) 16,000.0 17,024.0 18,024.0 19,072.0 20,096.0
Purchased Feed
Premix (cwt) 191.80 205.80 220.80 235.80 209.80
Soy-44 (cwt) 1,110.58 1,320.58 1,524.58 1,716.58 1,112.58
Corn (bu) 1,417.27 1,937.17 2,458.56 3,064.46 8,032,91
Cottonseed (cwt) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 206.00
Sell Feed
Hay (MML) Tons 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Purchased Feed ($) 25,880.00 31,238.00 36,526.00 41,876.00 53,513.00
Marginal Cost/COT
Milk ($) — 5.34 5.39 5.34 5.67
Hired Labor (hrs) 3,069.00 3,050.00 3,024.00 3,005.00 3,266.00
Marginal Return to Land 
and Machinery ($/Acre) 115.68 115.68 115.68 115.68 115.68
Marginal Return to Cows 
and Assoc. Facilities
($/Cow) 896.00 971.00 1,043.00 1,121.00 1,183.00
a 2 5 0  c r o p  a c r e s  w i t h  m a x i m u m  o f  5 0  p e r c e n t  i n  c o r n ,  h a y  c r o p  i s  m i x e d  m a i n l y  l e g u m e ,  
1 0 0  c o w s  w i t h  e i t h e r  1 3 , 0 0 0  o r  1 6 , 0 0 0  p o u n d s  m i l k  s o l d  p e r  c o w  w i t h o u t  b G H .
^ C h a n g e  i n  a l l  f e e d  p u r c h a s e s ,  c r o p  s a l e s  a n d  c r o p  e n t e r p r i s e  e x p e n s e s  d i v i d e d  b y  
h u n d r e d w e i g h t  c h a n g e  i n  m i l k  p r o d u c t i o n .  A l l  c h a n g e s  f r o m  n o  b G H .
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Table 27
IMPACTS OF bGH ON CHOP SALES REPRESENTATIVE FARMS BY RESPONSE RATE AND
AVERAGE ANNUAL MILK PRODUCTION WITH NORMAL INTAKE ASSUMPTION3
Item
I m p a c t e d
N o
bGH
6.4%
Response
12.8%
R e s p o n s e
19.2%
R e s p o n s e
25.6%
Response
13,000# Base Herd Production Average
Return o v e r  Variable
C o s t s  ( ? ) 137,852.00 144,703.00 151,481.00 158,446.00 164,719.00
Acres Used 400.00 400.00 400.00 400.00 400.00
Corn Acres 250.00 250.00 250.00 250.00 250.00
Grain Acres 160.65 160.81 161.63 163.06 164.87
Silage Acres 89.35 89.19 88.37 86.94 8 5 . 1 3
H a y  ( M M L )  Acres 150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00
Ave. Forage Comp.
of Cow Ration (b/s) 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50
M i l k  P r o d u c t i o n  (cwt) 13,000.0 13,832.0 14,664.0 15,496.0 16,328.0
Purchased Feed
Premix (cwt) 147.80 153.80 167.80 177.80 191.80
S o y - 4 4  (cwt) 626.50 737.58 861.58 1,010.58 1,181.58
Corn (bu) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 . 0 0
Sell Feed
Hay (MML) Tons 2.48 3.48 7.48 1 4 . 4 8 23.48
Corn (Bu) 14,214.53 13,569.21 12,942.47 12,409.47 11,735.68
Net Purchased Feed ($)b -30,270.00 -26,563.00 -22,766.00 -19,144.00 -14,824.00
M a r g i n a l  Cost/CHT
M i l k  ( $ ) c “ 4.46 4.50 4.44 4.62
S i r e d  L a b o r  (hrs) 4,019.00 4,019.00 4,017.00 4,014.00 4,009.00
M a r g i n a l  t e t u r i i  t o  L a n d  
and Machinery ($/Acre) 114.54 114.54 114.54 114.54 114.54
M a r g i n a l  R e t u r n .  t o  C o m  
and Assoc. Facilities 
(9/Cmr) 675.00 744.00 812.00 881.00 944.00
16,000# Base Herd Production Average
Return over Variable
Costs ($) 161,981.00 170,695.00 178,459.00 186,933.00 194,145.00
Acres Used 400.00 400.00 4 0 0 . 0 0 4 0 0 . 0 0 4 0 0 . 0 0
Corn Acres 250.00 177.99 186.73 1 9 3 . 2 0 199.67
Grain Acres 165.77 155.41 164.15 170.62 1 7 7 . 0 9
Silage Acre8 84.23 22.58 22.58 22.58 2 2 . 5 8
H a y  ( M M L )  Acres 150.00 222.01 213.28 2 0 6 . 8 0 2 0 0 . 3 3
A v e .  Forage C o f f l p .
o f  C o w  R a t i o n  (h/s) 5 0 / 5 0 1 0 0 / 0 1 0 0 / 0 1 0 0 / 0 1 0 0 / 0
M i l k  P r o d u c t i o n  ( c w t ) 16,000.0 1 7 , 0 2 4 . 0 1 8 , 0 2 4 . 0 1 9 , 0 7 2 . 0 2 0 , 0 9 6 . 0
Purchased Feed
Premix (cwt) 191.80 1 5 3 . 8 0 1 7 5 . 8 0 193.80 209.80
Soy-44 (cwt) 1,110.58 720.58 9 0 7 . 5 8 1 , 0 6 8 . 5 8 1,112.58
C o r n  ( b u ) 0 . 0 0 0.00 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
Cottonseed (cwt) 0 . 0 0 0.00 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 6 . 0 0
Sell Feed
H a y  ( M M L )  Tons 2 8 . 4 8 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
Corn (Bu) 11,718.79 6,995.14 6 , 6 1 9 . 2 8 6,076.28 5 , 9 6 9 . 2 8
M e t  Purchssed Feed £$)“ -16,231.00 - 6 , 8 6 2 . 0 0 -2,405.00 2 , 0 7 3 . 0 0 7 , 5 2 0 . 0 0
M a r g i n a l  C o s t / C S T
M i l k  ( $ ) c — 4.18 4 . 5 5 4 . 5 7 4 . 8 4
H i r e d  Labor (hrs) 4,007.00 4,277.00 4,226.00 4 , 1 8 9 . 0 0 4 , 1 5 1 . 0 0
M a r g i n a l  R e t u r n  t o  L a n d  
a n d  M a c h i n e r y  ($/Acre) 114.54 1 1 5 . 6 8 115.68 1 1 5 . 6 8 1 1 5 . 6 8
M a r g i n a l  R e t u r n  t o  C o w s  
and Assoc. Facilities 
($/Cow) 917.00 999.00 1 , 0 7 7 . 0 0 1 , 1 6 2 . 0 0 1 , 2 3 4 . 0 0
a 4 Q O  c r o p  a c r e s  w i t h  m a x i m u m  o f  6 2 . 5  p e r c e n t  i n  c o r n ,  h a y  c r o p  i s  m i x e d  m a i n l y  
l e g u m e ,  1 0 0  c o w s  w i t h  e i t h e r  1 3 , 0 0 0  o r  1 6 , 0 0 0  p o u n d s  m i l k  s o l d  p e r  c o w  w i t h o u t  b G H .
^ T o t a l  p u r c h a s e d  f e e d  e x p e n s e s  l e s s  c r o p  s a l e s .
cChange in all feed purchases, crop sales and crop enterprise expenses divided by
hundredweight change in milk production. All changes from no bGH.
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The changes in feed acquisition, which encompass crop enterprise selec­
tion, feed purchases, and crop sales, are the product of the feed require­
ments just analyzed, the crop characteristics (Tables 10 and 12), and the 
sale and purchase prices (Table 13). The responses on the representative 
farms with lower production portray marginal adjustments with little or no 
change in the profit maximizing forage composition (Tables 25-27 and 29). 
Consistent with the feed requirement section, the ration with half hay crop 
and half corn silage is the predominant choice. On the forage only farm 
with the poorer quality MMG hay, the maximum acreage of corn silage is 
always utilized (with lower production). With greater response to bGH and 
the corresponding decrease in total forage, the proportion hay crop 
decreases slightly. On the larger representative farms, forage composition 
is unchanged while forage acres decline and/or hay sales increase.
In the previous section, it was concluded that the most profitable 
composition shifted from half and half to all hay with bGH and the higher 
production level (Tables 19 and 21). This same shift is apparent in the 
100 cow representative farms (Tables 26-27). The result Is a dramatic 
adjustment in crop acreages (Table 28). Net feed purchase is greater than 
if ration composition is unchanged; however, crop expenses show a relative 
decrease. The magnitude of the shift is a function of the linear program­
ming techniques used. On the forage only farm, with its lower quality hay 
crop, forage composition is unchanged.
Table 28
REPRESENTATIVE FARM CHANGES DUE TO bGH RESPONSE 
WITH 16,000 POUNDS BASE PRODUCTION AND NORMAL INTAKE ASSUMPTION
12.8% Response 25.6% Response
Forage
Only
Corn Crop 
Grain Sales
Forage Corn 
Only Grain
Crop
Sales
Increase in RQVCa 
Farm, $ 9,798 14,784 16,478 18,558 28,723 32,164
Per Cow, $ 151 148 165 286 287 322
Marginal Feed 
Cost/cwt, $ 5.24 5.39 4.55 5.72 5.67 4.84
Change in 
Crop Acres 
Hay + 3 - 6 +63 + 6 +59 +50
Corn Silage - 3 - 4 -62 - 6 -62 -62
Corn Grain — +10 - 2 — + 2 +11
Net Feed
Purchase^ ($) 
Change ($) +7,112 +10,646 +13,825*1 +15,639 +27,636 +23,750c
Change (%) +32.9 +41.1 +72.4 +106.8
aReturn over variable costs 
^Purchases minus sales 
cReduction in sales
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Table 29
REPRESENTATIVE FARM CHANGES DUE TO bGH RESPONSE
WITH 13,000 POUNDS BASE PRODUCTION AND NORMAL INTAKE ASSUMPTION
Forage
Only
12.8% Resp 
Corn 
Grain
onse
Crop
Sales
25.6% Response 
Forage Corn Crop 
Only Grain Sales
Increase In R0VCa 
Farm, $ 8,531 12,972 13,629 16,928 25,475 26,867
Per Cow, $ 131 130 137 260 255 269
Marginal Feed 
Cost (cwt), $ 4.81 4.89 4.50 4.87 5.04 4.62
Change in 
Crop Acres 
Hay 0 - 8 0 0 -13 0
Corn Silage 0 - 1 - 1 0 - 4 - 4
Corn Grain — + 9 + 1 — +17 + 4
Net Feed
Purchase*1 ($) 
Change ($) +5,205 +7,741 +7,508b +10,533 +16,140 +15,450c
Change (%) +44.3 +69.2 +89.7 +144.2 ■—
aReturn over variable costs 
bFeed purchases minus crop sales
cReduction in excess cash crop sales over feed purchases
Finally, the marginal return to both land (and associated machinery) 
and cows (and associated facilities) is of interest. Returns to cows and 
associated facilities are uniformly higher with Increased response rates, 
and generally the percentage increase is higher for low versus high pro­
ducers , but the absolute increase is greater only for the small farm. 
Likewise, the percentage increase in marginal return to animals is higher 
on the small farm than on the two larger farms, but the absolute increase 
is greater on the larger farms. The marginal return to land is generally 
stable across all scenarios (except for the small farm, where it declines 
in the case of the low producing herd), implying that the capitalized value 
of land will be stable (except for marginal operations where it would de­
cline) while the value of animals and associated real property improvements 
will rise.
Increase Intake Scenario
Tables 30 through 32 detail the results of the analysis using the 
enhanced intake assumption. Only the 16,000 pound initial herd production
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Table 30
IMPACTS OF bGH ON FORAGE ONLY REPRESENTATIVE FARM BY RESPONSE RATE
WITH 16,000 POUND BASE PRODUCTION AND THE ENHANCED INTAKE ASSUMPTION3
Item No 6.4% 12.8% 19.2% 25.6%
Impacted bGH Response Response Response Response
Return over Variable
Costs ($) 83,395.33 87,485.59 93,338.79 99,127.23 104,780.10
Acres Used 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 200,00
Corn Acres 57.02 58.58 59.59 59.79 59.84
Grain Acres 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Silage Acres 57.02 58.58 59.59 59.79 59.84
Hay (MMG) Acres 142.98 141.42 140.41 140.21 140.16
Ave. Forage Comp.
of Cow Ration (h/s) 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50
Milk Production (cwt) 10,400.0 11,065.6 11,715.6 12,396.8 13,062.4
Purchased Feed
Premix (cwt) 185.76 198.76 202.01 211.11 218.91
Soy-44 (cwt) 1,009.80 1,152.15 1,227.55 1,304.90 1,382.90
Corn (bu) 2,735.85 2,996.50 3,177.89 3,560.05 3,972.80
Sell Feed
Hay (MMG) Tons 102.94 90.59 84.17 82.36 81.59
Corn (Bu) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Net Purchased Feed ($>b 21,604.00 25,844.00 28,166.00 31,008.00 33,869.00
Marginal Cost/CWT
Milk ($)c — 6.54 5.13 4.81 4.66
Hired Labor (hrs) 2,953.7 2,958.34 2,954.91 2,954.23 2,954.06
Marginal Return to Land 
and Machinery ($/Acre) 71.36 71.36 71.36 71.36 71.36
Marginal Return to Cows 
and Assoc. Facilities 
($/Cow) 761.97 824.90 914.95 1,004.00 1,089.86
a200 crop acres with maximum of 30 percent in corn, hay crop is mixed mainly grass, 
65 cows with 16,000 pounds milk sold per cow without bGH*
^Total purchased feed expenses less crop sales.
cChange in all feed purchases, crop sales and crop enterprise expenses divided by
hundredweight change in milk production- All changes from no bGH-
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Table 31
IMPACTS OF bGH ON CORN GRAIN REPRESENTATIVE FARM BY RESPONSE RATE
WITH 16,000 POUND BASE PRODUCTION AND THE ENHANCED INTAKE ASSUMPTION3
Item No 6.4% 12.8% 19.2% 25.6%
Impacted bGH Response Response Response Response
Return over Variable
Costs ($) 142,975.00 149,556.00 158,909.00 168,755.00 177,683.00
Acres Used 250.00 250.00 250.00 250.00 250.00
Corn Acres 109.22 103.39 100.16 97.57 72.78
Grain Acres 24.98 15.70 10.66 6.49 0.00
Silage Acres 84.24 87.69 89.90 91.08 72.78
Hay (MML) Acres 140.78 146.61 149.84 152.43 177.22
Ave. Forage Comp.
of Cow Ration (h/s) 50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50 64/36
Milk. Production (cwt) 16,000.0 17,024.0 18,024.0 19,072.0 20,096.0
Purchased Feed
Premix (cwt) 191.80 205.80 209.80 215.80 207.48
Soy-44 (cwt) 1,110.58 1,268.58 1,367.58 1,470.58 1,339.92
Corn (bu) 1,417.27 2,540.41 3,070.59 3,596.69 5,869.15
Sell Feed
Hay (MML) Tons 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn (Bu) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Purchased Feed 25,880.00 32,538.00 36,013.00 39,574.00 45,333.00
Marginal Cost/CWT
Milk ($)b 6.26 4.82 4.30 4.22
Hired Labor (hrs) 3,069.00 3,110.00 3,134.00 3,153,00 3,253.00
Marginal Return to Land
and Machinery ($/Acre) 115.68 115.68 115.68 115.68 122.28
Marginal Return to Cows 
and Assoc. Facilities
(S/Cow) 896.00 961.00 1,055.00 1,153.00 1,226.00
a250 crop acres with maximum of 50 percent in corn, hay crop is mixed mainly legume, 
100 cows with 16,000 pounds milk sold per cow without bGH.
^Change in all feed purchases, crop sales and crop enterprise expenses divided by
hundredweight change in milk production. All changes from no bGH.
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Table 32
IMPACTS OF bGH ON CROP SALES REPRESENTATIVE FARMS BY RESPONSE RATE
WITH 16,000 POUND BASE PRODUCTION AND THE ENHANCED INTAKE ASSUMPTION3
Item No 6.4% 12.8% 19.2% 25.6%
Impacted bGH Response Response Response Response
Return over Variable
Costs ($) 161,981.00 169,406.00 179,123.00 189,568.00 199,653.00
Acres Used 400.00 400.00 400.00 400.00 400.00
Corn Acres 250.00 164.07 161.48 159.54 157.28
Grain Acres 165.77 141.49 138.90 136.96 134.70
Silage Acres 84.23 22.58 22.58 22.58 22.58
Hay (MML) Acres 150.00 235.93 238.52 240.46 242.72
Ave. Forage Comp.
of Cow Ration (h/s) 50/50 100/0 100/0 100/0 100/0
Milk Production (cwt) 16,000.0 17,024.0 18,024.0 19,072.0 20,096.0
Purchased Feed
Premix (cwt) 191.80 158.80 162.80 167.80 171.80
Soy-44 (cwt) 1,110.58 636.58 654.58 671.58 687.58
Corn (bu) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sell Feed
Hay (MML) Tons 28.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn (Bu) 11,718.79 5,910.79 4,992.20 4,125.50 3,223.35
Net Purchased Feed*5 -16,231.00 -4,826.00 -1,714.00 1,245.00 4,276.00
Marginal Cost/CWT
Milk ($)c 
Hired Labor (hrs) 4,007.00
5.44
4,358.00
4.22
4,373.00
3.71
4,384.00
3.49
4,397.00
Marginal Return to Land
and Machinery ($/Acre) 114.54 115.68 115.68 115.68 115.68
Marginal Return to Cows 
and Assoc. Facilities
($/Cow) 917.00 986.00 1,084.00 1,188.00 1,289.00
a400 crop acres with maximum of 62.5 percent in corn, hay crop is mixed mainly 
legume, 100 cows with 16,000 pounds milk sold per cow without bGH.
^Total purchased feed expenses less crop sales.
cChanges in all feed purchases, crop sales and crop enterprise expenses divided by
hundredweight change in milk production. All changes from no bGH.
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average was evaluated since it adequately represents the general impacts 
forthcoming from the analysis.
As with the normal intake assumption, the return over variable costs 
increases with increasing response to bGH (Table 33). In this case, the 
increase ranges from just under 5 percent for all farms at the 6.4 percent 
response rate to 25 percent at the 25.6 percent response rate. At any 
given response rate, the economic benefits of administering the hormone are 
similar across the three farm types.
On a per cow basis, increased return is still the greatest on the 
large farm with corn grain sales and decreases progressively with farm 
size. Likewise, the increase in return per hundredweight of increased milk 
production increases with farm size.
On the other hand, marginal feed costs per hundredweight of milk pro­
duction generally decline as production response to bGH improves. This is 
not unexpected since the ration is not reformulated, and the greater the 
production response the greater the benefit of the intake assumption. The 
resulting values range from 3 to 6 cents per pound of production. At high 
response levels this marginal cost is more than a dollar a hundredweight 
less than with the normal intake assumption. The savings results from the 
greater use of forage.
Table 33
REPRESENTATIVE FARM CHANGES DUE TO bGH RESPONSE 
WITH 16,000 POUNDS BASE PRODUCTION AND THE ENHANCED INTAKE ASSUMPTION
12.8% Response 25.6% Respi□nse
Forage Corn Crop 
Only Grain Sales
Forage Corn 
Only Grain
Crop
Sales
Increase in R0VCa
Farm, ($) 9,943 15,934 17,142 21,385 34,708 37,672
Per Cow, ($) 153 159 171 329 347 377
Marginal Feed
Cost (cwt), ($) 5.13 4.82 4.22 4.66 4.22 3.49
Change in 
Crop Acres
Hay - 3 + 9 +89 - 3 +36 +93
Corn Silage + 3 + 6 -62 + 3 -11 -62
Corn Grain — -14 -27 — -25 -31
Net Purchased Feed
Change ($) +6,562 +10,133 +14,517 +12,263 +19,453 +20,628
Change (%) +30.4 +39.2 +56.8 +75.2
aReturn over variable costs
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As in the first scenario, purchased feed requirements increase on all 
farms as response rates increase, and for the 400 acre farm corn grain 
sales decline. Purchases are substantially below those with the normal 
intake assumption. At the 25.6 percent response net feed purchase 
increases are 15 (crop sales) to 42 (corn grain) percent less (Tables 28 
and 33). The crop acres are similar to the normal intake assumption, 
except that acres of forage are increasing rather than decreasing.
Finally, similar patterns for the marginal return to land and animals as 
found in the previous scenario are observed. The marginal return to ani­
mals is, however, slightly less in this case.
Response to Changing Milk Prices
Perhaps a more interesting question, however, relates to the 
implications for the changing marginal values when market prices for milk 
respond to increased production. Tables 34 through 36 detail these re­
sponses, with respect to the return over variable costs, for the three rep­
resentative farms and the two production levels. Only results for the nor­
mal feed intake case are shown. In order to provide insight into the 
impact of the change in price, fixed costs are estimated for each of the 
representative farms. Total fixed costs, including operator labor and man­
agement, a capital charge, depreciation, property taxes and insurance from 
Smith (1982), are $70,000, $90,000 and $95,000 for the forage only, corn 
grain and crop sale representative farms, respectively.^
Figures 7 and 8 portray the return over variable cost and the return 
over all costs for different milk prices. The direction of the change in 
the returns is obvious. In all cases, the percentage decline in returns 
substantially exceeds the percentage change in market milk prices. For 
example, a 33 percent reduction in milk prices results in a return over 
variable cost reduction which varies between 44 and 54 percent. The crop 
sales farm maintains its higher return regardless of the response rate or 
production level. For all farms, returns over variable costs fell below 
the no bGH level with a $1.00/cwt price decline at 12.8 percent bGH 
response rates and with $1.70/cwt decline at 25.6 percent response rates. 
Thus, a 14 percent reduction in the market price for milk is sufficient to 
make all farmers worse off even with a 25.6 percent bGH production 
response.
SUMMARY
The administration of bGH and the subsequent production response 
results in major changes in the dairy cow enterprises and some adjustments 
in crop rotations. Total feed requirements increase although less than 
proportionately with production response. Since crop acres remain
^These values represent averages from a sample of 553 New York dairy 
farms. Operator labor and management is specified at the average level 
estimated by operator managers ($15,100). The capital or interest charge 
is the percent real rate times average investment vising comparatively sized 
farms. Depreciation and insurance are per cow figures times cow numbers, 
while property taxes are per acre figures times number of acres.
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Table 34
RETURN OVER VARIABLE COST ON FORAGE ONLY REPRESENTATIVE FARM
FOR SELECTED MILK PRICE AND RESPONSE LEVELS3
Milk
Prices/CWT
No
bGH
6.4%
Response
12.8%
Response
19.2%
Response
25.6%
Response
13,000# Base Herd Production Average
$12.69 68,293.00 72,529.00 76,814.00 81,257.00 85,210.00
$11.50 58,237.00 61,830.00 64,471.00 69,271.00 72,581.00
$10.50 49,787.00 52,839.00 55,939.00 59,199.00 61,967.00
$9.50 41,337.00 43,848.00 46,408.00 49,127.00 51,354.00
$8.50 34,077.00 35,420.00 36,876.00 39,054.00 40,741.00
16,000# Base Herd Production Average
$12.69 83,395.00 88,273.00 93,193.00 97,500.00 101,954.00
$11.50 71,019.00 75,105.00 79,251.00 82,747.00 86,409.00
$10.50 60,619.00 64,040.00 67,536.00 70,351.00 73,347.00
$9.50 50,219.00 52,974.00 55,820.00 57,954.00 60,284.00
$8.50 39,819.00 41,908.00 44,105.00 45,557.00 47,222.00
a200 crop acres with maximum of 30 percent in corn, hay crop is mixed 
mainly grass, 65 cows with either 13,000 or 16,000 pounds milk sold per cow 
without bGH.
constant, the extra feed requirements result in increased feed purchases 
and/or decreased crop sales. Changes in the required forage are generally 
met through changes in the cropping program.
When intake is assumed to response in a normal pattern, the total 
forage requirement decreases and forage (hay and corn silage) acreage 
generally declines. Purchased concentrate increases two to four times as 
rapidly on the forage only and corn grain representative farms. On the 
crop sales, farm corn grain sales decrease dramatically.
With the enhanced intake assumption, more forage and concentrate are 
required. Increases in purchased feed are ameliorated since more nutrients 
are provided by an acre of forage than by an acre of corn grain. For farms
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Table 35
RETURN OVER VARIABLE COST ON CORN GRAIN REPRESENTATIVE FARM
FOR SELECTED MILK PRICE AND RESPONSE LEVELSa
Milk
Price/CWT
No
bGH
6.4%
Response
12.8%
Response
19.2%
Response
25.6%
Response
13,000# Base Herd Production Average
$12.69 120,282.00 126,823.00 133,254.00 139,893.00 145,757.00
$11.50 104,812.00 110,363.00 115,804.00 121,454.00 126,327.00
$10.50 91,812.00 96,531.00 101,140.00 105,958.00 109,999.00
$9.50 78,812.00 82,699.00 86,476.00 90,462.00 93,671.00
$8.50 65,812.00 68,867.00 71,812.00 74,966.00 77,343.00
16,000# Base Herd Production Average
$12.69 142,975.00 150,504.00 157,759.00 165,553.00 171,699.00
$11.50 123,935.00 130,245.00 136,310.00 142,858.00 147,824.00
$10.50 107,935.00 113,221.00 118,286.00 123,786.00 127,728.00
$9.50 91,935.00 96,197.00 100,262.00 104,714.00 107,632.00
$8.50 75,935.00 79,173.00 82,238.00 85,642.00 87,536.00
a250 crop acres with maximum of 50 percent In corn, hay crop is mixed 
mainly legume, 100 cows with either 13,000 or 16,000 pounds milk sold per 
cow without bGH.
similar to the forage only farm with no surplus forage, forage purchases 
would be required with bGH. Many managers consider purchasing forage as an 
undesirable option.
With stable milk prices, return over variable costs to the representa­
tive farms increase 5 to 26 percent depending on farm characteristics and 
response rate. The return over variable cost per cow increases with 
response rate, is greater for higher base production, is greater with the 
enhanced intake assumption, and is greater for the crop sales representa­
tive farm. The shadow prices or marginal values are generally constant on 
land and associated machinery and increasing on cows and buildings.
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Table 36
RETURN OVER VARIABLE COST ON CROP SALES REPRESENTATIVE FARM
FOR SELECTED MILK PRICE AND RESPONSE LEVELS3
Milk
Price/CWT
No
bGH
6.4% 12.8% 
Response Response
19.2%
Response
25.6%
Response
13,000// Base Herd Production Average
$12.69 137,852.00 144,703.00 151,481.00 158,446.00 164,719.00
$11.50 122,382.00 128,243.00 134,030.00 140,006.00 145,288.00
$10.50 109,382.00 114,431.00 119,366.00 124,510.00 128,960.00
$9.50 96,382.00 100,579.00 104,702.00 109,014.00 112,632.00
$8.50 83,382.00 86,747.00 90,038.00 93,518.00 96,304.00
16,000# Base Herd Production Average
$12.69 161,981.00 170,695.00 178,459.00 186,933.00 194,145.00
$11.50 142,941.00 150,436.00 157,010.00 164,237.00 170,249.00
$10.50 126,941.00 133,412.00 138,986.00 145,165.00 150,153.00
$9.50 110,941.00 116,388.00 120,962.00 126,093.00 130,057.00
$8.50 94,941.00 99,364.00 102,938.00 107,021.00 109,961.00
a400 crop acres with maximum of 62.5 percent in corn, hay crop is mixed 
mainly legume, 100 cows with either 13,000 or 16,000 pounds milk sold per 
cow without bGH.
As aggregate production responds to bGH administration, milk price 
will fall reducing or erasing the short-term increase in returns- The 
financial position of individual farms after these adjustments will depend 
on the ability to actually achieve response to bGH, the success of feeding 
management strategies to increase intake, the current financial position 
and use of short-term returns from bGH, and the economic and political 
environment of the industry.
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Section IV
BOVINE GROWTH HORMONE: THE ADOPTION ISSUE
Farmers are not novices regarding technological change. As the farm 
population has shrunk from 30 percent of the total in 1920 to a scant three 
percent today, farms have grown larger and more efficient as a result of 
technological change. Dairying, more immune to change because of its rela­
tive labor-intensive nature (as compared to crop enterprises), has never­
theless experienced a 100 percent increase in milk output per cow over the 
past score of years. Simultaneously, the number of dairy cows has declined 
by 50 percent (USDA, 1936, 1962, 1984).
But even with such a legacy of change, the technological advances 
promised by biotechnology research are noteworthy. Under this new biology, 
the rate of productivity change can be accelerated by levels of magnitude 
beyond that experienced to date. Milk production provides a relevant 
example. Traditional techniques including improved management and feeding 
practices combined with genetic advances have led to an average annual com­
pounded increase in milk production of more than one percent per cow since 
the 1960's (USDA 1980). As discussed above, the daily injection of bovine 
growth hormone (bGH) beginning about the 90th day of lactation has been 
found to increase output by up to 40 percent! That level corresponds to a 
25 percent increase over the entire lactation cycle (Bauman et_al., 1985). 
While the capacity of a new technology to stimulate milk production was 
recognized in the 1930's, it has been only since the advent of biotechnol­
ogy that the compound could be produced at a level and cost making it 
economical for farm use (see Section II).
At the farm, regional and national levels such a rapid increase in 
productivity would have both beneficial and adverse implications. Given 
relatively static demand for milk and milk products, increases in produc­
tion imply a reduction in consumer prices, declining national dairy farm 
numbers and the concomitant release of resources for alternative uses. For 
example, the maintenance feed requirements (roughly 30 percent of the 
ration) of the culled cows would be saved, a significant resource savings. 
Yet if the transition takes place too rapidly major dislocations will 
occur. With stable support prices and demand conditions, government stocks 
of surplus dairy products would jump at a high cost to the Federal 
Treasury. In the longer term prices must decline, accelerating the with­
drawal of farms from the sector. Indirectly this could adversely impact 
some regions where employment, service industries and land values would 
also decline. Clearly the short term impacts of the rapid adoption of bGH 
could be harsh while a new equilibrium is reached.
A factor key to determining whether the adjustment to a new equili­
brium will be rapid and difficult or gradual and smooth is the rate of 
acceptance of bGH by dairy farmers. Despite the impressiveness of the test 
results for bGH there are reasons to believe adoption would be more gradual 
than some expect. Historical experiences with other farm innovations sug­
gest farmers may perceive obstacles to adoption that are not apparent to
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outside observers. In order to facilitate planning for the dairy sector 
under the prospects of such major technological change, it is necessary to 
formulate expectations for the rate and extent of bGH adoption. The pur­
pose of this Section is to explore issues related to the adoption of bGH 
and to provide an ex ante estimate of the rate of bGH adoption and its 
ceiling level of use.
The analysis begins with a review of the technological adoption and 
diffusion literature. As traditional analytic procedures are generally 
explanatory rather than predictive in nature, the section concludes with a 
discussion of a proposed predictive technique. Then, the approach taken 
for this study is detailed and the results enumerated. Finally, the re­
sults are used to develop a prediction of the future bGH market penetra­
tion.
DIFFUSION AND ADOPTION MODELS
Concern about technological change has led to a number of related 
analytical methods for explaining the rates of adoption and diffusion. 
According to the generally accepted terminology, adoption refers to indivi­
dual decisions, while diffusion is the aggregated impact of those indivi­
dual decisions. For both adoption and diffusion, the analytic approaches 
seen in the literature focus on an ex post explanation of the processes. 
Thus, while providing guidance concerning the diffusion patterns to be 
expected for a new innovation, the literature offers little in the way of 
precise formulations to assist in the prediction of future events.
Ex post studies of diffusion over time strongly suggest that cumula­
tive adoption will follow an "S" shape or sigmoid distribution. Mathemati­
cally, these patterns have teen described, with high levels of accuracy, by 
logistic functions. Logistic functions have the convenient property of 
tracking growth to some asympotote.1
Griliches (1957) provided the first major application of the logistic 
curve to the study of technological change. In his study of hybrid corn, 
Griliches utilized the logistic function:
1 + e~(a+bt)
where P - the level of diffusion
K = the maximum level of diffusion (asymptote) 
a = a constant
b - the rate of "acceptance" 
t = time in years. *
*In these formulations, if the percentage level of adoption at time t 
is given by Yt , explanatory variables include a value for the maximum level 
of diffusion, K, and either Y ^  , 1 - Yt_ x or both Yt_i and 1 - Yt_i.
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Equation (1) can be estimated using ordinary least squares by converting to 
the following form:
log (--g-p—) = a + bt + E (2)
where e is a randomly distributed error term.
In order to calculate estimates of a and b, Griliches first estimated 
values for K through visual inspection of plotted data collected from 31 
states and 132 crop reporting districts. He then sought to explain differ­
ences in the parameters a and b for each region.2
Work by Mansfield (1968), Fischer and Pry (1971), and Blackman (1974) 
has employed similar approaches to the ex post study of innovation diffu­
sion. These models, in which both the level of diffusion and the differ­
ence between that level and a ceiling determine the time path of diffusion, 
have been labeled by Lilien and Kolter (1983) as imitation models. They 
contrast these with innovation models. The term "imitation" stems from the 
specific marketing use of this model, where the influence of an already 
"converted" fraction of the market on the adoption rate is interpreted as 
the imitation effect. Under this model, then, adopters are assumed to be 
swayed by word-of-mouth interaction from prior adopters or by the example 
those users set.
In contrast to the imitation model, the innovation model postulates 
that the rate of diffusion is determined only by the proportion of the mar­
ket not having adopted the product. Under this assumption, adopters are 
not influenced by prior users, but only by external stimuli such as adver­
tising. Innovation models take the general form
dY-r- ■ p<x ~ V (3)t
where p is defined as the coefficient of innovation. Innovation models 
have been estimated by Fourt and Woodlock (1960) and others. A combined 
innovation-imitation model was used by Bass (1969) of the form
Yt = P(1 + q Yt(l - Yt) (4)
^Griliches arbitrarily defines the "date of origin" of the hybrid corn 
innovation as the year (relative to 1940) when 10 percent of the corn acre­
age in a particular region was planted with hybrid seed. This is calcu­
lated by assuming a ceiling of approximately 100 percent so that:
log . 1 01.00  -  .10 = a + bt (.10)
(2')
Solving for t (.10);
-2.2-a
b
- t (.10)
where A indicates a least squares estimate. While the 10 percent level was 
arbitrary it is used merely as a means of ordering regions by date of adop­
tion. Griliches found that he was able to explain, with a high degree of 
confidence, both the "date of origin" and the rate of acceptance.
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where q is the coefficient of imitation. Finally, Easingwood et al. (1983) 
proposed a "Nonuniform Influence Model," which allows relaxing the implicit 
assumption that the diffusion curve be symmetrical. Symmetry in the com­
posite model further implies that the adoption rate is maximized when mar­
ket penetration reaches 50 percent. In practice the adoption rate fre­
quent ly reaches its maximum level before the 50 percent level is achieved 
(Easingwood et al., 1980, pp. 275, 281).
While all these models have been useful in describing ex post the dif­
fusion of innovation, they are severely limited with respect to ex ante 
prediction. When applied, the new product is generally a close substitute 
for an existing good and the maximum market share to be taken has been 
estimated, or the projection is made after a product has been partially 
adopted, often in excess of 50 percent (Bass 1969, p. 226; Jarvis 1981, 
p . 496). Jarvis, for example, estimated both the rate of acceptance and 
the ceiling with data from the early stages of improved pasture diffusion 
in Uruguay. He repeatedly estimated equation (2) with various assumed 
ceilings and selected the equation with the best fit (R^) to represent the 
diffusion rate. For an unreleased product, including most biotech 
innovations, the first approach can not be used, and the limitations of 
selecting estimates based on are well known.
While diffusion models are useful for unde rs t and ing the aggregate pro­
cess of technological change, they provide little ex ante insight into the 
likely rate of the adoption of particular innovations. For this, it is 
helpful to draw upon hypotheses from the adoption of innovation litera­
ture. Rogers (1962) in summarizing this literature suggests five dimen­
sions (relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, divisibility, com­
municability) which determine the rate and likelihood of adoption. Rogers' 
analysis, along with the more quantitative work by Griliches, emphasizes 
that adoption decisions in aggregate depend on both sociological and econo­
mic factors. At the level of personal decision-making, it is generally 
accepted that there are individual characteristics which make some more 
likely to adopt innovations than others (Rahm and Huffman 1984), Both 
areas are investigated in the present study.
With respect to the features of innovations, Rogersf notion of 
relative advantage relates to the extent to which a new technique or pro­
duct is preferred to the existing technology, Generally, the superiority 
of an innovation is measured by its profitability or risk-reducing poten­
tial.
Compatibility is the extent to which a new innovation is consistent 
with the existing norms, values and prior experience of prospective adop­
ters • Also to be considered is the extent to which it is compatible physi­
cally and managerially with existing practices.
Complexity is the extent to which new techniques and their conse­
quences are easy or difficult to understand. In general, researchers such 
as Kivlin (1960) and Graham (1956) have found that less complex ideas are 
more quickly and widely adopted.
Divisibility is the extent to which an innovation can be tested on a 
limited basis. The importance of divisibility stems from the risks
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potentially involved in trying a new innovation. If trials can be done on 
a limited basis, earlier adopters, especially, are able to limit their 
exposure to losses.
Finally, Rogers lists communicability as the ease with which knowledge 
of an innovation can be passed along to potential users. This concept 
incorporates both the complexity of the incorporation as well as the rapid­
ity and tangibility of benefits.
Recent work by Agriculture Canada (1984) on the adoption of six pro­
duction level innovations employed a slightly different taxonomy of how 
product characteristics influence adoption. According to Agriculture 
Canada (pp. 44-45) important issues are the innovation's age, the initial 
investment required by the adoption decision and the riskiness of the 
undertaking. Three other factors, complexity, divisibility, and profita­
bility, are very similar to those described by Rogers.
Applying the same procedures used by Agriculture Canada to bGH results 
in an adoption scenario comparable to experiences with granular treflan, a 
pre-emergence herbicide. Based on that comparison bGH can be expected to 
have rapid adoption to a medium/high level of acceptance. This projection 
is not based on a detailed analysis, but it does provide a basis for evalu­
ating our survey results.
APPLYING DIFFUSION MODELS TO bGH
Predicting the rates of adoption and diffusion for an entirely new 
product such as bGH is necessarily a speculative exercise. The most rele­
vant source of information is the judgment of potential users, in this case 
dairymen. The problem of obtaining useful indications of an innovation's 
attractiveness consists both of communicating the innovation's potential 
advantages and disadvantages as well as eliciting meaningful reactions from 
potential users. For generating a prediction of dairy farmers' response to 
bGH, a survey procedure was developed that involved both these elements.
In collaboration with dairy science researchers at Cornell University, 
a hypothetical Cooperative Extension "Fact Sheet" on bGH and fictitious 
advertisement from a well-known dairy publication for bGH (see Appendix 
AB) were prepared. These documents reflected the most up-to-date informa­
tion available on bGH including production responses, costs, and overall 
effects on animal health. An attempt was made to present the material in a 
format similar to what might actually be used when bGH is first marketed 
and one which was brief but interesting. The fictional advertisement and 
"Fact Sheet" formats were selected specifically to mimic sources of 
information on technological advances currently used by farmers. As an 
assist to the respondents* evaluation of the supplied information the fact 
sheet did reflect the uncertainty about on-farm performance of bGH. That 
was done by indicating ranges of possible production responses and 
profitability and by emphasizing the need for additional feed inputs and 
careful management practices for cows on treatment. Respondents were 
further cautioned about the possibility of unanticipated complications 
which could arise when bGH was applied to commercial dairying operations.
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Responses from farmers were collected using a questionnaire (Appendix 
AB) applied to a randomly selected sample of New York State dairy farmers. 
Because of the speculative nature of the questions being asked, we were 
particularly concerned with the consistency and thoughtfulness of an 
individual's responses. To ensure that the responses we used in projecting 
diffusion were the best we could obtain, we used an approach based on 
"decision calculus" to design the survey instrument. Decision calculus, 
developed to assist in strategic decisionmaking situations (Little, 1970; 
Parasuraman and Day, 1977), specifically utilizes replications to lead 
decisionmakers to evaluate and refine their subjective judgments. Applica­
tions of decision calculus typically involve the use of an interactive 
computer program. Decisionmakers specify their estimates of outcomes from 
making relatively extreme decisions. The computer interpolates and offers 
an estimate of the outcome of less extreme decisions• The decisionmaker 
compares the model-based outcome with his subjective estimate and revises 
the midpoint estimate or his own extreme values appropriately. As the pro- 
cedure continues iteratively, the decisionmaker is led to a precisely 
stated version of his subjective impression of a decision situation.
In the current study, it was impractical to rely upon a computer-based 
procedure because of the need to obtain a large sample of respondents. 
Instead, the questionnaire used here was designed to request repeatedly, in 
slightly different forms, the farmer's judgment about bGH. For example, 
early questions requested the respondent to assess the feasibility of bGH 
for his/her operation and then to estimate the length of time necessary 
before he/she would first try the product. Subsequent questions probed the 
farmer's opinions and, by intention, promoted reconsideration of initial 
opinions. These questions included the farmer's reaction to various price 
levels of bGH and possible changes in farm operations and resources neces­
sary for the successful administration of bGH. Finally, the questioning 
returned to requesting specific estimates of the number of cows to be 
treated with bGH at specific times in the future.
It is assumed the respondents evaluated and interpreted the supplied 
written information in the same manner as they would following actual 
release of bGH. To the extent farmers routinely discount the validity of 
recent university research findings, the same level of discrimination 
should be present in our results. In actual practice farmers receive 
information through numerous additional sources, including direct 
observation and word of mouth. The questionnaire approach cannot replicate 
those sources so that our projections are based on the assumption that the 
effects of these channeIs will in their aggregate be neutral. However, 
should the field-level responses of bGH be below the expection embodied in 
the advertisement and fact sheet (as discounted by dairy farmers) the 
adoption projections presented here will likely overstate actual rates. 
Alternatively if the projections prove valid then the ancillary information 
transfer mechanisms can be expected to heighten awareness so that actual 
rates will exceed the projections.
DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES AND SURVEY RESULTS
Questionnaire evaluation was done through a personal interview 
procedure conducted in seven New York counties in July and August, 1984. 
The counties were chosen by dairy extension specialists as representative
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of the diverse farming environment across New York State.^ Ten randomly 
selected dairymen in each county were contacted and an interview schedule 
set. Copies of the information materials and questionnaire were sent a 
week prior to the interview and subsequently completed by the enumerator. 
Additional information and comments were collected at the same time. Time 
and scheduling problems limited the number of interviews in each county to 
between five and seven for a total of 40 personal interviews.
An additional mailing to 1*025 New York dairymen (out of 17,236 total) 
was made in September, 1984. The random sample, which constitutes a rate 
of six percent for the State, was drawn from the "Ring List" maintained by 
the New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets. By law, ring 
tests must be made on all milk cows four times annually and the results 
recorded. The Ring List thus represents a virtually complete and 
up-to-date mailing list for sampling purposes. Dairy farms are listed by 
county, but no record is available on herd size or production level. Thus 
only a simple random sampling procedure could be used.
Of the 1,025 questionnaires sent, 14 were returned as undeliverable 
along with 133 usable returns (13 percent). The combined sample is then 
173, or one percent of New York dairy farms in 1984. This response rate, 
while not unusually low, does raise questions about the possible selective­
ness of the respondents. We analyzed this question by comparing mail and 
in-person samples using two sample t-tests. No significant difference (at 
the five percent level) was recorded among age, barn type and herd aver­
age. Moreover, there was no significant difference between the two groups 
in when they would first try bGH or in judgments about the feasibility of 
the innovation (Table 37). As a further comparison, a recent (1984) survey 
of dairy housing and milking systems throughout the Northeast was used 
(Heslop, unpublished data). The Heslop survey results with respect to 
housing and milking systems closely matched those obtained for this 
research. Based on these factors, we consider the survey results to be 
reflective of the attitudes of dairymen in New York State, The 
characteristics of surveyed farms and farmers are summarised in Table 38.
Survey Responses
Responses to the principal survey questions are summarized below.
Feasibility. Respondents were asked to assess the feasibility of bGH for 
their herds as "very," "somewhat," "possible," "questionable," or "other." 
A plurality (61 percent) was at least somewhat favorably inclined to adop­
tion (Table 39).
Date to First Trial. Respondents were asked how soon after commercial 
availability they first expected to use bGH. Two-thirds anticipated ini­
tiating treatment within the first year with over a quarter planning imme­
diate adoption. Conversely, one-eighth of the sample has no expectation of 
ever using the compound (Table 40).
Of those who would try bGH in their herds, the majority (73 percent) 
said they would experiment first by treating only a portion of their herd.
^The counties are Madison, Washington, St. Lawrence, Jefferson, 
Wyoming, Ontario and Delaware.
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SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENT FARMS 
NEW YORK, 1984
Table 38
Characteristic Percent/Respondents
Barn Type Stanchion 63
Free Stall 23
Other (inc. Combination) 14
Milking System Bucket 7
Pumping Station 18
Pipeline 50
Herringbone Parlor 21
Other Parlor 4
Herd Average < 13,500 13
(lbs.) 13,500-15,900 31
15,901-17,800 38
> 17,800 18
Age of Farmer < 35 16
(years) 36-50 45
51-60 28
> 60 11
Source: Survey results
Table 39
PERCEIVED FEASIBILITY OF bGH USE BY 
NEW YORK DAIRYMEN, 1984
Choice Percent/Response
Very feasible 21
Somewhat feasible 18
Possible 22
Questionable 34
Other 5
Source: Survey results
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EXPECTED TIME TO FIRST bGH TRIAL BY 
NEW YORK DAIRYMEN, 1984
Table 40
Initiation Date Percent/Respondents
Immediately upon availability 27
3 months after availability 12
6 months after availability 10
1 year after availability 17
2 years after availability 5
3 years after availability 5
4 years after availability 4
Later than 5 years 5
Never 13
Other, No Response 2
Source: Survey results.
Farmers would generally select test cows randomly and would not favor bigh 
or low producers. The gradual introduction is related to the individual 
operator's wish to gauge the impact of bGH on his/her operation prior to 
beginning full-scale use. The ability to test bGH on a portion of a herd 
is an example of the way in which the divisibility of the innovation 
facilitates adoption. Correlation of date to first trial and assessment of 
feasibility suggested high levels of consistency across the questionnaire. 
In fact, 21 percent of respondents rated compound use as very feasable 
while 27 percent planned to adopt immediately.
Price Response. In the material presented to farmers, the expected price 
of bGH was pegged at $.17 per daily dose. Also provided was an indication 
of the range of incremental milk production that could be expected based on 
available experimental results. At all levels shown, and at all recent 
historical milk prices, the value of additional milk output far outweighed 
direct product cost. Nonetheless, when asked if an increase in the price 
of bGH to $0.25 per dose would affect their adoption decision, 47 percent 
responded that they would be less likely to try the product. A decrease to 
$0.10 per dose would increase the likelihood of trial for 40 percent of the 
respondents. Fifty-three percent and 60 percent, respectively, of re­
spondents would not have the probability of trial changed by an increase or 
decrease in price.
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The response by a large proportion of dairymen to the question 
regarding a 25 percent increase in the compound cost appears irrational 
when compared to its potential contribution to profitability,, The answers 
may indeed be invalid because most respondents probably did not take the 
time to prepare a profitability analysis. Nevertheless, at the level of a 
"gut reaction," many farmers are apparently quite price sensitive. This 
sensitivity appears related to outward cash flow rather than to a more 
thorough evaluation of net benefits.
Herd Responses. For a given level of adoption numerous other factors 
affect the aggregate supply response. These include management, proportion 
of mature vs. first calf heifers, and herd size. As a means of gauging the 
impact of bGH on herd expansion plans, respondents were asked, for the next 
one and five years, their (a) present plans for expansion or contraction 
and (b) additional changes which might be made as a result of bGH use. 
Without bGH the average planned increase in cow numbers was reported as 
19.6 over the next five years• Since many farmers have in recent years 
expanded their milking herd to maintain cash flow with declining prices, 
farmers could use the higher output-per-cow potential of bGH as an oppor­
tunity for adjusting herd numbers. However, no significant impact was 
recorded, and we are unable to reject the null hypothesis that herd adjust­
ment plans will be unaffected by the availability of bGH.
Farmers were further asked how they would satisfy additional feed 
requirements, particularly for energy, but most did not give a meaningful 
response. Thus we have no basis for projecting that cow numbers will fall 
voluntarily with the advent of bGH. The implication is for additional feed 
purchases, at least in the short run, although many farmers indicated that 
they could and would supply their own additional feed requirements.
Other Factors
Concerns about the respondents' comprehension of the survey were mini­
mized by the written comments included on the mailed forms. These comments 
indicated a high level of understanding of the survey purpose and of the 
product. One frequent comment received was an expressed concern about the 
acceptability of bGH to DHIG (Dairy Herd Improvement Coop) and related 
testing programs, This factor seems to have an impact on adoption rate and 
could have important policy implications.
Farmers also questioned the practicality and desirability of daily 
injections. This is also reflected (see be low) in a more positive response 
to an implant method of administration. Concern over injections is based 
on the operational difficulties of managing the injection of animals as 
well as its humaneness. Several respondents noted that even without bGH 
substantial improvements in mi Ik output are possible. Increases, the com­
ments emphasized, could also be obtained from improved management, the use 
of genetically superior animals, and other familiar technologies.
Farmers expressed an acute awareness of the potential of increased 
milk output to further depress milk prices. Some farmers, in fact, ques­
tioned the desirability of bGH being made available given market condi­
tions, one farmer writing, "It should be outlawed." Others noted that if
other farmers used bGH they would, practically, have no option but to adopt
as well.
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Finally, there was a variety of comments questioning the ethics of 
applying bGH. These included concern about possible health effects on 
animals and humans, reflecting a preference for "natural" means of increas­
ing milk output. Indeed the possible negative impacts of bGH use given 
current knowledge were emphasized in the "Fact Sheet". The cautionary 
notes were expressed as "while the results to date are all very positive, 
it is important to remember that no long-term commercial herd applications 
have not been tried," and "Information on the long-term effects over 
multiple lactation cycles nevertheless is incomplete at this time." Any 
concerns were clearly outweighed by the generally positive reaction to bGH 
but the incomplete information on health and safety available at the time 
of the survey could have depressed adoption rates somewhat.
Identifying Fast Adopters
We attempted to relate characteristics of farmers and their farms with 
their interest in adopting bGH. The characteristics studied were barn 
type, milking system, herd size, average herd production and age of opera­
tor. Farmers were classified as early, middle and late adopters, according 
to the length of time they would wait before trying bGH. Of the total 
sample, 89 percent provided sufficient information on both farm character­
istics and adoption expectations to use for this analysis. Early adopters 
were classified as those who would try bGH within one year of availabil­
ity. Middle adopters would try bGH between 1 and 5 years after its avail­
ability, and late adopters would wait more than 5 years or said they would 
never try bGH. About two-thirds of the sample was classified as early 
adopters with the rest split between middle and late adopters.
We used analysis of variance to test for differences among the adopter 
categories with respect to ages of the operator, herd size and average pro­
duction. We expected that younger farmers would appear more innovative. 
This could result from inexperience, need, or looser bounds of tradition. 
The survey results do show an age-related factor. Early adopters were 
slightly younger than both middle and late adopters (mean age of 45.5 years 
versus 49.1 and 48.0 years, respectively). However, the statistical evi­
dence is not strong, with significance at only the 25 percent level. Aver­
age production per cow also varies among adopter categories. Early and 
late adopters tend to have higher levels of output per animal than middle 
adopters but the differences are not statistically significant. This could 
in part be explained by the large variance within the high producer group 
due to greater innovativeness among some high producers while others 
display concerns for high value animals.
Giving reasonable significance (10 percent) is average herd size. 
Larger herds are indicative of better managers, who can be expected to be 
more innovative and greater risk takers. The expected pattern developed 
with early and middle adopters having significantly larger herds than late 
adopters (mean herd size of 72 and 70 for early and middle adopters versus 
49 for late adopters (Table 41)).^
Analysis of variance could not be used to test for differences among 
adopter categories on the basis of geography, barn type or milking system
^For a discussion of the relationship between farm size and the 
acquisition on new technology see Feder and Slade (1984).
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RELATIONSHIP OF YEAR OF FIRST bGH TRIAL AND AVERAGE HERD SIZE
NEW YORK DAIRYMEN, 1984
Table 41
Adoption Ratea
Early Mid-term Late
Number Responses 106 22 26
Herd Size/Mean 72.43 70.05 49.46
Herd Size/S.D. 47.84 55.84 17.89
Analysis of Variance
Source Factor Error Total
Degrees of Freedom 2 151 153
Sum of Squares 11,104 313,841 324,946
Mean Square 5,552 2,078
F 2.67
aAdoption rates are defined as follows: early, < 1 year after availability; 
mid-term, 1-5 years after availability; late, > 5 years or never.
Source: Survey results
because of the categorical nature of the variables. Instead, we conducted 
a chi-square test for association. We anticipated that increased require­
ments for energy in the ration of treated cows would make bGH relatively 
more attractive to farmers in the west central region as compared to 
farmers in the heavy, poorly drained soils of Northeastern New York. 
However, this was not supported by survey results, which did not show any 
differences in the average starting date among regions. Similarly, milking 
system did not provide a statistically significant means of distinguishing 
between adopter categories.
Barn type, however, is significantly associated with adopter category. 
Barns were classified as "stanchion" or "other," the latter including most­
ly free stall as well as combinations. Early adopters were significantly 
more likely to have free stall or combination barns. Seventy-five percent 
of farmers having free stalls or combinations were early adopters versus 
only 62 percent of stanchion b a m  owners (Table 42). There is some 
question whether this variable reflects innovativeness of farmers or great­
er ease of administration (compatibility). According to dairy extension 
specialists there is no clear advantage for one system over the other of
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DISTRIBUTION OF DAIRY FARMS BY ADOPTER RATE AND BARN TYPE 
New York Dairymen, 1984
Table 42
Adoption Ratea
Numbe r of 
ResponsesBarn Type Early Mid-term Late
Stanchion % 62 14 24 98
Other % 77 16 7 57
Total % 68 15 17 155
aFor definition of categories, see Table 41. 
Source: Survey results.
administering the daily injections. The general feeling is that barn types 
reflects the innovativeness of the operator with more progressive farmers 
using free stall systems.
The two statistically significant factors, average herd size and b a m  
type, provide a basis for projecting adoption decisions to populations oth­
er than New York State dairy farmers. However, further analysis is re­
quired before such a projection can be made with confidence.
PROJECTION OF DIFFUSION RATES
Potential diffusion rates are projected based on responses to the 
question, "Overall, how many cows in your herd would you expect to be using
the hormone in:..... " (Question 12, Appendix AB). Respondents were then
given a list beginning with six months and progressing to 10 years. The 
mail survey asked for separate responses for injections and implants as 
administrative methods. The in-person survey was limited to injections 
only as an administration technique. Otherwise the surveys were identical,
A number of approaches can be taken to analyzing the response to Ques­
tion 12 depending on how the surveys were completed. In several cases, 
respondents did not provide information on planned bGH use in all the time 
periods indicated. This required either dropping the response from the 
sample altogether or imputing some rate of change in cows on treatment for 
the excluded years. Additionally, while most respondents increased the 
number of cows on treatment over time to their entire herd size, some 
indicated that they would level off, with only a portion on treatment by
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the tenth year. Based on available information on the bGH program, it 
seems highly unlikely that only portions of a herd would be treated, except 
during a trial period.
Consequently, we have calculated diffusion rates in three ways:
o By including all responses and assuming that partially specified 
time paths would continue unchanged for the balance of the ten year 
period (e.g. if a respondent indicated that he/she would treat 25 
percent of the herd during the first six months, 50 percent by the 
end of the first year and gave no response for years 2-10, a treat­
ment rate of 50 percent was assumed throughout).
o By deleting all responses that did not completely specify treatment 
rates for the entire time period, six months through 10 years.
o By including only responses which showed non-adoption or reached 
100 percent herd treatment by the tenth year.
Table 43 gives an example of the three procedures. The procedure was 
applied twice, once for injections and once for implants.
The first data treatment above is questionable and is not expected to 
relate well to actual adoption rates and levels. The second and third 
treatments differ by the validity of the judgment that dairymen will not, 
in the long term, maintain only a portion of the herd on treatment.
Rather than attempting to justify one choice or another, we present both 
with the expectation that they will bracket the actual experience. Appen­
dix AC contains the data values for injections and implants, respectively.
Table 43
DATA TREATMENTS FOR COMPUTING ADOPTION RATES 
(percent of herd on treatment)
Respondent/Year
6 mo 1 yr 2 yr 3 yr 5 yr 10 yr
10 20 30
10 20 30 50 50 50
10 20 30 50 80 100
0 0 0 0 0 0
Included in Data Set Treatment
all complete partial
respondents responses adoption
excluded
X
X X
X X X
x x x
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The declining sample size demonstrates the increasing selectivity when mov­
ing from the first treatment to the third# Based on these results, adop­
tion always exceeds 40 percent by the end of the first year, with long term 
(10 year) penetration ranging from 55 to 90 percent depending on the data 
compilation method and administration technique used# These figures are 
summarized in Figures 9 and 10 for injections and implants respectively.
As can be seen, the availability of implants would both accelerate the 
adoption process and raise the long term penetration level.
Estimating Diffusion Functions
As indicated above, previous research suggests that the diffusion of 
bGH can be expected to follow an "S'* pattern. This is confirmed by visual 
examination of Figures 9 and 10. Of particular interest for this research 
is the rate of innovation and the ultimate level of adoption. Unfortunate­
ly , the conventional estimating form of the logistic (equation 1) requires 
an a priori estimate of that ceiling level. Jarvis, as noted, employed 
sensitivity analysis to select the ceiling level most consistent with 
existing data. In this research we employed an alternative formulation of 
the logistic function suggested by Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1981).
They note that the solution to the differential equation:
dy a y (8—y) (5)
where y is the level of some variable (such as the percent level of 
diffusion) and has the form of equation (1). Observe that the graph of 
equation (5) follows the hypothesized "SM shape. At low levels of y, the 
rate of change is small, as y approaches 3, dy/dt falls to zero. The 
function is symmetric with maximum growth when Y = 8/2.
The discrete approximation to equation (5):
- v +  SYt-i +  E (6)
where Y^ - is the percent level of diffusion at time t, v and 5 are 
parameters to be estimated and e is a randomly distributed error term, can 
be estimated using ordinary least squares. Similar to equation (5) an 
estimate of the maximum level of diffusion is easily obtained by setting 
AYt equal to zero.^ This yields:
^The level of diffusion at any point in time must then be calculated 
backward from the asymptote. Choose some Yt approximately equal to the 
asymptote. Rewriting equation (6) we have:
0 = 6Y2 , + (1 + v) Y , - Y (61)t-1 t-1 t
Equation (61) can be solved iteratively using the quadratic formula to give 
a value for the level of diffusion in any previous period.
In fact, this yields two solutions for Yt_i, one approached the 
asymptote from above and another from below. Only the value approaching 
the asymptote from below has significance in this context.
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- - T -  = Y t  (7)
Thus, v can be interpreted as the "intrinsic" rate of diffusion and 6 as 
the effect of market saturation (or immaturity) on the rate of change in 
diffusion level.
Equation (6) was estimated from the aggregated data shown in Appendix AC. 
The parameter estimates are given in Table 44, As shown the goodness-of-fit 
of the estimated equations are good and coefficients are of the expected sign 
and are all significant. The presence of a lagged dependent variable in 
equation (6) does present the possibility of autocorrelation, however with 
Durbin's alternative test we cannot reject the null hypothesis of no serial 
correlation.6
Examination of the values in Table 44 yields insight into the diffusion 
process that is not readily apparent from Figures 9 and 10. By setting the 
appropriate pairs of equations equal, the level of diffusion (Yt) at which 
rates of diffusion ( Yt/Yt_j) are e9ual can be calculated. The curves 
intersect once, with the one for implants cutting the injections curve from 
below. Thus, the rate of diffusion of injections is faster in the early 
stages of the diffusion process. The rate for implants is initially lower, 
but does overtake injections (at Yt = 63% for the last data treatment) and 
continues to the higher asymptote. This results from the fact that farmers 
who reported they would adopt bGH in injection form would do so aggressively 
and rapidly, leading to higher, early rates of diffusion. On the other hand, 
because implants also appealed to less innovative farmers, early rates will be 
slower but ultimate diffusion higher.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The availability of bovine growth hormone, bGH, may produce important 
effects on the New York State dairy Industry. The significance of these 
effects depends, in part, on the rate and extent to which farmers adopt the 
new innovation. This section examines issues related to the adoption and 
diffusion of bGII, In contrast to the received literature on diffusion and 
adoption, the focus of this research is developing ex ante estimates. The
^The conventional Durbin-Watson statistic cannot be used to test for 
serial correlation when a lagged dependent variable appears as an 
explanatory variable. The appropriate procedure for testing for serial 
correlation is to use the residuals (e^) obtained from equation (6) to 
estimate
A  A
et =  a *  +  p  et~l + 8*Yt-l + vt
and to test the null hypothesis that p = 0. If p 4 0 reject the null 
hypothesis and conclude the presence of serial correlation in the original 
regression (see Durbin). Also note that both sides of equation (6) are 
divided by Yt_^ which has the effect of controlling for heteroskedasticity.
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Table 44
LOGISTIC DIFFUSION CURVE FITS TO bGH ADOPTION DATA
NEW YORK DAIRYMEN, 1984a
Data Treatment Intercept Coefficient R2 Computed Asymptote
Injection
All Respondents 2.85
(6.89)
-5,59
(6.16)
90.2 51.2
Complete Responses 2.27
(5.79)
-3.61
(5.15)
86.4 62.9
Complete Responses 
Excluding Partial 
Adopters 1.97
(4.75)
-2.47
(4.06)
79.5 79.8
Implant
All Respondents 2.06
(5.82)
-3.51
(5.18)
86.6 58.7
Complete Responses 1.88
(5.91)
-2,70
(5.39)
90.6 69.6
Complete Responses 
Excluding Partial 
Adopters 1.65
(4.34)
-1.96
(3.75)
76.5 84.7
aNote: t-statistics are in parentheses
Source: data from Appendix AC
focus on ex ante estimates makes a significant departure from the accepted 
literature. Yet a forward-directed analysis is essential if transitions to 
genetic engineering-based technologies are to be as smooth and painless as 
such potentially fundamental transitions can be.
The procedure involves providing a sample of producers with facts 
about the effects of the product in the familiar forms of a simulated 
advertisement and Cooperative Extension "Fact Sheet". Respondents are then 
asked a series of specific questions about their own plans based on the 
provided information.
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A two-tiered sampling procedure was used, consisting of 40 personal 
interviews in seven representative dairy counties followed by a mail survey 
to 1,025 farmers during July-September 1984. The overall sample is 173, or 
about 1 percent of all New York dairy farms. The characteristics of 
respondents match closely State averages, suggesting that the sample is 
representative. Results show a relatively rapid adoption rate with at 
least half of the State herd on treatment within the first year of availa­
bility. The ceiling level of adoption of 63 to 85 percent, depending on 
the analysis procedure and administration techniques, is achieved by about 
the third year.
Our approach did not account for downward price effects of widespread 
use of bGH. Should bGH become widely used and prices allowed to adjust, it 
is unlikely that nonadopters could survive. Thus, in a dynamic environment 
we expect use of bGH to approach 100 percent.
Early adopters are characterized by higher herd production averages 
and use (primarily) of free stall barns. These factors provide a basis for 
projecting adoption rate outside New York, although further research is 
required to determine the relevant factors in those areas.
Section V
THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF BOVINE GROWTH HORMONE ON THE 
NEW YORK DAIRY SECTOR
As an output increasing technology bovine growth hormone has the 
potential to drastically increase the milk output of a farm. How that farm 
level output increase translates into aggregate milk output depends upon how 
the aggregate supply curve is shifted under bGH and the aggregate demand 
function for milk.
In this section two different approaches are used to determine the shift 
in the aggregate supply function. The first approach is to estimate a dairy 
sector output function using farm sample data collected for the previous 
section on adoption rate. That function is then shifted in various ways to 
approximate the impact that bGH may have on a sector output function. Milk 
demand curves of various elasticities are then utilized to calculate 
equilibrium conditions.
The second approach uses a sector linear programming model where the 
activities of the model are the representative farms analyzed in Section III 
of this report. A decreasing milk demand function is modeled using separable 
programming techniques. This approach allowed determination of the type of 
dairy farm that may remain after bGH is available, as well as the land of 
various qualities that would be employed in milk production.
AN OUTPUT FUNCTION APPROACH
Binswanger provides a graphic presentation of partial equilibrium 
approaches to technical change and examines the implications of general 
equilibrium models. He points out that technical change may be shown to have 
different implications when more than one factor of production and more than 
one sector are modeled simultaneously. However, when the sector experiencing 
technical change is small relative to the rest of the economy, such as the New 
York State dairy sector, a partial equilibrium approach will be able to 
capture the most significant consequences of technical change. Hayami and 
Herdt employ a supply-demand framework, similar to Binswanger, to empirically 
analyze ex post the effects of high yielding rice in Asia.
Assume the output of the dairy sector, Q, is a concave increasing 
function of n inputs:
Q — Q( , X2 ,•••Xn) 
Q'(Xi) > 0 Q"(X±) < 0
(1)
where the X-^ ’s are inputs such as land, labor, and capital.
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The market for milk is described by a downward sloping demand function
P * P(Q) (2)
F ( < 0
Inputs are brought into production such that their marginal product is 
equal to their price (w). If the sector is small relative to the rest of the 
economy, these prices can be taken as fixed.
w = P(Q) (3)
That is, the effect of a change in input i on total sector revenue will just 
cover its opportunity cost.
Technological change can be introduced into this model by defining a 
new sector output function (for high tech):
HQ (X1 . ,Xn ) _> Q(X^ ,X2 , •. ,Xn ) (4)
If technological progress is limited to the dairy sector there is no reason 
to expect w to change. Thus the new equilibrium condition is simply:
* ■ - # -  P(QH) (5)
Graphically, this is represented in Figure 11, Here output Q is shown as 
a function of one aggregate input F, In equilibrium, under the conventional 
technology, the wage-price ratio (w/P) is tangent to the production function 
Q(F) when F units of the aggregate input are employed. Under the new 
technology, the production function has shifted upward, the price of milk has 
fallen so that the wage-price ratio (w/P) rises. Thus the equilibrium 
employment levels falls to F®. With the introduction of the new technology 
equilibrium output rises from Q to QH. The interecept of the wage-price 
ratio line with the output axis shows the return to fixed factors such as 
experience, and high quality resources.
With the use of supply-demand analysis the impact of technological change 
is analogous but the importance of demand factors is more readily apparent.
In Figure 12, and S represent the supply curves associated with production 
functions Q(F) and QH (F), respectively. Alternative demand curves De and 
represent relatively elastic and inelastic demand functions consistent with an 
initial market clearing quantity and price. As can be seen the impact of the 
same technological change on price, quantity and sector revenue are highly 
dependent on the sensitivity of consumers to price changes. In particular, it
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Figure 11. TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE WITH ONE VARIABLE INPUT
Figure 12. EFFECT OF DEMAND ELASTICITY AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE ON
PRICE AND QUANTITY
0
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can be shown that if the absolute value of the elasticity of demand is unity 
then sector revenue will be unchanged by technological progress# If, however, 
demand is inelastic (elastic), then sector revenue will fall (rise) as 
quantity supplied increases. For example, in Figure 12 total revenue after 
technological change is expressed by the rectangle P'eA ’eO in the case of 
elastic demand. With inelastic demand total revenue is the clearly smaller 
rectangle P '-fB Q'^O.
Model Estimation
While farm level dairy cost functions using current technology have been 
estimated (Grisley and Gitu; Hoque and Adelaja), and farm level linear pro­
gramming results with bGH were generated in Section III, sector level output 
functions with bGH are not available. To enable us to predict the price, 
quantity and employment effects of bGH an estimation procedure based on the 
concept of a "particular expenses curve" (PEC) (Marshall, pp. 810-812) was 
developed. Marshall presents the PEC as an approximation to a supply curve 
that can be useful under certain conditions. A PEC is constructed by ordering 
producers from most to least cost efficient and tracing out cumulative output 
as an increasing function of per unit costs. Marshall uses his PEC to measure 
producer's and consumer’s surplus, but indicates that these measures may only 
be valid at a particular level of output. This results from the fact that the 
structure of production costs may change as the level of output varies. 
However, Marshall also goes on to state that we may choose to ignore this fact 
for the sake of any particular argument, and although it may occasionally be 
convenient to do this, attention should be called to the nature of the special 
a s sumpt i ons made.
What is essentially the dual to the PEC can be estimated by knowing only 
output per firm for a sample of firms. The output marketed by individual 
firms is assumed to be the profit maximizing output for the particular price 
and current technology. Sector output is the sum of output by all firms# By 
ordering firms from largest to smallest in output what may be called a 
particular output curve (POC) can be derived. A POC thus relates the number 
of firms in a sector to aggregate output#
In order to estimate a POC, cross sectional data was used from the random 
sample of New York State dairy farms previously reported in Section IV. Data 
on herd size and production per cow were used to generate output per farm for
the 147 farms in the sample. Farms were ordered from the most productive to
least productive using milk output, and cumulative output is calculated for
each possible sector size. Implicit in this procedure is the assumption that
low output farms would leave the industry first if milk price falls.
As an alternative to ordering farms by physical output, we considered and 
rejected orderings by gross receipts, by return to labor and management, or by 
return to labor and management plus an imputed rent payment. Orde ring by 
gross receipts with milk price the same for all farms would not change the 
ordering. Ordering farms by some net income measure, while preferable from a 
theoretical standpoint would have required the use of a nonrandom data set 
that uses accounting rather than economic measures of costs (New York State 
Farm Business Summary (Smith and Putnam)). Experiments with that data set,
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however, indicate that the estimated coefficients are highly insensitive to 
the choice of ordering technique
A cumulative output function of the form
Q = A f “ 0 < « < 1 (6)
where a is the elasticity of output with respect to farms F and A is a 
constant, has the properties of equation 1, where the inputs are non-separable 
and are considered a bundle representing a farm. Equation 6 is linear in 
logarithms and was estimated as: InQ = InA + “lnF
The ordering of observations results in a serially correlated error pro­
cess which was corrected by the Cochrane-Orcutt procedure.* 2 Estimated para­
meters are shown in Table 45. The function fits the data very well (R2>.99) 
and all parameter estimates are highly significant and of the expected sign. 
The low Durbin-Watson statistic suggests that serial correlation is still a 
problem, but the high goodness of fit suggests that parameter estimates would 
not be significantly changed by any further correction. In any case, while 
serial correlation leads to Inefficient estimates, the results can be shown to 
be unbiased and consistent (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, p. 153)•
Table 45
ESTIMATED DAIRY SECTOR OUTPUT
InQ “ InA +
FUNCTION (147 FARMS)
“InF
Parameter Estimate t - Statistic
InA 11.530318 750.91
cc 0.565598 156.87
R2 = .998
Durbin-Watson 0.259217
In order to estimate changes in the dairy herd, cow numbers were modeled 
as a function of sector size• Because marginal farms with small shares of 
total output tend to have small herds, a Cobb-Douglas functional form was also 
used. Animal numbers (N) are thus:
N = C F 3 (7)
Estimated parameters are shown in Table 46.
^When regression coefficients obtained by ordering Farm Business Summary 
farms by a net income measure are compared with those obtained by ordering 
farms by output, elasticity of output varies by less than 8% and the tech­
nology coefficient by 3.8%, both well within the level of accuracy that can be 
expected with this general procedure.
2The Cochrane-Orcutt procedure uses correlation between adjacent residuals
to perform a generalized differencing transformation process. The procedure 
is repeated until the value of the adjustment variable is less than 0.01.
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Table 46
NEW YORK STATE HERD SIZE FUNCTION 
InN = InC + 61nF
(147 FARMS)
Parameter Estimate t - Statistic
InC 6.3256242 468.56
8 0.5879162 185.32
R2 - .999
Durbin-Watson 1.22986
Sector level empirical demand functions for milk over a large price range 
that may occur with bGH adoption are unavailable. It is, however, widely 
accepted that demand is inelastic and ranges between -.1 and -.4 (George and 
King; Ippolito and Masson; Riley and Blakley). We assume that the current 
market price and quantity represents a point on the demand curve and that the 
New York State dairy sector accounts for a constant share of the market.
Thus, any given demand elasticity can be used to construct a constant 
elasticity of demand function:
P = BQn (8)
where r\ is the constant price elasticity of demand. The parameter B can be 
calculated given values for P and Q combination, and an estimate of q.
Because current government milk price support programs shift the quantity 
demanded outward, it was necessary to estimate a free market clearing price 
and quantity. Data for the entire U.S. dairy industry shows that government 
purchases in 1984 amounted to roughly 13 percent of output. To estimate a 
market clearing price equation 8 was calculated such that it included the 1984 
average New York price of $13.45 and 87 percent of the output of our sample. 
This is shown in Figure 13. Using this demand curve and the output function 
show in Table 45, a long run equilibrium milk price of between $12.18 and 
$12.39 is obtained depending on elasticity assumption (Table 47). This range 
is higher than most estimates of equilibrium milk prices. The high 
equilibrium price predicted by this model, vis-a-vis, for example Novakovic, 
and Dahlgren, is in part due to the complete and instantaneous adjustment 
implied by this model. To facilitate comparisons with models indicating lower 
equilibrium prices and quantities, demand curves were constructed for a range 
of prices that includes most estimates of free market equilibrium prices. 
Quantities associated with various assumed free market equilibrium prices are 
shown in Table 48.
The equilibrium condition (equation 4) was used to estimate the "wage" of 
farms. Using the estimated sector output function, the 1984 average New York 
milk price of $13.45 per cwt., and assuming that this represents a long run 
equilibrium, an implicit wage of $88,571.35 per farm was calculated. This 
value appears plausible based on estimated total revenues of farms in the 
sample. Average gross receipts for this sample were $149,101. The relatively 
low inputed "wage" may be consistent with economic rents earned by farms 
endowed with high quality resources.
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Figure 13. ESTIMATED EQUILIBRIUM MILK PRICES
13 %
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Table 47
ESTIMATED MARKET CLEARING PRICE, QUANTITY, EMPLOYMENT LEVELS
(no technical change)
Elasticity 
of Demand
Price
($/cwt)
Quantity 
(% of 1984)
Farms
(% of 1984)
Cow
(% of 1984)
-.1 12.18 87.9 79.5 87.4
-.2 12.26 88.6 80.8 88.2
-.3 12.33 89.3 81.9 88.9
-.4 12.39 89.9 82.9 89.5
Table 48
EMPLOYMENT AND OUTPUT WITH ALTERNATIVE ASSUMED FREE MARKET PRICES
(no bGH effect)
Pri ce
$
Output 
(% of 1984)
Farms
(% of 1984)
Cows
(% of 1984)
13.45 100.0 100.0 100.0
13.00 95.7 92.5 95.5
12.00 86.0 77.0 86.7
11.00 77.0 63.0 76.2
10.00 68.0 50.5 67.0
The sector wide effects of bGH on productivity are not known. It is 
known that in experimental situations bGH can raise output of a fixed size 
herd by 25.6 percent on an annual basis (Bauman et al., 1985). Further 
development may increase this yield enhancement. In practice, however, such 
gains may be achieved only by the most well managed operations. Technical 
change is modeled in two ways to cover the range of possible sector wide 
effects.
The simplest approach is to increase the constant term of the Cobb- 
Douglas output function by a percent value. This represents a constant per­
cent increase in output for all farms, i.e. the marginal output function 
shifts upward by the chosen percentage. This is similar to the approach used 
by Akino and Hayami to shift a rice supply curve due to improved varieties.
We evaluated effects of 10, 20, 30 percent changes in technology. This 
approach assumes that the use of bGH has no effect on input use or on the 
prices of variable inputs, but merely generates more output at each farm 
level. However, bGH increases farm output by essentially transforming low 
producing cows into high producing cows, necessitating the use of additional 
inputs that high producing cows require, primarily more feed. This analysis 
also neglects the cost of the hormone itself, which is unknown at this time, 
but could amount to a substantial percentage of the value of additional milk 
generated.
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An alternative approach is necessary to represent the effect on sector 
productivity of bGH if, as is expected by some, it is biased in favor of more 
proficient operations. As noted, while experiment station results show that 
annual output can increase through the use of bGH by 25.6 percent, its impact 
on less efficient farms is more speculative. By assuming various levels of 
overall output change a biased sector output function can be calculated.3 If 
the experiment station represents the most efficient farm, it would appear as 
the first farm in the sector. Thus, its marginal product is from equation 6:
dQ
F~1
Qc-l cc~l
A F - A** 1 “ A“ (9)
If output (marginal product) of the most efficient farm will increase 
25.6 percent be cause of bGH then:
(^) 1.256 - A * (10)
F~1
where cc indicates a parameter of the improved output function. If, however, 
the output of the entire sector will increase by T percent then:
Qf=147 (1+T) =A(147)“ (11)
This leaves two equations (10 and 11) in two unknowns (A and <*), Using the 
original dQ/dL, Q and F , and using various estimates of T , we solved for A and 
oc as reported in Table 49.
Table 49
SECTOR OUTPUT COEFFICIENTS UNDER BIASED AND UNBIASED 
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE (147 FARMS)
Percent Technical
Change
Unbiased Biased
Constant Exponent Constant Exponent
0 101753.6 0.56 - _
10 111929.0 0.56 139677.1 0.52
20 122104.4 0.56 132587.1 0.55
30 132279.7 0.56 — —
The values from Table 49 (representing the technological effects of bGH), 
and the inputed wage of $88,571 per farm and any assumed demand elasticity, 
allow finding the sector size that satisfies the equilibrium condition, 
equation 5. This also yields price and quantity data which can be expressed
3The term bias is generally used to describe the effect of a technological 
change on relative factor returns. Here we use biased technical change to 
refer to the extent to which the shift in sector output derives from increases 
in output by some or all farms.
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as percentage changes (assuming constant market shares for our sample and 
state and national populations). The relation between farm numbers and animal 
numbers are then utilized (Table 46) to estimate the effect of bGH on state 
herd size. The vertical intercept of the tangent wage/price line also can be 
used to project the change in share of output to fixed or high quality factors 
of production.
Results
If markets are allowed to clear, the introduction of bGH will exacerbate 
downward pressure on milk prices and lead to a reduction in farm and animal 
numbers. Output will fall as a consequence of free markets but bGH will serve 
to lessen the decline. The combined effect of a free market dairy policy and 
a 20 percent shift in technology would be a drop in farm numbers of about 30 
percent and for cow numbers to fall by 20 percent. Equilibrium output would 
fall by less than 4 percent and the farmgate price of milk would drop by about 
30 percent. Roughly half of these changes can be attributed to the relaxation 
of price support programs in the model. If the aggregate output response to 
bGH is greater than 20 percent, milk price, farm and cow numbers fall more, 
while equilibrium output falls by less or remains unchanged. Percentage 
changes in price, output employment and animal numbers associated with various 
levels of technical change and price elasticities of demand are given in Table 
50.
Table 50
CHANGES IN PRICE, OUTPUT, EMPLOYMENT AND COW NUMBERS FROM bGH 
AND A FREE MARKET POLICY BY ELASTICITY OF DEMANDa 
(% changes from 1984)
Technical
Change Milk Price Output Farm Numbers Cows
0 -9.4
n = -.1 
-12,1 -20.4 -12.6
10 -22.6 -10.7 -30.9 -19.5
20 -32.9 -9.5 -39.2 -25.4
30 -41.2 8.3 -46.0 -30.4
0 -8.9
n = -.2 
-11,4 -19.2 -11.8
10 -21.2 -8.7 -28.1 -17.6
20 -31.1 -6.3 -35.4 -22.7
30 -39.0 4.0 -41.4 -27.0
0 -8.3
n = -.3 
-10.7 -18.1 -11.1
10 -20.0 -7.0 -25.6 -16.0
20 -29.5 -3.4 -31.9 -20.2
30 -37.1 0.0 -37.1 -23.9
0 -7.9
9 = -.4 
-10.1 -17.2 -10.5
10 -19.0 -5.3 -23.3 -14.5
20 -28.0 -0.8 -28.6 -17.9
30 -35.4 3.6 -33.1 -21.0
aBased on model equilibrium assuming current milk surplus of 13 percent
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In terms of the New York State dairy sector, these percentage changes 
translate into a milk price of $9,49/cwt, a fall in farm numbers from 18,000 
to 12,600, a decline in cow numbers from 943,000 to fewer than 745,000 and a 
decrease in milk production from 11,691 million pounds to about 11,500 million 
pounds.^ Table 51 shows these effects by level of technical change and by 
elasticity of demand.
Table 51
EFFECT OF bGH AND A FREE MARKET POLICY ON PRICE, OUTPUT, 
EMPLOYMENT AND COW NUMBERS IN THE NEW YORK STATE DAIRY SECTOR
Technical
Change
Milk Price 
($/cwt.)
Outputa 
(mill, cwt.) Farm Numbers
Cow Numbers 
(000)
— 13.45
Current (1984) 
11,691 18,000 943
0 12.19
n - -.1
10,276 14,328 824
10 10.41 10,440 12,439 759
20 9.02 10,580 10,944 703
30 7.91 10,721 9,720 656
0 12.25
r\ » -.2 
10,358 14,544 832
10 10.60 10,674 12,942 777
20 9.27 10,954 11,628 729
30 8,20 11,223 10,548 688
0 12.33
X] = “.3 
10,440 14,742 838
10 10.76 10,873 13,392 792
20 9.48 11,294 12,258 753
30 8.46 11,691 11,322 718
0 12.39
u ™ -.4 
10,510 14,904 844
10 10,89 11,071 13,806 806
20 9.68 11,597 12,852 774
30 8.69 12,112 12,042 745
a1983, most recent year available
As noted, this model projects a higher free market price and quantity 
than given by many other analysts, For purpose of comparison, the effects of 
assuming lower long run equilibrium prices with and without bGH were analyzed. 
However, a consequence of the use of constant elasticity functional forms is 
that percentage changes in output, price and employment from any assumed 
equilibrium are constant. Thus, differences in quantity projections were due 
to the use of different initial free market prices, while percentage changes 
were the same.
^Data on New York State dairy sector are from New York State Department of
Agriculture and Markets (1984).
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Isolating the effect of bGH from the relaxation of dairy price supports 
shows that bGH will increase equilibrium output, but by only roughly half the 
percentage gain in technology. Cow numbers fall by about half to three 
quarters of the change in technology. Both milk price and employment will 
decline by almost the same percentage as the increase in technology. The 
effect of bGH alone, by level of technical change and elasticity of demand is 
given in Table 52.
The elasticity of demand assumed clearly affect results. The effect is 
greater for employment and output than for price, and is most pronounced when 
high levels of technological change are considered. For example, with a 30 
percent bGH response the model predicts about a 38 percent fall in price and 
farms and a 4.4 percent increase in output when an elasticity of demand of -.1 
is assumed. If, instead, an elasticity of -.4 is used, farm numbers fall by 
20 percent, price declines by 30 percent and output increases by almost 15 
percent (Table 52). The magnitude of the impact of the elasticity assumption 
varies positively with the level of bGH response.
Table 52
CHANGES IN PRICE, OUTPUT, EMPLOYMENT AND COW NUMBERS FROM bGH 
(% changes from free market equilibrium)
Technical
Change Milk Price Output Farm Numbers Cows
10 -14.5
n - -. l 
1.6 -13.1 -7.9
20 -25.9 3.0 -23.6 -14.6
30 -35.0 4.4 -32.1 -20.4
10 -13.6
n - “ • 2
3.0 -11.0 -6.6
20 -24.4 5.7 -20.0 -12.3
30 -33.1 8.4 -27.5 -17.2
10 -12.8
n = “.3 
4.2 -9.1 -5.4
20 -23.0 8.2 -16.8 -10.2
30 -31.4 12.0 -23.2 -14.4
10 -12.1
T| = -*4 
5.3 -7.4 -4.4
20 -21.9 10.3 -13.8 -8.3
30 -29.9 15.3 -19.2 -11.8
The economic effects of unbiased and biased technical change are illus­
trated in Figure 14. If the advantages of bGH are realized to a greater ex­
tent by farms that are already the most proficient, the principal consequence 
is to exagerate the fall in equilibrium farm numbers. For example, with a 
biased technical change but an overall change of 10 percent, equilibrium farm 
numbers drop by 14 percent. With unbiased technical change the decline in 
farms is only 9 percent.
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Figure 14; PERCENT CHANGES IN OUTPUT, PRICE AND EMPLOYMENT 
UNDER BIASED AND UNBIASED TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
( E v a l u a t e d  from free market e q u i l i b r i u m ; ~ -3)
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With biased technical change the equilibrium output increases by somewhat 
less than with unbiased change and prices fall by slightly less. As effective 
bias decreases (at overall levels of technical change of 25.6 percent) the 
differences between biased and unbiased outcomes essentially disappear.
The share of output attributable to fixed or high quality factors (43 
percent) is unchanged by unbiased technical change. However, with biased 
technical change, high quality factors account for a higher percentage of 
output. With 20 percent technical change, the output share of limited factors 
rises to 45 percent (this is independent of price elasticity). This suggests 
that bGH may have significant effects on the price of high quality land and 
other fixed assets.
Gross revenue per farm is also essentially unaffected by unbiased change. 
Without bGH average gross receipts per farm are $156,597 per year. With bGH 
the range of average gross receipts is $156,545 to $156,650 and does not 
reveal any significant pattern. Biased technical change, however, raises 
gross revenue substantially. When the most advantaged farms increase output 
by 25.6 percent but the sector overall gains only 10 percent, average gross 
revenue per farm rises by 8 percent to about $169,900. As effective bias 
disappears the difference in gross revenue also fades.
Diffusion
As the results in Section IV indicate, the adoption of bGH will not be 
instantaneous. The rate of diffusion can be used with the sector output 
function to follow the changes in prices, quantity and employment over time. 
The best estimate of the path of diffusion of bGH was
Yt = 1.97 - 2.47 Yt„1 (12)
Yt-1
where Yt equals the percent level of bGH use at time t, measured from the time 
of commercial availability.5 Table 53 gives the estimated level of adoption 
for five time periods.
Table 53
bGH ADOPTION LEVELS
(% of farms at time of initial availability of bGH)
6 months 1.9
1 year 5.4
2 years 15.3
3 years 39.7
4 years 79.0
Equation 12 was estimated to predict the percent of cows per herd 
receiving treatment. However, it may be unlikely that farmers would treat 
only a portion of their herd (beyond a short trial period). Here it is being 
used to predict the percentage of farms adopting bGH.
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The calculation of equilibrium prices and quantities with partial 
diffusion follows essentially the same procedures as with the previous 100 
percent instantaneous adoption. However, output is now calculated as the sum 
of production by adopters and nonadopters. New adopters in any year are the 
highest output farms that have not yet adopted but have survived. It is 
assumed that the contraction of employment that accompanies falling prices 
first affect nonadopters (i.e. only after all nonadopters have been forced out 
are adopters removed).
Of greatest interest in the context of gradual diffusion is the 
adjustment of farm numbers over time. The time path of equilibrium employment 
taking diffusion as given is illustrated in Figure 15. The consequences of 
resource immobility make the predicted time paths of price and quantity with 
gradual diffusion more tenuous than the estimates of the prices and quantities 
given above. While the complete diffusion results discussed above also in- 
volve the assumption of complete market adjustment, no time dimension or 
adjustment path has been specified. The results indicate that at relatively 
low leveIs of technical change and with relatively elastic demand it will be 
possible for nonadopters to remain in the industry. However, if the actual 
rates of technical change are high or if demand for milk is highly inelastic, 
adoption will be necessary, but not sufficient, for economic survival.
A SECTOR MODEL APPROACH
As McCarl has summarized, sector models may be constructed using two 
fundamentally different approaches. First, there are the cost-minimizing 
models which divide a country into regions, each region containing aggregate 
activities and constraints (Heady and Srivastava). Since this procedure does 
not model individual farm behavior, results may not represent true aggregate 
equilibrium. Second, there are modeling systems which use a large number of 
representative farms which are used to arrive at equilibrium conditions, often 
through an iterative process (Walker and Dillon).
Duloy and Norton suggest a linear programming model where farm activities 
are represented, along with a set of national market clearing relationships. 
Because the size of the model becomes hopelessly large, they suggest a decom­
position algorithm such as the Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm for solutions. As 
McCarl has observed, however, another approach that this procedure suggests is 
to utilize activities representing whole farm plans in the linear program 
rather than attempt to generate entire representative farms, That is the 
approach used here.
Optimal farm plans were previously generated in Section III using farm 
linear models which maximize prof its, Those farm plans for different tech­
nologies and resources are used in the sector model as Individual activities• 
The sector model includes fixed resources, such as various types of land, that 
are available. Sector income is then maximized given the various types of 
farms that are possible and the resources available to the sector. Income 
maximization at the sector level implies that farms will compete for limited 
resources and only the most profitable farms will survive. This assumption is 
generally accepted in modeling long-run equilibrium.
At the sector level, prices are endogenous and must be allowed to change 
as output changes, This is accomplished by incorporating a downward sloping
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demand curve into the linear program by separable programming,, For example, 
assume the aggregate demand curve for a product is linear, p = a - Bq, and 
that cost is a function of output, c(q). Then maximizing Z = q (a-.5 Bq) - 
c(q) or qa - .5 Bq2 - c(q), fulfills the first order condition of profit 
maximization for each farm because dZ/dq = a - Bq ~ c ’(q) , or p = MC. In a 
linear programming sector model MC is simply the cost of an additional farm 
brought into solution. This MC will be linear or an increasing step function. 
Unfortunately, the remainder of the function Z, or W » q (a - .5 Bq) is 
nonlinear. However, it is a concave function of q so that approximate 
solutions are possible with separable programming (Duloy and Norton). Also, 
revenue to the sector is p . q or qa ~ Bq^, Since separation is based upon 
different amounts of q being produced, the revenue function can be added as 
an accounting row to measure revenue or income to the sector.
The Empirical Model
A relatively small dairy sector model of approximately 150 dairy farms 
was constructed rather than a national or state mode1. The results can then 
be compared to results obtained in the first half of this section where a 
beginning sector of 147 dairy farms was used. Results will also be scaled up 
to the state level assuming the small model is representative of the state's 
dairy sector. However, as an approximation of reality, this sector model 
cannot be expected to provide completely accurate results• That should be 
clear with linear programming after more than a decade of discussion of 
aggregation of representative farms (Day; Buckwell and Hazell). In fact, 
this model with only a few representative farm types cannot be expected to 
exactly duplicate the changes that will occur in New York's dairy industry. 
However, the model should provide relative changes in key characteristics in 
the sector, such as income, prices, and farm numbers, as bGH is adopted.
More accurate results should be obtainable if the model is extended to 
include more detail.
The linear programming matrix consists of 28 columns and 10 rows and is 
shown in Appendix AD-1. The first 6 columns are dairy farm activities with 
no use of bGH, consisting of three feeding/crop production systems each at 
two production leveIs. The first system is a 65-cow farm feeding primarily 
hay (mixed mainly grass) and corn silage. The second system is a 100-cow 
farm feeding hay (mixed mostly legume) and corn silage and producing some of 
its corn requirement. The third system also is 100 cows, feeding hay (mixed 
mostly legume), corn silage, and corn, but also producing excess corn for 
sale. Each representative farm is evaluated at 13,000 and 16,000 pounds of 
milk sold per cow. These activities were generated from the farm linear 
programming models in section III as the normal feed intake farm results. 
Reflected in the objective function is fixed and variable cost minus the sale 
of any livestock crops and other non-milk income. These objective values 
reflect the marginal cost of an additional dairy farm. Milk Income is incor­
porated by a separate set of milk sale activities via a milk transfer row.
The next 12 activities are dairy farms that have adopted bGH. They are 
the same 6 representative farms with the impact of bGH reflected in their 
cost of production and milk output. The land resources for each farm, 
however, have not been altered. These coefficients are also from the farm 
linear programming models of Section III. Experimentally, the greatest 
response on an annual basis has been a milk increase of 25.6 percent so that
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response level and half that amount, 12.8 percent, were used on each of the 6 
farm types.
The next set of 10 columns are the milk selling activities. A constant 
elasticity (E--.3) demand function from the first half of this section was 
used, q “ 3,247,255 p where p is price in cwt. and q is quantity in cwt.
This function had been derived for the market share of the 147 dairy farms 
with government price supports removed. Table 54 shows the 10 price and 
quantity combinations used to represent the demand curve, as well as the 
revenue at each price and the area under the demand curve for each milk 
quantity. The area under the demand curve and the cost of producing milk are 
components of the objective function. Since the area under the demand curve 
is an increasing but concave function of milk quantity and the objective 
function is maximized, then at most two milk sale activities will come into 
solution at any time. With the addition of a milk balance constraint in the 
matrix constraining the level of sale activities to sum to 1, linear segments 
of price and quantity between any 2 price nodes are possible. Included as ah 
accounting row is the income to the dairy sector. This consists of the milk 
revenue at the solution prices minus the variable and fixed farm costs of 
producing that quantity of milk.
Table 54
THE DEMAND CURVE FOR MILK (E = -.3)
Price ($) Quantity (cwt.) Revenue ($) Area Under Demand Function 
($)
$14.00 1,471,221 20,597,094 20,597,094
13.50 1,487,361 20,079,374 20,814,984
13.00 1,504,296 19,555,848 21,035,139
12.50 1,522,101 19,026,263 21,257,702
12.00 1,540,856 18,490,272 21,482,762
11.50 1,560,656 17,947,544 21,710,462
11,00 1,581,601 17,397,677 21,940,857
10.50 1,603,835 16,840,268 22,174,314
10.00 1,627,483 16,274,830 22,410,794
9.50 1,652,720 15,700,841 22,650,545
The rows of the matrix include, besides the dairy income accounting row 
and a milk transfer row, the 3 land types, a constraint on the number of
13,000 and 16,000 producing cows, and the maximium number of 12.8 milk 
increasing and 25,6 milk increasing bGH adopting farms. Since the demand 
function was constructed for 147 dairy farms, 37,000 acres of land, or about 
252 acres per farm, were provided to the sector. Based upon a survey of 
estimated cropland by soil group in 21 New York counties (Boisvert and 
Bills), 14,544 acres were allocated as Land 1, 13,276 acres were allocated as 
Land 2, and 9,180 acres were allocated to Land 3. Although average milk 
production per cow in New York during 1984 was 12,250 pounds, 16,000 
production cows were limited to 6,000 head. This allowed 60 of the 147 farms
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to have 100 cow herds averaging 16,000 pounds. The constraint on the 13,000 
pounds producing cows was set at 8,000 but was never binding.
Alternative non-dairy enterprises were not included in this sector 
model. In a declining sector it was presumed that resources would be 
utilized by the dairy sector until losses occur. Then those resources will 
exit the dairy sector and be used in the production of other commodities or 
set idle• The purpose of this mode 1 was not to determine those alternatives. 
To the extent that alternative enterprises are more profitable than dairying 
at some milk price that still provides a positive net income to dairying, the 
exclusion of these alternatives will bias the results.
Results
Although this model cannot be expected to gene rate exact answers be cause 
of its limited scope, it was validated by removing the endogenous milk price 
columns and using an exogenous milk price of $ 13.50. This was the 1984 
average New York milk price• The result was 141.6 farms and milk production 
of 1,711,573 cwt. This compares closely to the sample result of 147 farms 
and milk production of 1,711,514 cwt. obtained from the sector output 
function approach in the first half of this section. Of the 14,544 acres of 
the poorest land, 4,987 acres go unused• The farms consisted of 57.8 silage 
and 13,000 pounds per cow farms, 15.6 silage and 16,000 pounds per cow farms, 
and 68.3 hay and 16,000 pounds per cow farms. No excess corn producing f arms 
entered solution.
The next step was to remove the government price support mechanism but 
not yet allow the adoption of bGH. The result was a reduction in the number 
of farms to 117 and milk price to $13.00. Output and dairy income also fell. 
These results are summarized and compared to other scenarios in Table 55.
Table 55
IMPACT OF BOVINE GROWTH HORMONE AND REMOVING GOVERNMENT PRICE SUPPORTS
Scenario
Number of
Farms
Milk
Price
Milk 
Produced
Dairy
Incomea
Government price 
supports 141.6 $13.50 1,711,573 cwt. $4,793,753
No price 
supports 117.0 $13.00 1,504,296 cwt. 3,992,540
bGH 12.8-percent
increase 100.9 $12.00 1,540,586 cwt. 3,783,651
bGH 25.6-percent
increase 86.1 $11.50 1,560,656 cwt. 3,988,267
a Costs include a charge for farmers' labor and equity
ill
It is perplexing that milk price does not drop lower than $13.00. 
However, this model assumes instantaneous equilibrium adjustment based upon 
long-run profit behavior. In the short-run prices would fall much lower and 
farm numbers would slowly fall. This is demonstrated later when dairy farms 
are allowed to operate at a loss.
Two levels of bGH farm response rates were analyzed. One rate was a 
25.6 response increase, the maximum obtained to date on experimental 
animals. Since field response will probably not reach that level, a response 
of half that amount was also used. The results are also summarized in Table 
55. As expected, farm numbers fall as does milk price, The introduction of 
bGH does increase milk production from the level with no price supports, but 
the aggregate milk output increase is only 2.4 percent with 12.8-percent farm 
increasing bGH and only 3.7 percent with 25.6-percent increasing bGH, Milk 
output never approaches the level of production that occurred with government 
price supports. Dairy aggregate income also decreases with bGH adoption, but 
the reduction is small with the 25.6 percent bGH response when compared to no 
price supports and no bGH.
Although the number of farms decreases with no price supports and bGH, 
the decrease primarily occurs because dairy farms producing grass hay on low 
quality land leave the industry (Table 56). There is little contraction in 
farms producing silage. The optimal cropping mixes of these farms do change, 
however, as reported in Section III. More hay (legume) is grown on the 
silage producing farms at the high bGH response level. The dairy farms 
producing excess corn never enter solution.
Table 56
FARM TYPES WITH BOVINE GROWTH HORMONE AND REMOVING GOVERNMENT
PRICE SUPPORTS
Hay Silage Corn
Scenario
13,000
lbs.
16,000
lbs.
13,000
lbs.
16,000 13,000 16,000 
lbs. lbs. lbs.
Government price 
supports 68.3
—  Number 
57.8
of farms —  
15.6
No price supports 43.7 41.9 31.6
bGH 12,8-percent 
increase 27.5 31.3 42.1
bGH 25.6-percent 
increase 12,7 13.4 60.0
The change in farm numbers and types is reflected in aggregate land use 
(Table 57). As the hay farms decline in numbers, poor land and some average 
land are removed from use in milk production.
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LAND USE IN ACRES WITH BOVINE GROWTH HORMONE ADOPTION AND
Table 57
REMOVING GOVERNMENT PRICE SUPPORTS
Scenario Poor Land Average Land Good Land
•—  Acres in crops —
Government price supports 9,557 13,276 9,180
No price supports 6,123 11,804 9,180
bGH 12.8-percent increase 3,853 10,831 9,180
bGH 25.6-percent increase 1,787 9,946 9,180
As stated earlier these results are based upon long-run prof it maximiza­
tion behavior on the part of farmers. In the long-run this behavior is 
forced upon farmers because they cannot operate indefinitely with losses and 
expect to survive. However, in the short-run it Is possible for a farmer to 
operate at a loss, and many will until they determine that the long-run 
income of their operation is negative. To model this short-run behavior 
the variable cost for each representative dairy farm was used rather than 
total cost of production. The results are that more farms enter solution at 
each scenario, milk price is lower with greater output, and dairy income is 
lower than when total costs of production were used. Table 58 summarizes 
these results, which can be compared to the summarized results in Table 55. 
With government support prices and farmers covering only variable costs, 
there are 160.2 farms in solution, an increase of about 19 compared to the 
solution based on total costs. The decrease in farm numbers is not as great 
when using variable costs as price supports are removed and bGR is intro­
duced. With variable costs milk price falls as low as $9.55 with 25.6- 
percent bGH farm increasing production whereas the price fell only to $11.50 
using total costs. These differences between total and variable costs 
indicate the necessity to design policy to encourage the orderly exodus of 
resources, including farmers, from dairying.
The type of dairy farm that enters solution is not much different using 
variable or total costs wi th gove rnment support of mi Ik pri ce. This is not 
too surprising since the resource constraints using either cost measure 
strongly influence results. What is interesting is the difference in the 
types of farms that enter solution between variable and total costs when 
price supports are removed and bGH is introduced. With variable costs, the 
shift is to hay and corn farms (Table 59) where previously with total costs 
the shift was to silage farms (Table 56). These differences are also re­
flected in land use patterns summarized in Table 60. With variable costs 
more of the poor and average land stays in production. This is probably due 
to the relatively greater fixed costs of owning good land as compared to poor 
land.
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IMPACT OF BOVINE GROWTH HORMONE IF FARMERS COVER ONLY VARIABLE
COSTS OF PRODUCTION
Table 58
Scenario
Number of 
Farms
Milk
Price
Milk
Produced
Dairy
Incomea
Government price
supports 160.2 $13.50 1,790,291 cwt. $4,283,487
No price 
supports 144.6 $10.87 1,587,367 cwt. 1,548
bGH 12.8-percent 
increase 129.6 $10.05 1,624,111 cwt. - 14,019
bGH 25.6-percent 
increase 118.9 $ 9.55 1,650,038 cwt. - 3,982
aCosts include a charge for farmers? labor and equity.
Table 59
FARM TYPES WITH BOVINE GROWTH HORMONE IF FARMERS COVER ONLY 
VARIABLE COSTS OF PRODUCTION
Hay Silage Corn
Scenario
13,000
lbs.
16,000
lbss
13,000 16,000 
lbs. lbs.
13,000 16,000 
lbs. lbs.
—  Number of farms — -
Government price
supports 11.6 92.3 56.3
No price 
supports 61.9 42.0 8.0 32.7
bGH 12.8-percent
increase 57.0 35,8 36.7
bGH 25.6-percent 
increase 46.4 35.8 36,7
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LAND USE IN ACRES WITH BOVINE GROWTH HORMONE IF FARMERS COVER 
ONLY VARIABLE COSTS OF PRODUCTION
Table 60
Scenario Poor Land Average Land Good Land
Government price 
supports
—  Acres 
14,544
in crops —
13,276 7,042
No price supports 14,544 12,142 9,180
bGH 12,8-percent 
increase 12,997 11,078 9,180
bGH 25,6-percent 
increase 11,511 10,441 9,180
As stated earlier these results can be scaled to the state level. This 
was accomplished by calculating the percentage changes in the total cost and 
then the variable cost scenario results from their base of government price 
supports. These percentage changes were then applied to the number of farms, 
milk price, and milk produced in New York for 1984. The range of results are 
in Table 61, Given the small scope of the model and its limitations, these 
projections should be viewed as rough approximations. Also listed is a pro­
jection from the sector function approach of the first half of this section 
using a 20-percent bGH induced milk production increase. That projection is 
slightly more pessimistic in regard to farm numbers and milk price than the 
results from this study.
Table 61
POTENTIAL IMPACT OF BOVINE GROWTH HORMONE ON NEW YORK DAIRY PRODUCTION3
Scenario
Numbe r of 
Farms Milk Price Milk Produced
Currently (1984) 17,500 $13.50 11,405 mil. lbs.
Removing price 
supports 15,015-15,803 $10,87-$12.00
10,150-10,265 
mil, lbs.
and 12.8-percent bGH 
farm level increase 13,003-14,158 $10.05-$11.00
10,345-10,538 
mil. lbs.
or 25.6-percent bGH 
farm level increase 11,165-12,985 $ 9.55-$10.50
10,515-10,686 
mil. lbs.
Sector output function 
(20-percent bGH) 12,600 $9.42 10,522 mil, lbs.
^Results derived from a small sector linear programming model with farmers 
covering variable costs or total costs.
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Model Extensions
An obvious extension is to expand the model to encompass the entire 
state of New York. As stated previously, however, expanding the resource 
endowments and adjusting the milk demand curve accordingly would not alter 
the results obtained here except for a scalar multiple. An extension, 
however, would be to model additional representative farms to encompass 
additional technologies and land usage. Also a possibility would be to 
divide resources by region within the state to determine intrastate regional 
impacts.
A more ambitious effort would be to include other states in the sector 
model. Inclusions could be Wisconsin and California. This would tell us 
whether any regional adjustments could be expected. Given the fixed milk 
processing plants in some locations, regional demand functions could be 
utilized.
Finally, the whole farm budgets utilized in this study were generated 
from fixed milk and feed prices. Allowing milk price to change endogenously 
when a fixed milk price is reflected in the farm activity is inconsistent. 
However, the farm models were run using lower milk prices. The results 
indicate that there was usually no change in farming activities until the 
milk price fell below $9.50.
The farm level models were not run for various feed prices since the 
adoption of bGH was thought to have less impact on those prices than milk 
prices. The results from this section imply that a significant increase in 
hay production from former dairy farms might occur. With production 
increases of that magnitude and adjustments in the dairy sector, it would be 
appropriate to extend the model by modeling hay production and consumption.
All of these extensions would enlarge the model and require additional 
efforts in model construction and data coliection. The extensions would 
allow the analysis of more detailed and subtle changes and concerns, while 
the current analysis permitted only the more rudimentary questions of price, 
income, production, farm numbers, and resource us age.
SUMMARY
This section illustrates the potential Impact of bovine Growth Hormone 
on the New York dairy sector. Two separate research approaches were used.
An aggregate sector output function was estimated and used with an aggregate 
demand curve to determine equilibrium price and quantity. The second 
approach used a sector linear programming model to determine what type of 
farms may survive after bGH Is released.
Both procedures produced similar results, If markets are permitted to 
clear, the aggregate output Increase from bGH is muted by the exit of 
resources from dairying as milk prices fall. A 20 percent increase at the 
farm level may translate into only an 8 to 10 percent aggregate milk increase 
depending upon demand elasticities. Nonetheless, consumers would benefit 
from lower milk prices and larger milk quantities. The number of farms will 
decrease as well as the number of cows. This contrasts to previous
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technological changes where farm numbers fell but a relatively constant cow 
herd was maintained. Much land currently used in milk production would not 
be utilized. Although much of this land is less productive land, some high 
quality land may also leave dairying. The rather drastic affects that could 
result if markets are allowed to clear suggests that policy should be 
designed to permit an orderly exit of resources from dairy production.
Section VI
CONCLUSIONS
If approved by the Food and Drug Administration, bovine growth hormone 
is a viable commercial product for increasing milk production from dairy 
cows and improving short term dairy farm profitability. Production costs 
for the recombinantly derived hormone are low relative to other factor 
inputs and the marginal cost per hundredweight of additional milk produced 
ranges between 25 and 45 percent of the current price paid to farmers•
This coupled with potential productivity increases which could reach 25 
percent or higher with well managed herds provides the basis for rapid 
adoption of the product•
Surveys of New York dairymen indicate the strong probability of this 
rapid adoption and further suggest that large herds will most rapidly 
implement this new approach to increasing milk production. If, as indi­
cated by survey results, 80 to 90 percent of the herd will be on bGH within 
the first three years of market availability, unprecedented implications 
for farm management practices, milk markets and prices, and farm structure 
will follow.
At the dairy cow enterprise level, total feed requirements will 
increase although less than proportionately with production response. On a 
farm firm level, this will result in increased feed purchases and/or 
decrease crop sales, Depending on the feeding management program and 
production response by the animals being administered the hormone, require­
ments for concentrate will increase from 30 to 110 percent. As a result, 
crop rotations will change to accommodate the need for more nutrients. 
Overall, with stable milk prices, farm returns over variable costs increase 
5 to 26 percent depending on farm characteristics and the response of 
animals to hormone administration. Increased farm returns result in higher 
marginal values (shadow prices) for cows and buildings but generally con­
stant marginal values for land and associated machinery.
In the aggregate, as production increases due to the hormone, milk 
prices will fall reducing the short-term gain in farm returns. The number 
of dairymen and the size of the national dairy herd will, by necessity, 
decline as the market seeks a new equilibrium. The size of this adjustment 
and its timing will depend not only on the production response to bGH and 
the rate of adoption but on level and scope of government price support 
programs for milk. However, with the possibility of such a rapid and large 
production increase, many dairymen, in the three to five years after hor­
mone introduction, will be placed ip the position of obtaining re turns over 
variable costs which are below their fixed costs of operation. Farms with 
low debt loads, good soil resources, and superior management will be better 
able to survive the transition. The financial position of individual farms 
after these adjustments will depend on the ability to actually achieve 
response to bGH, the success of feeding management strategies to increase 
intake, the current financial position and use of short-term returns from 
bGH, and the economic and political environment of the dairy industry.
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Appendix A
MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT
(1/2 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN
CONDITIONS
MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATED 
TOTAL COST
Seed inoculum vessel 
I required
1500 1 
w/agitator
304 S.S, $ 12,473
Fermentors 
3 required
60,000 1 w/02,
pH, foam, temp, 
controls and 
air incinerator
S.S. 3(U5,719
Glass wool filter 
for air sterilization 
unit - 1 required
300 ft2/min. 73,500
Plate and frame filter 
1 required
350 ft2 304 S.S. 17,531
ATM suspended basket 
Centrifuges 
3 required
10 Hp. s »s . 116,411
Mixing vessels with 
agitator 
2 required
900 1 used 
600 1 req. vol.
s . s . 16,630
IMpandex cell rupture 
device w/glass beads 
1 required
500 gal/hr. 93,450
Chromatography columns 
16 required
30" dia.
3 ft. high
glass lined 133,042
Vessels 
3 required
250 1 S.S. 11,305
Mixing vessel w/ 
agitator 
1 required
250 1 s . s . 5,543
Displacement Pumps 
11 required
S.S* 72,064
Total Equipment Cost $3,667,668
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Appendix B
MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT
(1 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN
CONDITIONS
MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATED 
TOTAL COST
Seed inoculum vessel 
1 required
1500 1 
w / agitator
304 S.S. $ 12,473
Fermentors 
6 required
60,000 1 w/ 02, 
pH, foam, temp, 
controls and 
air incinerator
s . s . 6,231,436
Glass wool filter 
for air sterilization 
unit - 1 required
350 ft^/min. 89,250
Plate and frame filter 
1 required
400 ft2 304 S.S. 20,719
ATM suspended basket 
Centrifuges 
3 required
10 Hp. S.S. 116,411
Mixing vessels with 
agitator 
2 required
900 1 used 
650 1 req. vol.
S.S. 16,630
IMpandex cell rupture 
device w/glass beads 
1 required
500 gal/hr. 93,450
Chromatography columns 
16 required
30" dia.
3 ft. high
glass lined 133,042
Vessels 
3 required
300 1 S.S. 11,641
Mixing vessel w/ 
agitator 
1 required
300 1 s . s . 5,543
Displacement Pumps 
11 required
s . s . 72,064
Total Equipment Cost $6,802,659
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Appendix C
MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT
(2.5 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN
CONDITIONS
MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATED 
TOTAL COST
Seed inoculum vessel 
1 required
2500 1 
w/agitator
304 S.S. $ 14,136
Fermentors 
12 required
75,000 1 w/ 02, 
pH, foam, temp, 
controls and 
air incinerator
s . s . 13,774,754
Glass wool filter 
for air sterilization 
unit - 1 required
500 ft2/min. 105,000
Plate and frame filter 
1 required
550 ft2 304 S.S. 28,687
ATM suspended basket 
Centrifuges 
3 required
10 Hp. S.S. 116,411
Mixing vessels with 
agitator 
2 required
900 1 used 
800 1 req. vol.
s . s . 16,630
IMpandex cell rupture 
device w/glass beads 
1 required
500 gal/hr. 93,450
Chromatography columns 
16 required
30" dia.
3 ft, high
glass lined 133,042
Vessels 
3 required
400 1 S.S. 12,474
Mixing vessel w/ 
agitator 
1 required
400 1 S.S. 5,543
Displacement Pumps 
11 required
s . s . 72,064
Total Equipment Cost $14,372,191
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Appendix D
MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT
(3 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN
CONDITIONS
MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATED 
TOTAL COST
Seed inoculum vessel 
1 required
2500 1 
w/agitator
304 S.S. $ 14,136
Fermentors 
12 required
90,000 1 w/ 02, 
pH, foam, temp. 
controls and 
air incinerator
S.S. 15,086,635
Glass wool filter 
for air sterilization 
unit - 1 required
550 ft3/min. 120,750
Plate and frame filter 
1 required
600 ft2 304 S.S. 31,875
ATM suspended basket 
Centrifuges 
3 required
10 Hp. S.S. 116,411
Mixing vessels with 
agitator 
2 required
900 1 used 
800 1 req. vol.
S.S. 16,630
IMpandex cell rupture 
device w/glass beads 
1 required
500 gal/hr. 93,450
Chromatography columns 
16 required
36" dia.
3 ft. high
glass lined 166,302
Vessels-surge tank 
1 required
450 1 S.S. 4,158
Vessel-buffer tank 
1 required
450 1 S.S. 4,158
Vessel-fraction 
collector 
1 required
450 1 S.S. 4,158
Vessel-final 
resuspension w/ 
agitator 
1 required
450 1 S.S. 6,929
D-2
Appendix D
MAJOR EQUIPMENT CIST 
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT 
(3 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN MATERIALS OF ESTIMATED 
CONDITIONS CONSTRUCTION TOTAL COST
(Continued)
Displacement Pumps S.S. 75,761
11 required
Total Equipment Cost $15,741,353
E-l
Appendix E
MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT
(3.5 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN
CONDITIONS
MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATED 
TOTAL COST
Seed inoculum vessel 
1 required
3000 1 
w/agitator
304 S.S. $ 19,402
Fermentors 
15 required
84,000 1 w/ 02, 
pH, foam, temp, 
control and 
air incinerator
s . s . 15,578,591
Glass wool filter 
for air sterilization 
unit - 1 required
600 ft^/min. 136,500
Plate and frame filter 
1 required
650 ft2 304 S.S. 35,063
ATM suspended basket 
Centrifuges 
3 required
20 Hp. S.S. 166,302
Mixing vessels with 
agitator 
2 required
900 1 S.S. 16,630
IMpandex cell rupture 
device w/glass beads 
2 required
500 gal/hr. 186,900
Chromatography columns 
16 required
36” dia.
3.5 ft. high
glass lined 194,019
Vessels-surge tank 
1 required
500 1 S.S. 4,158
Vessel-buffer tank 
1 required
500 1 s . s . 4,158
Vessel-fraction 500 1 S.S. 4,158
collector 
1 required
Vessel-final 
resuspension w/ 
agitator 
1 required
500 1 6,929
E-2
Appendix E
MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT 
(3 .5 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN MATERIALS OF ESTIMATED
CONDITIONS CONSTRUCTION TOTAL COST
(Continued)
Displacement Pumps S.S. 86,852
14 required
Total Equipment Cost $16,439,662
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Appendix F
MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST 
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT
(4 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN
CONDITIONS
MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATED 
TOTAL COST
Seed inoculum vessel 
1 required
3000 1 
w/agitator
304 S.S. $ 19,402
Fermentors 
18 required
80,000 1 w/ 02» 
pH, foam, temp. 
controls and 
air incinerator
S.S. 18,497,527
Glass wool filter 
for air sterilization 
unit - 1 required
650 ft^/min. 152,250
Plate and frame filter 
1 required
700 ft2 304 S.S. 38,249
ATM suspended basket 
Centrifuges 
3 required
20 Hp. S.S. 166,302
Mixing vessels with 
agitator 
2 required
1000 1 used 
950 1 req. vol.
S.S. 19,402
IMpandex cell rupture 
device w/glass beads 
2 required
500 gal/hr. 186,900
Chromatography columns 
20 required
36" dia.
4 ft. high
glass lined 277,172
Storage tanks 
3 required
600 1 used 
550 1 req. vol.
S.S. 14,552
Tank w/ agitator 
1 required
600 1 used 
550 1 req. vol.
6,929
Displacement Pumps 
12 required
S.S. 92,395
Total Equipment Cost $19,471,080
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Appendix G
MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT
(4.5 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN
CONDITIONS
MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATED 
TOTAL COST
Seed inoculum vessel 
1 required
4000 1
w/agitator
(3500 1 vol. req.)
304 S.S.
1
$ 20,788
Fermenters 
18 required
90,000 1 w/ 02 , 
pH, foam, temp, 
controls and 
air incinerator
S.S. 22,629,953
Glass wool filter 
for air sterilization 
unit - 1 required
700 ft^/min. 168,000
Plate and frame filter 
1 required
750 ft2 304 S.S. 39,843
ATM suspended basket 
Centrifuges 
3 required
30 Hp. S.S. 207,878
Mixing vessels with 
agitator 
2 required
1000 1 S.S. 19,402
IMpandex cell rupture 
device w/glass beads 
2 required
500 gal/hr. 186,900
Chromatography columns 
20 required
36" dia.
4.5 ft. high
glass lined 311,816
Storage tanks 
3 required
600 1 S.S. 14,552
Tank w/ agitator 
1 required
600 1 S.S. 6,929
Displacement Pumps 
12 required
S.S. 92,395
Total Equipment Cost $23,698,456
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Appendix H
MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT
(5 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN
CONDITIONS
MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATED 
TOTAL COST
Seed inoculum vessel 
1 required
4000 1
w/agitator
(3500 1 vol. req.)
304 S.S. $ 20,788
Fermentors 
18 required
100,000 1 w/ o2 , 
pH, foam, temp. 
controls and 
air incinerator
s . s . 23,613,864
Glass wool filter 
for air sterilization 
unit - 1 required
750 ft-Vmin. 183,750
Plate and frame filter 
2 required
400 ft^ 304 S.S. 41,437
ATM suspended basket 
Centrifuges 
3 required
30 Hp. S.S. 207,878
Mixing vessels with 
agitator 
2 required
1200 1 used 
1100 1 req. vol.
S.S. 20,788
IMpandex cell rupture 
device w/glass beads 
3 required
500 gal/hr. 280,350
Chromatography columns 
24 required
36" dia.
5 ft. high
glass lined 415,756
Storage tanks 
3 required
700 1 S.S. 15,580
Tank w/ agitator 
1 required
900 1 used 
700 1 req. vol.
s . s . 8,315
Displacement pumps 
13 required
S.S. 122,718
Total Equipment Cost $24,931,224
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Appendix I
MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT
(5.5 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN
CONDITIONS
MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATED 
TOTAL COST
Seed inoculum vessel 
1 required
4000 1 
w/agitator
304 S.S. $ 20,788
Fermentors
24 required
82,500 1 w/ 02, 
pH, foam, temp, 
controls and 
air incinerator
S.S. 28,861,389
Glass wool filter 
for air sterilization 
unit - 1 required
800 ft2/min. 199,500
Plate and frame filter 
2 required
425 ft2 304 S.S. 43,031
ATM suspended basket 
Centrifuges 
3 required
40 Hp. S.S. 249,454
Mixing vessels with 
agitator 
2 required
1200 1 S.S. 20,788
IMpandex cell rupture 
device w/glass beads 
3 required
500 gal/hr. 280,350
Chromatography columns 
24 required
36" dia.
5.5 ft. high
glass lined 457,332
Storage tanks 
3 required
800 1 S.S. 16,630
Tank w/ agitator 
1 required
900 1 used 
800 1 req. vol.
S.S. 8,315
Displacement pumps 
13 required
S.S. 122,718
Total Equipment Cost $30,280,295
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT
(6 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN
CONDITIONS
MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATED 
TOTAL COST
Seed inoculum vessel 
1 required
4000 1 
w/agitator
304 S.S. $ 20,788
Fermentors 
24 required
90,000 1 w/ ©2 * 
pH, foam, temp, 
controls and 
air incinerator
s. s. 30,173,270
Glass wool filter 
for air sterilization 
unit - 1 required
850 ft^/min. 220,500
Plate and frame filter 
2 required
450 ft2 304 S.S. 44,237
ATM suspended basket 
Centrifuges 
3 required
40 Hp. S.S. 249,454
Mixing vessels with 
agitator 
2 required
1300 1 S.S. 22,174
IMpandex cell rupture 
device w/glass beads 
3 required
500 gal/hr. 280,350
Chromatography columns 
28 required
36” dia.
6 ft. high
glass lined 582,058
Storage tanks 
3 required
900 1 S.S. 17,877
Tank w/ agitator 
1 required
900 1 S.S. 8,315
Displacement pumps 
16 required
S.S. 139,347
Total Equipment Cost $31,758,370
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT 
(6.5 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN
CONDITIONS
MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATED 
TOTAL COST
Seed inoculum vessel 
1 required
4500 1 
w/ agitator
304 S.S. $ 22,867
Fermentors 
24 required
100,000 1 w/ o2, 
pH, foam, temp, 
controls and 
air incinerator
S.S. 31,485,152
Glass wool filter 
for air sterilization 
unit ~ 1 required
900 ft^/min. 241,500
Plate and frame filter 
3 required
320 ft2 304 S.S. 47,818
ATM suspended basket 
Centrifuges 
3 required
50 Hp. S.S. 270,242
Mixing vessels with 
agitator 
2 required
1400 1 S.S. 23,560
IMpandex cell rupture 
device w/glass beads 
4 required
500 gal/hr. 373,800
Chromatography columns 
28 required
36" dia.
6.5 ft. high
glass lined 630,563
Storage tanks 
3 required
1000 1 S.S. 18,709
Tank w/ agitator 
1 required
1000 1 S.S. 9,701
Di s pla cement pump s 
16 required
S.S. 139,347
Total Equipment Cost $33,263,259
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
bGH FERMENTATION PLANT
(7 million cow daily capacity)
DESCRIPTION
DESIGN
CONDITIONS
MATERIALS OF 
CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATED 
TOTAL COST
Seed inoculum vessel 
1 required
4500 1 
w/agitator
304 S.S. 22,868
Fermentors 
30 required
84,000 1 w/ 02, 
pH, foam, temp, 
controls and 
air incinerator
S.S. 36,076,738
Glass wool filter 
for air sterilization 
unit - 1 required
950 ft^/min. 262,500
Plate and frame filter 
4 required
250 ft2 304 S.S. 51,001
ATM suspended basket 
Centrifuges 
3 required
50 Hp. S.S. 270,243
Mixing vessels with 
agitator 
2 required
1500 1 S.S. 24,393
IMpandex cell rupture 
device w/glass beads 
4 required
500 gal/hr. 373,800
Chromatography columns 
32 required
36" dia.
7 ft. high
glass lined 776,077
Storage tanks 
3 required
1100 1 S.S. 20,789
Mixing vessel w/ 
agitator 
1 required
1100 1 S.S. 10,395
Displacement pumps 
25 required
S.S. 220,108
Total Equipment Cost 38,108,912
Appendix M
OPERATING COSTS FOR THE 0.5 MILLION COW
bGH PRODUCTION FACILITY
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Medium (LB @ 240,000 1/da.) $.15/1 $13,140,000
Chemicals and Nutrients for Fermentation
Chemicals (NH^, SO4, NaHC0 3, Na2C0 3)
Agarose
Antibiotic-Ampicillin (2400g/da.)
$10/ml 
$3.00/25g
$55,000
$264,000
$105,120
Sterilization
Continuous Steam Injection
Air
$2.97/1000#
$0.26/1000ft3
$127,471
$166,492
Direct Labor
108,160 hours straight time
36.053 hours day shift
36.053 hours evening shift
36.053 hours night shift
$10.00/hr. 
10.15/hr. 
10.20/hr.
$360,533
$365,941
$367,744
5,408 hours overtime (1 1/2 straight
1.803 hours day shift
1.803 hours evening shift
1.803 hours night shift
time)
$15.00/hr. 
$15.23/hr. 
$15.30/hr.
$27,040
$27,455
$27,581
Direct Supervisory Labor
8,281 hours $14.00/hr. $115,934
Plant Energy (Electrical)
1000 KW/hr. $0.07/KWh $613,200
Maintenance and Repair
(includes maintenance supervisory 
and maintenance labor; 1920 hrs• @ 
$12.00/hr. and 1920 hrs. @
3% of total
capital
investment
$485,232
$1 0.00/hr., respectively)
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Appendix M Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Operating Supplies 15%
maintenance
$72,785
Laboratory Charge
Chemist - 1920 hours $16.00/hr. $30,720
Direct Costs Total $16,352,248
Overhead Costs
Quality Control Manager — $35,000
Plant Engineering — $30,000
General overhead (personnel)
5760 hours of janitorial and general labor 
1920 hours of shipping-receiving clerical
$6 .00/hr. 
$9.00/hr.
$34,560
$17,280
Employee - Personnel Benefits 
(covers medical, unemployment insurance, 
retirement, other benefits for all 
employees —  operating, overhead, 
administrative and marketing)
25% total 
wages and 
salaries
$413,037
Payroll Overhead 5% payroll $82,607
Insurance 1% total 
fixed capital
$161,744
Property Taxes 1% total 
fixed capital
$161,744
Overhead Costs Total $935,972
Administrative Costs
General Manager — $45,000
Comptroller — $28,000
Clerks (2)
3840 hours $8 .00/hr. $30,720
Appendix M Continued
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Costs Pfer/Unit Total Cost
Secretary (1)
1920 hours $6 .00/hr. $11,520
Office Overhead 50% total 
administrative 
labor cost
$57,620
Administrative Costs Total $172,860
Marketing Costs
Sales Manager -- $28,000
Clerk
1920 hours $8 .00/hr. $15,360
Secretary
1920 hours $6 .00/hr. $11,520
Marketing Overhead 50% total 
marketing labor
cost
$27,440
Marketing Cost Total $82,320
Total Plant Operating Costs $17,543,400
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OPERATING COSTS FOR THE 1.0 MILLION COW
bGH PRODUCTION FACILITY
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Medium (LB @ 480,000 1/da.) $.15/1 $26,280,000
Chemicals and Nutrients for Fermentation
Chemicals (NH4 , SO4 , NaHC0 3 , Na2C03) 
Agarose
Antiblotic-Ampicillln (4800g/da.)
$10/ml
$3.00/25g
$65,000
$264,000
$210,240
Sterilization
Continuous Steam Injection 
Air
$2.97/1000#
$0.26/1000ft3
$254,941
$291,362
Direct Labor
116,480 hours straight time
38.827 hours day shift
38.827 hours evening shift
38.827 hours night shift
$10.00/hr. 
10.15/hr. 
10.20/hr.
$388,267
$394,091
$396,032
5,824 hours overtime (1 1/2 straight
1.941 hours day shift
1.941 hours evening shift
1.941 hours night shift
time)
$15.00/hr. 
$15.23/hr. 
$15.30/hr.
$29,120
$29,567
$29,702
Direct Supervisory Labor
8,281 hours $14.00/hr. $115,934
Plant Energy (Electrical)
1150 KW/hr. $0.07/KWh $705,180
Maintenance and Repair
(includes maintenance supervisory 
and maintenance labor; 1920 hrs. @ 
$12.00/hr. and 1920 hrs. @
3% of total
capital
investment
$899,992
$10.00/hr., respectively)
Appendix N Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Operating Supplies 15%
maintenance
$134,999
Laboratory Charge
Chemist - 1920 hours $16.00/hr. $30,720
Direct Costs Total $30,519,147
Overhead Costs
Quality Control Manager — $35,000
Plant Engineering — $30,000
General overhead (personnel)
5760 hours of janitorial and general labor 
1920 hours of shipping-receiving clerical
$6 .00/hr. 
$9.00/hr.
$34,560
$17,280
Employee - Personnel Benefits 
(covers medical, unemployment insurance, 
retirement, other benefits for all 
employees —  operating, overhead, 
administrative and marketing)
25% total 
wages and 
salaries
$439,498
Payroll Overhead 5% payroll $87,900
Insurance 1% total 
fixed capital
$299,997
Property Taxes 1% total 
fixed capital
$299,997
Overhead Costs Total $1,244,232
Administrative Costs
General Manager $45,000
Comptroller - - $28,000
Clerks (3)
5760 hours $8 .00/hr. $46,080
Appendix N Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Secretary (1)
1920 hours $6 .OQ/hr. $11,520
Office Overhead 50% total $65,300
Administrative
admini s tra t i ve 
labor cost
Costs Total $195,900
Marketing Costs
Sales Manager — $28,000
Clerk
1920 hours $8 .00/hr. $15,360
Secretary
1920 hours $6 .GO/hr. $11,520
Marketing Overhead 50% total $27,440
marketing labor 
cost
Marketing Cost Total $82,320
Total Plant Operating Costs $32,041,599
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OPERATING COSTS FOR THE 2.5 MILLION COW
bGH PRODUCTION FACILITY
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Medium (LB @ 1,200,000 1/da.) $.13/1 $56,940,000
Chemicals and Nutrients for Fermentation
Chemicals (NH.4 , SO 4, NaHC0 3, Na2C03) 
Agarose
Antibiotic-Ampicillin (12,000g/da.)
$10/ml 
$2.00/25g
$75,000
$264,000
$350,400
Sterilization
Continuous Steam Injection 
Air
$2.97/1000#
$0.26/1000ft3
$637,354
$832,462
Direct Labor
133,120 hours straight time
44.373 hours day shift
44.373 hours evening shift
44.373 hours night shift
$1 0.00/hr. 
10.15/hr. 
10.20/hr.
$443,733
$450,389
$452,608
6,656 hours overtime (1 1/2 straight
2.219 hours day shift
2.219 hours evening shift
2.219 hours night shift
time)
$15.00/hr. 
$15.23/hr. 
$15.30/hr.
$33,280
$33,790
$33,946
Direct Supervisory Labor 
8,281 hours $14.00/hr. $115,934
Plant Energy (Electrical) 
1375 KW/hr. $0.07/KWh $843,150
Maintenance and Repair
(includes maintenance supervisory 
and maintenance labor; 3840 hrs. @ 
$12.00/hr. and 9600 hrs. @
3% of total
capital
investment
$1,901,441
$10.00/hr., respectively)
Appendix 0 Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Operating Supplies 15%
maintenance
$134,999
Laboratory Charge
Chemist - 3840 hours $16.00/hr. $61,440
Direct Costs Total $63,603,926
Overhead Costs
Quality Control Manager — $38,000
Plant Engineering — $33,000
General overhead (personnel)
11520 hours of janitorial and general labor 
3840 hours of shipping-receiving clerical
$6 .00/hr. 
$9.00/hr.
$69,120
$34,560
Employee - Personnel Benefits 
(covers medical, unemployment insurance, 
retirement, other benefits for all 
employees ----- operating, overhead, 
administrative and marketing)
25% total 
wages and 
salaries
$554,500
Payroll Overhead 5% payroll $110,900
Insurance 1% total 
fixed capital
$633,814
Property Taxes 1% total 
fixed capital
$633,814
Overhead Costs Total $2,107,708
Administrative Costs
General Manager $50,000
Comptroller — $28,000
Clerks (5)
9600 hours $8.00/hr. $76,800
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Appendix 0 Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Secretary (3)
5760 hours $6 .00/hr. $34,560
Office Overhead 50% total 
administrat ive
labor cost
$94,680
Administrative Costs Total $284,040
Marketing Costs
Sales Manager — $33,000
Clerk
3840 hours $8 .00/hr. $30,720
Secretary
3840 hours $6 .00/hr. $23,040
Marketing Overhead 50% total 
marketing labor 
cost
$43,380
Marketing Cost Total $130,140
Total Plant Operating Costs $66,125,814
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Appendix P
OPERATING COSTS FOR THE 3.0 MILLION COW
bGH PRODUCTION FACILITY
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Medium (LB @ 1,440,000 1/da.) $.12/1 $63,072,000
Chemicals and Nutrients for Fermentation
Chemicals (NH4, SO4 , NaHC0 3, Na2C03) 
Agarose
Antibiotic-Ampicillin (14,400g/da.)
$10/ml
$2.00/25g
$85,000
$288,000
$420,480
Sterilization
Continuous Steam Injection (500 psig) 
Air
$2.97/1000# 
$0.26/1000ft3
$765,865
$915,708
Direct Labor
133,120 hours straight time
44.373 hours day shift
44.373 hours evening shift
44.373 hours night shift
$1 0.00/hr. 
10-15/hr. 
10.20/hr.
$443,733
$450,389
$452,608
6,656 hours overtime (1 1/2 straight
2.219 hours day shift
2.219 hours evening shift
2.219 hours night shift
time)
$15.00/hr. 
$15.23/hr. 
$15.30/hr.
$33,280
$33,790
$33,946
Direct Supervisory Labor
8,281 hours $14-00/hr. $115,934
Plant Energy (Electrical)
1500 KW/hr. $0.07/KWh $919,800
Maintenance and Repair
(includes maintenance supervisory
and maintenance labor; 5300 hrs. @ 
$12.00/hr. and 12,520 hrs. @
3% of total
capital
investment
$2,082,581
$10.00/hr., respectively)
Appendix P Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Operating Supplies 15%
maintenance
$312,387
Laboratory Charge
Chemist - 3840 hours $16.00/hr. $61,440
Direct Costs Total $70,034,333
Overhead Costs
Quality Control Manager — $38,000
Plant Engineering — $33,000
General overhead (personnel)
14440 hours of janitorial and general labor 
5300 hours of shipping-receiving clerical
$6.00/hr. 
$9.00/hr.
$86,640
$47,700
Employee - Personnel Benefits 
(covers medical, unemployment insurance, 
retirement, other benefits for all 
employees —  operating, overhead, 
administrative and marketing)
25% total 
wages and 
salaries
$574,345
Payroll Overhead 5% payroll $114,869
Insurance 1% total 
fixed capital
$694,194
Property Taxes 1% total 
fixed capital
$694,194
Overhead Costs Total $2,282,942
Administrative Costs
General Manager — $50,000
Comptroller — - $28,000
Clerks (5)
9600 hours $8.00/hr. $76,800
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Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Secretary (3)
5760 hours $6 .00/hr. $34,560
Office Overhead 50% total 
administrative 
labor cost
$94,680
Administrative Costs Total $284,040
Marketing Costs
Sales Manager — $35,000
Clerk
3840 hours $8 .00/hr. $30,720
Secretary
3840 hours $6 -00/hr. $23,040
Marketing Overhead 50% total 
marketing labor 
cost
$44,380
Marketing Cost Total $133,140
Total Plant Operating Costs $72,734,455
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OPERATING COSTS FOR THE 3.5 MILLION COW
bGH PRODUCTION FACILITY
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Medium (LB @ 1,680,000 1/da.) $.12/1 $73,584,000
Chemicals and Nutrients for Fermentation
Chemicals (NH4 , SO4 , NaHC03, Na2C0 3)
Agarose $10/ml
Antibiotic-Arapicillin (16,800g/da.) $2.00/25g
Sterilization
Continuous Steam Injection (500 psig) 
Air
Direct Labor
141,440 hours
47.147 hours
47.147 hours
47.147 hours
straight time 
day shift 
evening shift 
night shift
$2.97/1000# 
$0.26/1000ft3
$10.00/hr.
10.15/hr.
10.20/hr.
7,072 hours
2.357 hours
2.357 hours
2.357 hours
overtime (1 1/2 straight time) 
day shift 
evening shift 
night shift
$15.00/hr. 
$ 15.2 3 / hr. 
$15.30/hr.
Direct Supervisory Labor
8,281 hours
Plant Energy (Electrical) 
1700 KW/hr.
Maintenance and Repair
(includes maintenance supervisory 
and maintenance labor; 6760 hrs. 0 
$12.00/hr. and 15,440 hrs. @
$1 0.00/hr., respectively)
$14.00/hr.
$0.07/KWh
3% of total
capital
investment
$95,000
$318,000
$490,560
$892,295
$1,248,693
$471,467
$478,539
$480,896
$35,360
$35,902
$36,067
$115,934
$1,042,440
$2,174,967
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Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Operating Supplies 15%
maintenance
$326,245
Laboratory Charge
Chemist - 3840 hours $16.00/hr. $61,440
Direct Costs Total $81,887,805
Overhead Costs
Quality Control Manager — - $38,000
Plant Engineering — $33,000
General overhead (personnel)
17360 hours of janitorial and general labor 
6760 hours of shipping-receiving clerical
$6 .00/hr. 
$9.00/hr.
$104,160
$60,840
Employee - Personnel Benefits 
(covers medical, unemployment insurance, 
retirement, other benefits for all 
employees —  operating, overhead, 
administrative and marketing)
25% total 
wages and 
salaries
$631,751
Payroll Overhead 5% payroll $126,350
Insurance 1% total 
fixed capital
$724,989
Property Taxes 1% total 
fixed capital
$724,989
Overhead Costs Total $2,440,079
Administrative Costs
General Manager — $53,000
Comptroller -- $30,000
Clerks (6)
11,520 hours $8.00/hr. $92,160
Appendix Q Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Secretary (4)
7680 hours $6 .00/hr. $46,080
Office Overhead 50% total 
administrative 
labor cost
$110,620
Administrative Costs Total $331,860
Marketing Costs
Sales Manager — $38,000
Clerk (3)
5760 hours $8 .00/hr. $46,080
Secretary (3)
5760 hours $6 .00/hr. $34,560
Marketing Overhead 50% total 
marketing labor 
cost
$59,320
Marketing Cost Total $177,960
Total Plant Operating Costs $84,841,704
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OPERATING COSTS FOR THE 4.0 MILLION COW
bGH PRODUCTION FACILITY
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Medium (LB @ 1,920,000 1/da.) $.11/1 $77,088,000
Chemicals and Nutrients for Fermentation
Chemicals (NH4, SO4 , NaHC0 3 , Na2C0 3) 
Agarose
Antibiotic-Ampicillin (19,200g/da.)
$105,000
$10/ml $348,000
$2.00/25g $560,640
Sterilization
Continuous Steam Injection (500 psig) 
Air
$2.97/1000# $1,019,766
$0.26/1000ft3 $1,623,300
Direct Labor
158,080 hours straight time
52,693 hours day shift $10.00/hr. $526,933
52,693 hours evening shift 10.15/hr. $534,837
52,693 hours night shift 10.20/hr. $537,472
7,904 hours overtime (1 1/2 straight time)
2,635 hours day shift $15.00/hr. $39,520
2,635 hours evening shift $15.23/hr. $40,126
2,635 hours night shift $15.30/hr. $40,310
Direct Supervisory Labor 
8,281 hours
Plant Energy (Electrical) 
1900 KW/hr.
$14 -00/hr. $115,934
$0.07/KWh $1,165,080
Maintenance and Repair
(includes maintenance supervisory 3% of total $2,576,024
and maintenance labor; 8220 hrs. @ capital
$12.00/hr. and 18,360 hrs . @ investment
$1 0.00/hr., respectively)
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Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Operating Supplies 15%
maintenance
$386,404
Laboratory Charge
Chemist - 5760 hours $16.00/hr. $92,160
Direct Costs Total $86,799,506
Overhead Costs
Quality Control Manager — • $40,000
Plant Engineering — $35,000
General overhead (personnel)
20280 hours of janitorial and general labor 
8220 hours of shipping-receiving clerical
$6 .00/hr. 
$9•00/hr.
$121,680
$73,980
Employee - Personnel Benefits 
(covers medical, unemployment insurance, 
retirement, other benefits for all 
employees —  operating, overhead, 
administrative and marketing)
25% total 
wages and 
salaries
$710,358
Payroll Overhead 5% payroll $142,072
Insurance 1% total 
fixed capital
$858,675
Property Taxes 1% total 
fixed capital
$858,675
Overhead Costs Total $2,840,440
Administrative Costs
General Manager — $55,000
Comptroller — $32,000
Clerks (6)
11,520 hours $8.00/hr. $92,160
Appendix R Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Secretary (4)
7680 hours $6.00/hr. $46,080
Office Overhead 50% total 
administrative 
labor cost
$112,620
Administrative Costs Total $337,860
Marketing Costs
Sales Manager — $40,000
Clerk (4)
7680 hours $8 .00/hr. $61,440
Secretary (3)
5760 hours $6 .00/hr. $34,560
Marketing Overhead 50% total $68,000
marketing labor 
cost
Marketing Cost Total $204,000
Total Plant Operating Costs $90,181,806
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OPERATING COSTS FOR THE 4.5 MILLION COW
bGH PRODUCTION FACILITY
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Medium (LB @ 2,160,000 1/da.) $.10/1 $78,840,000
Chemicals and Nutrients for Fermentation
Chemicals (NH4, SO4 , NaHCOj, Na2C0 3) 
Agarose
Antibiotic-Ampicillin (21,600g/da.)
$10/ml 
$2.00/25g
$120,000
$378,000
$630,720
Sterilization
Continuous Steam Injection (500 psig)
Air
$2.97/1000# 
$Q.26/1000ft3
$1,147,236
$1,748,170
Direct Labor
158,080 hours straight time
52.693 hours day shift
52.693 hours evening shift
52.693 hours night shift
$10.00/hr. 
10.15/hr. 
10.20/hr.
$526,933
$534,837
$537,472
7,904 hours overtime (1 1/2 straight
2.635 hours day shift
2.635 hours evening shift
2.635 hours night shift
time)
$15.00/hr. 
$15.23/hr. 
$15.30/hr.
$39,520
$40,126
$40,310
Direct Supervisory Labor
8,281 hours $14.00/hr. $115,934
Plant Energy (Electrical)
2100 KW/hr. $0.07/KWh $1,287,720
Maintenance and Repair
(includes maintenance supervisory 
and maintenance labor; 9680 hrs. @ 
$12.00/hr. and 21,280 hrs. 0
3% of total
capital
investment
$3,135,306
$10.00/hr., respectively)
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Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Operating Supplies 15%
maintenance
$470,296
Laboratory Charge
Chemist - 5760 hours $16.00/hr. $92,160
Direct Costs Total $89,684,740
Overhead Costs
Quality Control Manager — $40,000
Plant Engineering -- $35,000
General overhead (personnel)
23200 hours of janitorial and general labor 
9680 hours of shipping-receiving clerical
$6 .00/hr. 
$9.00/hr.
$139,200
$87,120
Employee - Personnel Benefits 
(covers medical, unemployment insurance, 
retirement, other benefits for all 
employees —  operating, overhead, 
administrative and marketing)
25% total 
wages and 
salaries
$729,703
Payroll Overhead 5% payroll $145,941
Insurance 1% total 
fixed capital
$1,045,102
Property Taxes 1% total 
fixed capital
$1,045,102
Overhead Costs Total $3,267,168
Administrative Costs
General Manager — $55,000
Comptroller — $32,000
Clerks (6)
11,520 hours $8.00/hr. $92,160
Appendix S Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Secretary (4)
7680 hours $6 .00/hr. $46,080
Office Overhead 50% total 
administrative 
labor cost
$112,620
Administrative Costs Total $337,860
Marketing Costs
Sales Manager — $40,000
Clerk (4)
7680 hours $8 .00/hr. $61,440
Secretary (3)
5760 hours $6 .00/hr. $34,560
Marketing Overhead 50% total 
marketing labor 
cost
$68,000
Marketing Cost Total $204,000
Total Plant Operating Costs $93,493,768
Appendix T
OPERATING COSTS FOR THE 5.0 MILLION COW
bGH PRODUCTION FACILITY
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Medium (LB @ 2,400,000 1/da.) $.09/1 $78,840,000
Chemicals and Nutrients for Fermentation
Chemicals (NH4, SO4, NaHC03, Na2C03) 
Agarose
Antibiotic-Ampicillin (24,000g/da.)
$10/ml
$2.00/25g
$135,000
$408,000
$700,800
Sterilization
Continuous Steam Injection (500 psig) 
Air
$2.97/1000//
$0.26/1000ft3
$1,274,707
$1,873,039
Direct Labor
158,080 hours straight time
52.693 hours day shift
52.693 hours evening shift
52.693 hours night shift
$10.00/hr. 
10.15/hr. 
10.20/hr.
$526,933
$534,837
$537,472
7,904 hours overtime (1 1/2 straight
2.635 hours day shift
2.635 hours evening shift
2.635 hours night shift
time)
$15.00/hr. 
$15.23/hr. 
$15.30/hr.
$39,520
$40,126
$40,310
Direct Supervisory Labor
8,281 hours $14.00/hr. $115,934
Plant Energy (Electrical)
2400 KW/hr. $0.07/KWh $1,471,680
Maintenance and Repair
(includes maintenance supervisory 
and maintenance labor; 11,140 hrs. @ 
$12.00/hr. and 24,200 hrs. @
3% of total
capital
investment
$3,298,401
$10.00/hr., respectively)
T-2
Appendix T Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Operating Supplies 15%
maintenance
$494,760
Laboratory Charge
Chemist - 5760 hours $16.00/hr. $92,160
Direct Costs Total $90,423,679
Overhead Costs
Quality Control Manager $45,000
Plant Engineering . $38,000
General overhead (personnel)
26120 hours of janitorial and general labor 
11140 hours of shipping-receiving clerical
$6.00/hr. 
$9.00/hr.
$156,720
$100,260
Employee - Personnel Benefits 
(covers medical, unemployment Insurance, 
retirement, other benefits for all 
employees —  operating, overhead, 
administrative and marketing)
25% total 
wages and 
salaries
$759,768
Payroll Overhead 5% payroll $151,954
Insurance 1% total 
fixed capital
$1,099,467
Property Taxes 1% total 
fixed capital
$1,099,467
Overhead Costs Total $3,450,636
Administrative Costs
General Manager — $55,000
Comptroller — $35,000
Clerks (6)
11,520 hours $8. 00/hr. $92,160
Appendix T Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Secretary (4)
7680 hours $6 .00/hr. $46,080
Office Overhead 50% total 
administrative
labor cost
$112,620
Administrative Costs Total $337,860
Marketing Costs
Sales Manager — $45,000
Clerk (5)
9600 hours $8 »00/hr. $76,800
Secretary (4)
7680 hours $6 -00/hr. $46,080
Marketing Overhead 50% total 
marketing labor 
cost
$83,940
Marketing Cost Total $251,820
Total Plant Operating Costs $94,463,995
Appendix U
OPERATING COSTS FOR THE 5.5 MILLION COW
bGH PRODUCTION FACILITY
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Medium (LB @ 2,640,000 1/da.) $.08/1 $77,088,000
Chemicals and Nutrients for Fermentation
Chemicals (NH4, SO4 , NaHC03 , Na2CQ3> 
Agarose
Antibiotic-Ampicillin (26,400g/da.)
$10/ml
$2.00/25g
$150,000
$438,000
$770,880
Sterilization
Continuous Steam Injection (500 psig) 
Air
$2.97/1000#
$0.26/1000ft3
$1,402,178
$2,663,878
Direct Labor
174,720 hours straight time
58.240 hours day shift
58.240 hours evening shift
58.240 hours night shift
$10.00/hr. 
10.15/hr. 
10.20/hr.
$582,400
$591,360
$594,048
8,736 hours overtime (1 1/2 straight
2.912 hours day shift
2.912 hours evening shift
2.912 hours night shift
time)
$15.00/hr. 
$15.23/hr. 
$15.30/hr.
$43,680
$44,350
$44,554
Direct Supervisory Labor
8,281 hours $14.00/hr. $115,934
Plant Energy (Electrical)
2700 KW/hr. $0.07/KWh $1,655,640
Maintenance and Repair
(includes maintenance supervisory 
and maintenance labor; 12,600 hrs. 0 
$12.00/hr. and 27,120 hrs. @
3% of total
capital
investment
$4,006,083
$10.00/hr., respectively)
Appendix U Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Operating Supplies 15%
maintenance
$600,912
Laboratory Charge
Chemist - 5760 hours $16.00/hr• $92,160
Direct Costs Total $90,884,057
Overhead Costs
Quality Control Manager — $45,000
Plant Engineering — $40,000
General overhead (personnel) j
29040 hours of janitorial and general labor 
12600 hours of shipping-receiving clerical
$6.00/hr. 
$9.00/hr.
$174,240
$113,400
Employee - Personnel Benefits 
(covers medical, unemployment insurance, 
retirement, other benefits for all 
employees —  operating, overhead, 
administrative and marketing)
25% total 
wages and 
salaries
$841,952
Payroll Overhead 5% payroll $168,390
Insurance 1% total 
fixed capital
$1,335,361
Property Taxes 1% total 
fixed capital
$1,335,361
Overhead Costs Total $4,053,704
Administrative Costs
General Manager — $60,000
Comptroller $40,000
Clerks (7)
13,440 hours $8.00/hr. $107,520
U-3
Appendix U Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Secretary (5)
9600 hours $6 .00/hr. $57,600
Office Overhead 50% total 
administrative 
labor cost
$132,560
Administrative Costs Total $397,680
Marketing Costs
Sales Manager — $50,000
Clerk (6 )
11,520 hours $8 .00/hr. $92,160
Secretary (5)
9600 hours $6 .00/hr. $57,600
Marketing Overhead 50% total 
marketing labor 
cost
$99,880
Marketing Cost Total $299,640
Total Plant Operating Costs $95,635,081
V-l
Appendix V
OPERATING COSTS FOR THE 6.0 MILLION COW
bGH PRODUCTION FACILITY
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Medium (LB @ 2,880,000 1/da.) $.08/1 $84,096,000
Chemicals and Nutrients for Fermentation
Chemicals (NH4 , SO4 , NaHC0 3, Na2C03) 
Agarose
Antibiotic-Ampicillin (28,800g/da.)
$ 10 /ml 
$2.00/25g
$165,000
$468,000
$840,960
Sterilization
Continuous Steam Injection (500 psig) 
Air
$2.97/1000// 
$0.26/1000ft3
$1,529,648
$2,830,370
Direct Labor
183,040 hours straight time
61.013 hours day shift
61.013 hours evening shift
61.013 hours night shift
$10.00/hr. 
10.15/hr. 
10.20/hr.
$610,133
$619,285
$622,336
9,152 hours overtime (1 1/2 straight
3.051 hours day shift
3.051 hours evening shift
3.051 hours night shift
time)
$15.00/hr. 
$15.23/hr. 
$15.30/hr•
$45,760
$46,462
$46,675
Direct Supervisory Labor
8,281 hours $14.00/hr. $115,934
Plant Energy (Electrical)
3000 KW/hr. $0.07/KWh $1,839,600
Maintenance and Repair
(includes maintenance supervisory 
and maintenance labor; 14,060 hrs. @ 
$12.00/hr. and 30,040 hrs. @
3% of total
capital
investment
$4,201,632
$10.00/hr., respectively)
V-2
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Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Operating Supplies 15%
maintenance
$630,245
Laboratory Charge
Chemist - 5760 hours $16.00/hr. $92,160
Direct Costs Total $98,800,200
Overhead Costs
Quality Control Manager -- $45,000
Plant Engineering — $40,000
General overhead (personnel)
31960 hours of janitorial and general labor 
14060 hours of shipping-receiving clerical
$6 .00/hr. 
$9.00/hr.
$191,760
$126,540
Employee - Personnel Benefits 
(covers medical, unemployment insurance, 
retirement, other benefits for all 
employees —  operating, overhead, 
administrative and marketing)
25% total 
wages and 
salaries
$884,011
Payroll Overhead 5% payroll $176,802
Insurance 1% total 
fixed capital
$1,400,544
Property Taxes 1% total 
fixed capital
$1,400,544
Overhead Costs Total $4,265,201
Administrative Costs
General Manager — $60,000
Comptroller — $40,000
Clerks (7)
13,440 hours $8.00/hr. $107,520
V-3
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Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Secretary (5)
9600 hours $6 .00/hr. $57,600
Office Overhead 50% total 
administrative 
labor cost
$132,560
Administrative Costs Total $397,680
Marketing Costs
Sales Manager — $50,000
Clerk (6)
11,520 hours $8 .00/hr. $92,160
Secretary (5)
9600 hours $6 .00/hr. $57,600
Marketing Overhead 50% total 
marketing labor 
cost
$99,880
Marketing Cost Total $299,640
Total Plant Operating Costs $103,762,721
w-l
Appendix W
OPERATING COSTS FOR THE 6.5 MILLION COW
bGH PRODUCTION FACILITY
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Medium (LB @ 3,120,000 1/da.)
Chemicals and Nutrients for Fermentation
$.07/1 $79,716,000
Chemicals (NH4, S04, NaHC03, Na2C03) 
Agarose $10/ml
$180,000
$498,000
Antibiotic-Ampicillin (32,Q00g/da.) $2.0G/25g $934,400
Sterilization
Continuous Steam Injection (500 psig) $2.97/1000# $1,699,609
Air $0.26/1000ft3 $2,996,862
Direct Labor
183,040 hours straight time
61,013 hours day shift $10.00/hr. $610,133
61,013 hours evening shift 10.15/hr. $619,285
61,013 hours night shift 10.20/hr. $622,336
9,152 hours overtime (1 1/2 straight 
3,051 hours day shift
time)
$15.00/hr. $45,760
3,051 hours evening shift $15.23/hr. $46,462
3,051 hours night shift $15.30/hr. $46,675
Direct Supervisory Labor
8,281 hours $14.00/hr. $115,934
Plant Energy (Electrical)
3300 KW/hr. $0.07/KWh $2,023,560
Maintenance and Repair
(includes maintenance supervisory 3% of total $4,400,729
and maintenance labor; 15,520 hrs. 0 
$12.00/hr. and 32,960 hrs. @
capital
investment
$10.00/hr., respectively)
W-2
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Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Operating Supplies 15%
maintenance
$660,109
Laboratory Charge
Chemist - 5760 hours $16-00/hr. $92,160
Direct Costs Total $95,308,014
Overhead Costs
Quality Control Manager — $50,000
Plant Engineering $45,000
General overhead (personnel)
34880 hours of janitorial and general labor 
15520 hours of shipping-receiving clerical
$6 .00/hr. 
$9.00/hr.
$209,280
$139,680
Employee - Personnel Benefits 
(covers medical, unemployment insurance, 
retirement, other benefits for all 
employees —  operating, overhead, 
administrative and marketing)
25% total 
wages and 
salaries
$921,416
Payroll Overhead 5% payroll $184,283
Insurance 1% total 
fixed capital
$1,466,910
Property Taxes 1% total 
fixed capital
$1,466,910
Overhead Costs Total $4,483,479
Administrative Costs
General Manager — $65,000
Comptroller — $45,000
Clerks (8)
15,360 hours $8.00/hr. $122,880
W-3
Appendix W Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Secretary (6)
11,520 hours $6 .00/hr. $69,120
Office Overhead 50% total 
administrative 
labor cost
$151,000
Administrative Costs Total $453,000
Marketing Costs
Sales Manager — $60,000
Clerk (7)
13,440 hours $8 .00/hr. $107,520
Secretary (5)
9600 hours $6 .00/hr. $57,600
Marketing Overhead 50% total 
marketing labor 
cost
$112,560
Marketing Cost Total $337,680
Total Plant Operating Costs $100,582,173
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Appendix X
OPERATING COSTS FOR THE 7.0 MILLION COW
bGH PRODUCTION FACILITY
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Medium (LB @ 3,360,000 1/da.)
Chemicals and Nutrients for Fermentation
Chemicals (NH4 , SO 4, NaHC0 3, Na2C03)
Agarose
Antibiotic-Ampicillin (33,600g/da.)
Sterilization
Continuous Steam Injection (500 psig) 
Air
$.07/1 $85,848,000
$10/ml
$2.00/25g
$195,000
$528,000
$981,120
$2.97/1000# $1,784,590
$0.26/1000ft3 $3,954,193
Direct Labor
199,680 hours straight time
66,560 hours day shift $10.00/hr. $665,600
66,560 hours evening shift 10.15/hr. $675,584
66,560 hours night shift 10.20/hr. $678,912
9,984 hours overtime (1 1/2 straight time)
3,328 hours day shift $15.00/hr. $49,920
3,328 hours evening shift $15.23/hr. $50,685
3,328 hours night shift $15.30/hr. $50,918
Direct Supervisory Labor 
8,281 hours
Plant Energy (Electrical)
3600 KW/hr.
$14.00/hr• $115,934
$0.07/KWh $2,207,520
Maintenance and Repair
(includes maintenance supervisory 
and maintenance labor; 16,980 hrs. @ 
$12.00/hr. and 35,880 hrs. @
$10.00/hr., respectively)
3% of total $5,041,809
capital
investment
Appendix X Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Operating Supplies 15%
maintenance
$756,271
Laboratory Charge
Chemist - 5760 hours $16.00/hr. $92,160
Direct Costs Total $103,676,216
Overhead Costs
Quality Control Manager — $50,000
Plant Engineering — - $45,000
General overhead (personnel)
37800 hours of janitorial and general labor 
16980 hours of shipping-receiving clerical
$6 .00/hr. 
$9.00/hr.
$226,800
$152,820
Employee - Personnel Benefits 
(covers medical, unemployment insurance, 
retirement, other benefits for all 
employees —  operating, overhead, 
administrative and marketing)
25% total 
wages and 
salaries
$986,003
Payroll Overhead 5% payroll $197,201
Insurance 1% total 
fixed capital
$1,680,603
Property Taxes 1% total 
fixed capital
$ 1,608,603
Overhead Costs Total $4,947,030
Administrative Costs
General Manager — $65,000
Comptroller — $45,000
Clerks (8)
15,360 hours $8 .GO/hr. $122,880
X-3
Appendix X Continued
Costs Per/Unit Total Cost
Secretary (6)
11,520 hours $6 .00/hr. $69,120
Office Overhead 50% total 
administrative
labor cost
$151,000
Administrative Costs Total $453,000
Marketing Costs
Sales Manager -- $60,000
Clerk (7)
13,440 hours $8 .00/hr. $107,520
Secretary (5)
9600 hours $6 .00/hr. $57,600
Marketing Overhead 50% total 
marketing labor 
cost
$112,560
Marketing Cost Total $337,680
Total Plant Operating Costs $109,413,926
Appendix Y
Table Y-l
DCF CASH FLOW RESULTS* 
(0.5 Million Cow Plant)
Year Gross Depreciation State Sev./ Taxable Federal After Tax
Revenue Income Tax Income Tax Value
1 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0 . 0 .
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 0. 0. 0 . 0 . 0. 0 .
4 20938500. 1632747. 70819. 1770481. 238140. 1311068.
5 20938500. 2798995. 24029. 600725. 265280. 3025140.
6 20938500. 2369519. 41068. 1026695. 453389. 2816470.
7 20938500. 1974600. 56724. 1418105. 626235. 2624440.
8 20938500. 1611918. 71091. 1777276. 784845. 2447936.
9 20938500. 1279300. 84255. 2106384. 930179. 2285911.
10 20938500. 974705. 96299. 2407467. 1063138. 2137380.
11 20938500. 696218. 107298. 2682442. 1184567. 2001423.
12 20938500. 442043. 117324. 2933105. 1295259. 1877174.
13 20938500. 210497. 126446. 3161139. 1395959. 1763824.
14 20938500. 0. 134725. 3368120. 1487362. 1660609.
15 20938500. 0. 134584. 3364606. 1485810. 1658770.
16 20938500. 0. 134444. 3361090. 1484257. 1656930.
17 20938500. 0. 134303. 3357574. 1482705. 1655090.
18 20938500. 0. 134162. 3354058. 1481152. 1653251.
19 20938500 0. 134022. 3350540. 1479599. 1651410.
20 20938500. 0. 133881. 3347022. 1478045. 1649569.
21 20938500. 0. 133740. 3343504. 1476491. 1647728.
22 20938500. 0. 133599. 3339984. 1474937. 1645886.
23 20938500. 0. 133458. 3336462. 1473382. 3375643.
aThe after tax net present value from the Monte Carlo analysis equals
$10,480,000, with a standard deviation of $5,410,000. This is based upon the
present value of the after tax flows shown less the present value of investment
expended over the first three years of the time horizon ($17 ,260,000 including
the contingency factor). The analysis pertains only to the specific inves tment
in question and, consequently, no tax liabilities or credits are applicable to
the three year construction period. The cash flow values shown are a result of
using mean values and not the average of the Monte Carlo runs. The difference
in after tax net present value between the two types of runs is less than 1
percent.
Y-2
Table Y-2
DCF CASH FLOW RESULTS3
(1.0 Million Cow Plant)
Year Gross Depreciation State Sev./ Taxable Federal After Tax
Revenue Income Tax Income Tax Value
1 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0 . 0 .
2 0. 0. 0 . 0. o. o.
3 0. 0. 0. 0 . o. o.
4 38016000. 3025824. 115668. 2891712. 269380. 2268322.
5 38016000. 5187128. 28960. 723989. 319713. 5406354.
6 38016000. 4391219. 60539. 1513477. 668351. 5019686.
7 38016000. 3659349. 89557. 2238923. 988708. 4663856.
8 38016000. 2987224. 116185. 2904624. 1282682. 4336798.
9 38016000. 2370813. 140584. 3514607. 1552051. 4036571.
10 38016000. 1806334. 162906. 4072658. 1798486. 3761355.
11 38016000. 1290239. 183293. 4582326. 2023555. 3509439.
12 38016000. 819199. 201877. 5046937. 2228728. 3279223.
13 38016000. 390095. 218784. 5469609. 2415380. 3069201.
14 38016000. 0. 234131. 5853270. 2584804. 2877965.
15 38016000. 0. 233874. 5846838. 2581964. 2874599.
16 38016000. 0. 233616. 5840402. 2579122. 2871232.
17 38016000. o. 233359. 5833968. 2576280. 2867864.
18 38016000. 0. 233101. 5827528. 2573437. 2864495.
19 38016000. 0 . 232844. 5821088. 2570593. 2861125.
20 38016000. 0. 232586. 5814650. 2567750. 2857757.
21 38016000. 0 . 232328. 5808210. 2564906. 2854386.
22 38016000. 0. 232071. 5801768. 2562061. 2851016.
23 38016000. 0 . 231813. 5795321. 2559214. 6017348.
aThe after tax net present value from the Monte Carlo analysis equals
$16 ,860,000, with a standard deviation of $9,790,000. This is based upon the
present value of the after tax flows shown less the present value of investment
expended over the first three years of the time horizon ($31.,990,000 including
the contingency factor). The analysis pertains only to the specific inves tment
in question and, consequently, no tax liabilities or creditsi are applicable to
the three year construction period. The cash flow values shown are a result of
using mean values and not the average of the Monte Carlo runs. The difference
in after tax net present value between the two types of runs is less than 1
percent.
Table Y-3
DCF CASH FLOW RESULTS3
(2.5 Million Cow Plant)
Year Gross Depreciation 
Revenue
State Sev./ 
Income Tax
Taxable
Income
Federal
Tax
After Tax 
Value
1 0. 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0 . 0.
4 78457500. 6391180. 237502. 5937540. 493755. 4872679.
5 78457500. 10956310. 54367. 1359187. 600217. 11339340.
6 78457500. 9275182. 121083. 3027086. 1336761. 10522790.
7 78457500. 7729320. 182389. 4559713. 2013569. 9771372.
8 78457500. 6309649. 238646. 5966152. 2634653. 9080736.
9 78457500. 5007658. 290196. 7254898. 3203763. 8446766.
10 78457500. 3815359. 337358. 8433958. 3724436. 7865628.
11 78457500. 2725256. 380433. 9510816- 4199977. 7333704.
12 78457500. 1730321. 419700. 10492510. 4633491. 6847615.
13 78457500. 823963. 455425. 11385620. 5027889. 6404178.
14 78457500. 0. 487853. 12196320. 5385895. 6000420.
15 78457500. 0 . 487323. 12183070. 5380045. 5993489.
16 78457500. 0. 486792. 12169810. 5374189. 5986549.
17 78457500. 0. 486262. 12156560. 5368335. 5979614.
18 78457500. 0. 485732. 12143290. 5362476. 5972671.
19 78457500. 0. 485201. 12130020. 5356619. 5965731.
20 78457500. 0. 484670. 12116760. 5350760. 5958787.
21 78457500. 0 . 484140. 12103490. 5344902. 5951848.
22 78457500. 0 . 483609. 12090220. 5339040. 5944900.
23 78457500. 0 . 483077. 12076940 5333175. 12468130.
aThe after tax net present value from the Monte Carlo analysis equals 
$34,600,000, with a standard deviation of $20,150,000. This is based upon the 
present value of the after tax flows shown less the present value of investment 
expended over the first three years of the time horizon ($67,560,000 including 
the contingency factor). The analysis pertains only to the specific investment 
in question and, consequently, no tax liabilities or credits are applicable to 
the three year construction period. The cash flow values shown are a result of 
using mean values and not the average of the Monte Carlo runs. The difference 
in after tax net present value between the two types of runs is less than 1 
percent.
Y-4
Table Y-4
DCF CASH FLOW RESULTSa
(3.0 Million Cow Plant)
Year Gross Depreciation State Sev./ Taxable Federal After Tax
Revenue Income Tax Income Tax Value
1 0 . 0. 0. 0 . 0 . 0 .
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0.
3 0 . 0. 0. 0 . 0 . 0 .
4 86427000. 7010326. 264029. 6600715. 580437. 5361755.
5 86427000. 12017700. 63151. 1578770. 697185. 12482040.
6 86427000. 10173720. 136328. 3408197. 1505060. 11586360.
7 86427000. 8478097. 203570. 5089239. 2247408. 10762120.
8 86427000. 6920896. 265275. 6631864. 2928631. 10004550.
9 86427000. 5492775. 321816. 8045410. 3552853. 9309141.
10 86427000. 4184971. 373545. 9338629. 4123939. 8671670.
11 86427000. 2989266. 420790. 10519750. 4645522. 8088188.
12 86427000. 1897946. 463860. 11596490. 5121012. 7554982.
13 86427000. 903784. 503043. 12576060. 5553590. 7068557.
14 86427000. 0. 538610, 13465250. 5946254. 6625655.
15 86427000. 0. 538026. 13450660. 5939810. 6618021.
16 86427000. 0. 537443. 13436060. 5933366. 6610385.
17 86427000. 0. 536859. 13421460. 5926919. 6602744.
18 86427000. 0. 536274. 13406860. 5920468. 6595101.
19 86427000. 0. 535690. 13392250. 5914017. 6587457.
20 86427000. 0. 535106. 13377640. 5907566. 6579813.
21 86427000. 0. 534521. 13363030. 5901115. 6572170.
22 86427000. 0. 533937. 13348420. 5894661. 6564522.
23 86427000. 0. 533352. 13333790. 5888204. 13747410.
aThe after tax net present value from the jMonte Carlo analysis equals
$38,510,000, with a standard deviation of $22,230,000. This; is based upon the
present value of the after tax flows shown less the present value of inves tment
expended over the first three years of the time horizon ($74>, 110,000 Including
the contingency factor). The analysis pertains only to the specific inves tment
in question and, consequently, no tax liabilities or creditsi are applicable to
the three year construction period. The cash flow values shown are a result of
using mean values and not the average of the Monte Carlo runs. The difference
in after tax net present value between the two types of runs is less than 1
percent.
Table Y-5
DCF CASH FLOW RESULTS3
(3.5 Million Cow Plant)
Year Gross Depreciation State Sev./ Taxable Federal After Tax
Revenue Income Tax Income Tax Value
1 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0. 0.
4 100138500. 7304919. 315265. 7881626. 1047988. 5184334.
5 100138500. 12522720. 105874. 2646841. 1168845. 13481740.
6 100138500. 10601240. 182053. 4551325. 2009865. 12547460.
7 100138500. 8834370. 252048. 6301190. 2782606. 11687630.
8 100138500. 7211731. 316273. 7906829. 3491656. 10897280.
9 100138500. 5723596. 375118. 9377956. 4141306. 10171690.
10 100138500. 4360836. 428948. 10723700. 4735586. 9506481.
11 100138500, 3114883. 478106. 11952650. 5278289. 8897532.
12 100138500. 1977703. 522912. 13072810. 5772953. 8340964.
13 100138500. 941764. 563669. 14091730. 6222909. 7833149.
14 100138500. 0. 600659. 15016460. 6631271. 7370684.
15 100138500. 0. 599978. 14999440. 6623753. 7361776.
16 100138500. 0. 599296. 14982410. 6616232. 7352864.
17 100138500. 0. 598615. 14965380. 6608710. 7343951.
18 100138500. 0. 597933. 14948340. 6601186. 7335035.
19 100138500. 0. 597252. 14931290. 6593657. 7326114.
20 100138500. 0. 596570. 14914250. 6586132. 7317199.
21 100138500. 0. 595888. 14897210. 6578607. 7308283.
22 100138500. 0. 595206. 14880150. 6571076. 7299358.
23 100138500. 0. 594524. 14863100. 6563544. 15679400.
aThe after tax net present value from the Monte Carlo analysis equals
$46 ,170,000, with a standard deviation of $26,010,000. This: is based upon the
present value of the after tax flows shown less the present value of investment
expended over the first three years of the time horizon ($77 ,220,000 including
the contingency factor). The analysis pertains only to the specific investment
in question and, consequently, no tax liabilities or credits are applicable to
the three year construction period. The cash flow values shown are a result of
using mean values and not the average of the Monte Carlo runs. The difference
in after tax net present value between the two types of runs is less than 1
percent.
Table Y-6
DCF CASH FLOW RESULTS3
(4.0 Million Cow Plant)
Year Gross Depreciation State Sev./ Taxable Federal After Tax
Revenue Income Tax Income Tax Value
1 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0 . 0 .
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 0. 0. 0 . o. 0 . 0.
4 107316000. 8668038. 331869. 8296730. 777379. 6667500.
5 107316000. 14859500. 83488. 2087200. 921708. 15502140.
6 107316000. 12579470. 173966. 4349158. 1920588. 14394620.
7 107316000. 10482890. 257106. 6427654. 2838452. 13375450.
8 107316000. 8557461. 333400. 8335003. 3680738. 12438700.
9 107316000. 6791636. 403309. 10082730. 4452535. 11578810.
10 107316000. 5174581. 467268. 11681690. 5158636. 10790570.
11 107316000. 3696129. 525682. 13142060. 5803532. 10069080.
12 107316000. 2346749. 578934. 14473340. 6391427. 9409751.
13 107316000. 1117499. 627379. 15684490. 6926269. 8808269.
14 107316000. 0. 671355. 16783870. 7411758. 8260605.
15 107316000. 0. 670631. 16765770. 7403764. 8251133.
16 107316000. 0. 669906. 16747660. 7395765. 8241655.
17 107316000. 0. 669181. 16729540. 7387763. 8232173.
18 107316000. 0. 668457. 16711420. 7379762. 8222693.
19 107316000. 0. 667732. 16693290. 7371756. 8213207.
20 107316000. 0. 667006. 16675160. 7363751. 8203720.
21 107316000. 0. 666282. 16657040. 7355749. 8194239.
22 107316000. o. 665556. 16638900. 7347740. 8184749.
23 107316000. 0. 664830. 16620750. 7339725. 17097390.
aThe after tax net present value from the !Monte Carlo analysis equals
$48,490,000, with a standard deviation of $27,630,000. This. is based upon the
present value of the after tax flows shown less the present value of investment
expended over the first three years of the time horizon ($91 ,630,000 including
the contingency factor). The analysis pertains only to the specific investment
in question and, consequently, no tax liabilities or credits■ are applicable to
the three year construction period. The cash flow values shown are a result of
using mean values and not the average of the Monte Carlo runs. The difference
in after tax net present value between the two types of runs is less than 1
percent.
Y-7
Table Y-7
DCF CASH FLOW RESULTS3
(4.5 Million Cow Plant)
Year Gross Depreciation 
Revenue
State Sev./ 
Income Tax
Taxable
Income
Federal
Tax
After Tax 
Value
1 0. 0 . 0 . o. 0 . 0 .
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0.
3 0. 0 . 0. 0. 0 . 0.
4 112711500. 10560430. 341222. 8530549. 250468. 8978804.
5 112711500. 18103590. 38747. 968668. 427764. 18150490.
6 112711500. 15325790. 149110. 3727739. 1646170. 16802900.
7 112711500. 12771490. 250532. 6263300. 2765873. 15562940.
8 112711500. 10425710. 343614. 8590347. 3793497. 14423410.
9 112711500. 8274373. 428917. 10722930. 4735247. 13377520.
10 112711500. 6304284. 506971. 12674280. 5596961. 12418910.
11 112711500. 4503060. 578270. 14456760. 6384104. 11541640.
12 112711500. 2859086. 643279. 16081980. 7101802. 10740090.
13 112711500. 1361470. 702433. 17560830. 7754865. 10009020.
14 112711500. 0. 756141. 18903540. 8347802. 9343513.
15 112711500. 0. 755391. 18884780. 8339518. 9333696.
16 112711500. 0. 754640. 18866010. 8331230. 9323875.
17 112711500. 0. 753890. 18847240. 8322942. 9314054.
18 112711500. 0. 753138. 18828460. 8314647. 9304226.
19 112711500. 0. 752387. 18809670. 8306352. 9294396.
20 112711500. 0. 751636. 18790900. 8298060. 9284573.
21 112711500. 0. 750884. 18772110. 8289765. 9274743.
22 112711500. 0. 750133. 18753320. 8281467. 9264910.
23 112711500. 0. 749381. 18734530. 8273167. 18500060.
aThe after tax net present value from the Monte Carlo analysis equals
$49, 720,000, with a standard deviation of $28 ,610,000. This is based upon the
present value of the after tax flows shown less the present value of investment
expended over the first three years of the time horizon ($111,600,000 including 
the contingency factor). The analysis pertains only to the specific investment 
in question and, consequently, no tax liabilities or credits are applicable to 
the three year construction period. The cash flow values shown are a result of 
using mean values and not the average of the Monte Carlo runs. The difference 
in after tax net present value between the two types of runs is less than 1 
percent.
Y-8
Table Y-8
DCF CASH FLOW RESULTS3
(5.0 Million Cow Plant)
Year Gross Depreciation State Sev./ Taxable Federal After Tax
Revenue Income Tax Income Tax Value
1 0 . 0 . 0. 0 . 0 . 0 .
2 0. 0. 0. 0 . o. 0 .
3 0 . 0. 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
4 114345000. 11084700. 345963. 8649080. 128228. 9638365.
5 114345000. 19002350. 28501. 712514. 314646. 18911640.
6 114345000. 16086650. 144372. 3609291. 1593863. 17497530.
7 114345000. 13405540. 250859. 6271470. 2769481. 16196410.
8 114345000. 10943300. 348591. 8714774. 3848444. 15000680.
9 114345000. 8685157. 438159. 10953970. 4837274. 13903250.
10 114345000. 6617263. 520117. 13002910. 5742087. 12897430.
11 114345000. 4726617. 594985. 14874620. 6568631. 11976990.
12 114345000. 3001027. 663250. 16581260. 7322286. 11136030.
13 114345000. 1429060. 725371. 18134270. 8008093. 10369050.
14 114345000. 0. 781774. 19544360. 8630790. 9670889.
15 114345000. 0. 781016. 19525400. 8622417. 9660968.
16 114345000. 0. 780257. 19506430. 8614041. 9651042.
17 114345000. 0. 779499. 19487460. 8605664. 9641117.
18 114345000. 0. 778740. 19468490. 8597284. 9631189.
19 114345000. 0. 777980. 19449500. 8588901. 9621254.
20 114345000. 0. 777221. 19430530. 8580521. 9611327.
21 114345000. 0. 776462. 19411540. 8572138. 9601391.
22 114345000. o. 775702. 19392560. 8563755. 9591460.
23 114345000. 0. 774942. 19373560. 8555362. 18924320.
aThe after tax net present value from the Monte Carlo analysis equals
$50,410,000, with a standard deviation of $28,940,000. Thisi is based upon the
present value of the after tax flows shown less the.present value of investment
expended over the first three years of the time horizon ($117,200,000 including
the contingency factor). The analysis pertains only to the specific investment
in question and, consequently, no tax liabilities or creditsi are applicable to
the three year construction period. The cash flow values shown are a result of
using mean values and not the average of the Monte Carlo runs. The difference
in after tax net present value between the two types of runs is less than 1
percent.
Table Y-9
DCF CASH FLOW RESULTS3
(5.5 Million Cow Plant)
Year Gross Depreciation State Sev./ Taxable Federal After Tax
Revenue Income Tax Income Tax Value
1 0 . 0. 0 . 0 . o. 0 .
2 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0.
3 0 . 0 . 0 . o. 0 . 0 .
4 118156500. 13456430. 352038. 8800962. -594487. 12747640.
5 118156500. 23068170. -33198. -829960. -366510. 22171570.
6 118156500. 19528610. 107617. 2690416. 1188088. 20456890.
7 118156500. 16273840. 237040. 5925992. 2616918. 18879350.
8 118156500. 13284770. 355835. 8895871. 3928417. 17429770.
9 118156500. 10543470. 464719. 11617970. 5130497. 16099510.
10 118156500. 8033119. 564365. 14109110. 6230585. 14880480.
U 118156500. 5737942. 655404. 16385090. 7235656. 13765070.
12 118156500. 3643138. 738427. 18460690. 8152239. 12746160.
13 118156500. 1734828. 813991. 20349780. 8986463. 11817070.
14 118156500. 0 . 882615. 22065380. 9744074. 10971510.
15 118156500. 0 . 881847. 22046170. 9735588. 10961460.
16 118156500. 0 . 881078. 22026940. 9727099. 10951400.
17 118156500. 0 . 880308. 22007710. 9718606. 10941340.
18 118156500. 0 . 879539. 21988480. 9710113. 10931270.
19 118156500. 0 . 878770. 21969240. 9701617. 10921210.
20 118156500. 0 . 878000. 21950000. 9693120. 10911140.
21 118156500. 0 . 877230. 21930760. 9684624. 10910170.
22 118156500. 0 . 876460. 21911510. 9676124. 10891000.
23 118156500. 0 . 875690. 21892260. 9667622. 20350920.
aThe after tax net present value from the SMonte Carlo analysis equals
$51 ,200,000, with a standard deviation of $29,370,000. This; is based upon the
present value of the after tax flows shown less the present value of inves tment
expended over the first three years of the time horizon ($142,300,000 including
the contingency factor). The analysts pertains only to the specific investment
in question and, consequently, no tax liabilities or credits are applicable to
the three year construction period. The cash flow values shown are a result of
using mean values and not the average of the Monte Carlo runs. The difference
in after tax net present value between the two types of runs is less than 1
percent.
Y-1G
Table Y-10
DCF CASH FLOW RESULTSa
(6.0 Million Cow Plant)
Year Gross
Revenue
Depreciation State Sev./ 
Income Tax
Taxable
Income
Federal
Tax
After Tax 
Value
1 0. 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 a
2 0. 0 a 0. 0. 0 . 0.
3 0. 0. 0 . 0. 0 . 0.
4 127710000. 14140490. 381869. 9546723. -492949. 13219970.
5 127710000. 24240840. -22977. -574436. -253671. 23437200.
6 127710000. 20521340. 124970. 3124252. 1379670. 21635010.
7 127710000. 17101120. 260946. 6523658. 2880848. 19976940.
8 127710000. 13960100. 385754. 9643862. 4258730. 18453330.
9 127710000. 11079440. 500147. 12503690. 5521628. 17055100.
10 127710000. 8441481. 604833. 15120820. 6677352. 15773760.
11 127710000. 6029630. 700473. 17511830. 7733226. 14601310.
12 127710000. 3828336. 787692. 19692300. 8696118. 13530270.
13 127710000. 1823017. 867071. 21676770. 9572464. 12553600.
14 127710000. 0. 939157. 23478940. 10368300. 11664730.
15 127710000. 0. 938324. 23458100. 10359100. 11653820.
16 127710000. 0. 937490. 23437240. 10349890. 11642910.
17 127710000. 0. 936655. 23416380. 10340680. 11631990.
18 127710000. 0. 935820. 23395510. 10331460. 11621070.
19 127710000. 0. 934986. 23374650. 10322250. 11610160.
20 127710000. 0. 934151. 23353780. 10313030. 11599230.
21 127710000. 0a 933316. 23332910. 10303810. 11588320.
22 127710000. 0. 932481. 23312030. 10294590. 11577390.
23 127710000. 0. 931645. 23291140. 10285370. 21838650.
aThe after tax net present value from the Monte Carlo analysis equals 
$55,560,000, with a standard deviation of $31,860,000. This is based upon the 
present value of the after tax flows shown less the present value of investment 
expended over the first three years of the time horizon ($149,500,000 including 
the contingency factor). The analysis pertains only to the specific investment 
in question and, consequently, no tax liabilities or credits are applicable to 
the three year construction period. The cash flow values shown are a result of 
using mean values and not the average of the Monte Carlo runs. The difference 
in after tax net present value between the two types of runs is less than 1 
percent.
Y-ll
Table Y-ll
DCF CASH FLOW RESULTS0
(6.5 Million Cow Plant)
Year Gross Depreciation State Sev./ Taxable Federal After Tax
Revenue Income Tax Income Tax Value
1 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .
2 0. 0. 0. o. 0. 0.
3 0. 0. 0. o. 0. 0.
4 124195500. 14799580. 357585. 8939614. -980526. 14146510.
5 124195500. 25370700. -66064. -1651600. -729347. 24026010.
6 124195500. 21477850. 38846. 2221162. 980865. 22140700.
7 124195500. 17898200. 231228. 5780700. 2552757. 20406220.
8 124195500. 14610780. 361921. 9048020. 3995606. 18812480.
9 124195500. 11595860. 481713. 12042820. 5318111. 17349960.
10 124195500. 8834940. 591345. 14783630. 6528450. 16009780.
11 124195500. 6310672. 691511. 17287780. 7634282. 14783570.
12 124195500. 4006776. 782862. 19571560. 8642801. 13663490.
13 124195500. 1907989. 866009. 21650220. 9560737. 12642180.
14 124195500. 0. 941523. 23538060. 10394410. 11712750.
15 124195500. 0. 940717. 23517940. 10385520. 11702220.
16 124195500. 0. 939912. 23497800. 10376630. 11691680.
17 124195500. 0. 939106. 23477660. 10367730. 11681140.
18 124195500. 0. 938300. 23457500. 10358830. 11670600.
19 124195500. 0. 937494. 23437350. 10349940. 11660050.
20 124195500. 0. 936688. 23417200. 10341040. 11649510.
21 124195500. 0. 935882. 23397050. 10332140. 11638960.
22 124195500. 0. 935075. 23376880. 10323230. 11628410.
23 124195500. 0. 934268. 23356710. 10314320. 21537860.
aThe after tax net present value from the ;Monte Carlo analysis equals
$51 ,770,000, with. a standard deviation of $30,610,000. This Is based upon the
present value of the after tax flows shown less the present value of investment
expended over the first three years of the time horizon ($156,500,000 including
the contingency factor). The analysis pertains only to the specific investment
in question and, consequently, no tax liabilities or credits are applicable to
the three year construction period. The cash flow values shown are a result of
using mean values and not the average of the Monte Carlo runs. The difference
in after tax net present value between the two types of runs is less than 1
percent.
Y-12
Table Y-12
DCF CASH FLOW RESULTS3
(7.0 Million Cow Plant)
Year Gross
Revenue
Depreciation State Sev./ 
Income Tax
Taxable
Income
Federal
Tax
After Tax 
Value
1 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
2 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
3 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
4 136521000. 16986560. 398550. 9963760. -1256528. 16665810.
5 136521000. 29119820. -87656. -2191412. -967728. 27450970.
6 136521000. 24651700. 90192. 2254792. 995716. 25287650.
7 136521000. 20543080. 253659. 6341478. 2800397. 23297470.
8 136521000. 16769860. 403711. 10092770. 4456967. 21468810.
9 136521000. 13309420. 541251. 13531270. 5975410. 19790780.
10 136521000. 10140510. 667130. 16678240. 7365113. 18253150.
11 136521000. 7243221. 782144. 19553590. 8634865. 16846340.
12 136521000. 4598870. 887040. 22175990. 9792919. 15561340.
13 136521000. 2189938. 982519. 24562970. 10847010. 14389710.
14 136521000. 0 . 1069238. 26730940. 11804390. 13323540.
15 136521000. 0 . 1068360. 26708990. 11794690. 13312050.
16 136521000. 0 . 1067481. 26687020. 11784990. 13300560.
17 136521000. 0 . 1066602. 26665060. 11775290. 13289060.
18 136521000. 0. 1065723. 26643070. 11765580. 13277560.
19 136521000. 0 . 1064844. 26621100. 11755880. 13266060.
20 136521000. 0 . 1063965. 26599110. 11746170. 13254560.
21 136521000. 0. 1063085. 26577130. 11736460. 13243050.
22 136521000. 0 . 1062205. 26555140. 11726750. 13231550.
23 136521000. 0 . 1061325. 26533130. 11717030. 24040080.
aThe after tax net present value from the Monte Carlo analysis equals 
$57,810,000, with a standard deviation of $33,520,000. This is based upon the 
present value of the after tax flows shown less the present value of investment 
expended over the first three years of the time horizon ($179,600,000 including 
the contingency factor). The analysis pertains only to the specific investment 
in question and, consequently, no tax liabilities or credits are applicable to 
the three year construction period. The cash flow values shown are a result of 
using mean values and not the average of the Monte Carlo runs. The difference 
in after tax net present value between the two types of runs is less than 1 
percent.
Appendix Z
FEED RATIONS AND COSTS PER COW BY PRODUCTION PERIOD, HAY TYPE, 
ANNUAL MILK PRODUCTION, bGH RESPONSE AND FORAGE COMPOSITION
WITH NORMAL INTAKE
Ration Ingredients 
and 
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
13,000// Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All Hay Ration
(No bGH)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 13.88 18.75 0.00 0.00 34.63
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.63 2.16 1.76 0.68 6.23
Soy-44 (cwt) 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Premix (cwt) 0.28 0.36 0.24 0.10 0.98
Cost ($) 173.92 222.11 127,25 50.15 573.43
Purchase Price ($) 61.51 73.19 5.54 2.95 143.19
13,000// Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All Hay Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 15.88 25.05 0.00 0.00 40.93
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.63 2.06 1.87 0.68 6.23
Soy-44 (cwt) 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.30
Premix (cwt) 0.28 0.38 0.25 0.10 1.01
Cost ($) 173.92 243.05 134.48 50.15 601.60
Purchase Price ($) 61.51 100.97 5.77 2.95 171.20
13,000// Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All Hay Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 15.88 30.30 1.75 0.00 47.93
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.63 1.94 1.88 0.68 6.13
Soy-44 (cwt) 0.00 1.57 0.00 0.00 1.57
Premix (cwt) 0.28 0.39 0.25 0.10 1.02
Cost ($) 173.93 274.90 141.32 50.15 640.30
Purchase Price ($) 61.51 140.99 11.77 2.95 217.22
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and 
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
13,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All Hay Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 15.88 35.39 4.61 0.00 55.88
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.63 1.84 1.82 0.68 5.97
Soy-44 (cwt) 0.00 2.76 0 .00 0.00 2.76
Premix (cwt) 0.28 0.41 0.25 0.10 1.04
Cost ($) 173.92 305.97 146.80 50.15 676.84
Purchase Price ($) 61.51 179.15 21.26 2.95 264.87
13,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All Hay Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 15.88 41.88 7.59 0.00 65.35
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.63 1.66 1.80 0.68 5.77
Soy-44 (cwt) 0.00 4.32 0.00 0 .00 4.32
Premix (cwt) 0.28 0.50 0.25 0.10 1.13
Cost ($) 173.92 342.90 155.88 50.15 722.85
Purchase Price ($) 61.51 228.48 31.72 2.95 324.66
13,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 50/50 Ration
(No bGH)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.50 3.33 2.25 0.81 8.88
Corn Grain (bu) 2.59 1.46 0.00 0 .00 4.05
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.95 1.26 0.85 0.31 3.37
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.14 2.48 0.00 0 .00 4.62
Premix (cwt) 0.29 0.38 0.26 0.08 1.01
Cost ($) 172.38 215.88 113.64 41.30 543.20
Purchase Price ($) 51.86 55.64 5.47 2.36 115-33
13,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 50/50 Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.50 3.13 2.42 0.81 8.86
Corn Grain (bu) 2.59 8.05 0.00 0.00 10.64
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.95 1.19 0.92 0.31 3.36
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.14 3.59 0.00 0.00 5.73
Premix (cwt) 0.29 0.43 0.27 0.08 1.07
Cost ($) 172.38 248.23 122.02 41.30 583.93
Purchase Price ($) 51.86 97.53 5.68 2.36 157.43
Z-3
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and
Production Period
Costs Early Mid Late Dry Total
13,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 50/50 Ration 
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.50 2.90 2.53 0.81 8.75
Corn Grain (bu) 2.59 15.07 0 .00 0.00 17.66
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.95 1.10 0.96 0.31 3.32
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.14 4.73 0.10 0.00 6.97
Premix (cwt) 0.29 0.56 0.28 0.08 1.21
Cost ($) 172.38 281.61 129.57 41.30 624.86
Purchase Price ($) 51.86 141.63 7.58 2.36 203.43
13,000# Production, Mixed Mainly 
(30 Percent bGH
Legume Forage 50/50 Ration 
Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.50 2.71 2.53 0.81 8.56
Corn Grain (bu) 2.59 21.70 0.00 0.00 24.29
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.95 1.03 0.96 0.31 3.25
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.14 5.81 0.51 0.00 8.46
Premix (cwt) 0.29 0.66 0.28 0.08 1.31
Cost ($) 172.38 314.10 136.71 41.30 664.49
Purchase Price ($) 51-86 183.43 14.61 2.36 252.26
13,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 50/50 Ration 
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.50 2.42 2.59 0.81 8.32
Corn Grain (bu) 2.59 30.08 0 .00 0.00 32.67
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.95 0.92 0.98 0.31 3.16
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.14 7.11 0.93 0 .00 10.18
Premix (cwt) 0.29 0.79 0.29 0.08 1.45
Cost ($) 172.38 351.69 146.86 41.30 712.23
Purchase Price ($) 51.86 235.13 21.96 2.36 311.31
13,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume
(no bGH)
Forage 75/25 Ration
Corn Silage (tons) 3.70 4.81 3.54 1.37 13.42
Corn Grain (bu) 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0.00
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.47 0.61 0.45 0.17 1.70
Soy-44 (cwt) 3.3 6 4.76 0.83 0.00 8.95
Preraix (cwt) 0.50 0.63 0.34 0.11 1.58
Cost ($) 185.78 237.17 123.33 44.84 591.12
Purchase Price ($) 72.04 89.34 19.66 2.36 183.40
Z-4
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and 
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
13,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 75/25 Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.70 4.90 3.56 1.37 13.53
Corn Grain (bu) 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0 .00
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.47 0.62 0.45 0.17 1.71
Soy-44 (cwt) 3.36 5.71 1.40 0 .00 10.47
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.68 0.37 0.11 1.66
Cost ($) 185.78 256.48 138.77 44.84 625.87
Purchase Price ($) 72.04 105.83 29.49 2.36 209.72
13,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 75/25 Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.70 4.63 3.61 1.37 13.32
Corn Grain (bu) 0.00 6.30 0.00 0 .00 6.30
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.47 0.59 0.46 0.17 1.68
Soy-44 (cwt) 3.36 6.69 1.81 0 .00 11.86
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.76 0.39 0.11 1.76
Cost ($) 185.78 287.11 147.60 44.84 665.33
Purchase Price ($) 72.04 144.31 36.65 2.36 255.36
13,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 75/25 Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.70 4.31 3.61 1.37 12.99
Corn Grain (bu) 0.00 13.71 0.00 0 .00 13.71
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.47 0.55 0.46 0.17 1.65
Soy-44 (cwt) 3.36 7.64 2.23 0 .00 13.23
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.86 0.41 0.11 1.88
Cost ($) 185.78 319.50 154.79 44.84 704.91
Purchase Price ($) 72.04 187.10 43.83 2.36 305.33
13,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 75/25 Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.70 3.83 3-69 , 1.37 12.59
Corn Grain (bu) 0.00 23.18 0 .00 0.00 23.18
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.47 0.48 0.47 0.17 1.59
Soy-44 (cwt) 3.36 8.74 2.69 0.00 14.79
Premix (cwt)
i .
0.50 0.96 0.44 0.11 2.01
Cost ($) 185.78 356.97 165.39 44.84 752.98
Purchase Price ($) 72.04 239.16 51.97 2.36 365.53
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and 
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
13,000# Production > Mixed Mainly Grass Forage All Hay Ration
(No bGH)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 19.86 24.39 2.82 0 .00 47.07
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.36 1.82 1.72 0.71 5.61
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.38 2.78 0 .00 0.00 5.16
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.64 0.45 0.15 1.74
Cost ($) 202.18 255.31 123.84 46.61 627.97
Purchase Price ($) 117.62 142.75 16.92 2.95 280.24
13,000# Production S Mixed Mainly Grass Forage All Hay Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 19.86 29.68 6.50 0.00 56.04
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.36 1.70 1.66 0.71 5.43
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.38 3.33 0.00 0.00 5.71
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.71 0.46 0.15 1.82
Cost ($) 202.18 285.70 133.06 46.61 667.55
Purchase Price ($) 117.62 180.10 30.09 2.95 330.24
13,000# Production > Mixed Mainly Grass Forage All Hay Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0 .00
Corn Grain (bu) 19.86 35.16 9.11 0.00 64.13
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.36 1.58 1.64 0.71 5.29
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.38 5.00 0.00 0 .00 7.38
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.81 0.46 0.15 1.92
Cost ($) 202.18 316.37 140.98 46.61 706.14
Purchase Price ($) 117.62 218.27 39.53 2.95 378.37
13,000# Production, Mixec Mainly Grass Foragf2 All Hay Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 19.86 40.43 11.21 0.00 71.50
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.36 1.48 1.58 0.71 5.13
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.38 6.06 0.49 0.00 8.93
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.90 0.46 0.15 2.01
Cost ($) 202.18 346.52 152.71 46.61 748.02
Purchase Price ($) 117.62 254.91 55.07 2.95 430.55
Appendix Z Cent,
Ration Ingredients
and
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
13,000# Production 1 Mixed Mainly Grass Forage All Hay Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 19.86 46.79 13.61 0.00 80.26
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.36 1.32 1.55 0.71 4.94
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.38 7.33 0.99 0.00 10.70
Premix (cwt) 0.50 1.00 0.46 0.15 2.11
Cost ($) 202.18 380.56 167.91 46.61 797.26
Purchase Price ($) 117.62 298.82 72.02 2.95 491.41
13,000# Production Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(No bGH)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.23 2.97 2.37 0.89 8.45
Corn Grain (bu) 6.57 6.59 0.00 0.00 13.16
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.84 1.11 0.89 0.33 3.17
Soy-44 (cwt) 3.69 4.53 0.63 0.00 8.85
Premix (cwt) 0.56 0.71 0.41 0.14 1.82
Cost ($) 193.90 244.17 124.37 43.07 605.51
Purchase Price ($) 93.15 109.80 17.30 2.95 223.20
13,000# Product ion Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.23 2.77 2.38 0.89 8.27
Corn Grain (bu) 6.57 13.27 0.00 0 .00 19.84
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.84 1.04 0.89 0.33 3.10
Soy-44 (cwt) 3.69 5.53 1.20 0 .00 10.42
Premix (cwt) 0.56 0.80 0.44 0.14 1.94
Cost ($) 193.90 275.66 134.80 43.07 647.43
Purchase Price ($) 93.15 150.24 27.11 2.95 273.45
13,000# Production Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.23 2.57 2.42 0.89 8.11
Corn Grain (bu) 6.57 20.02 0.00 0.00 26.59
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.84 0.96 0.91 0.33 3.04
Soy-44 (cwt) 3.69 6.53 1.61 0.00 11.82
Premix (cwt) 0.56 0.89 0.47 0.14 2.05
Cost ($) 193.90 307.40 143.56 43.07 687.90
Purchase Price ($) 93.15 191.40 34.24 2.95 321.71
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and 
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
13,000# Production Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.23 2.40 2.42 0.89 7.93
Corn Grain (bu) 6.57 26.45 0.00 0.00 33.02
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.84 0.90 0.91 0.33 2.97
Soy-44 (cwt) 3.69 7.49 2.02 0 .00 13.20
Premix (cwt) 0.56 0.97 0.49 0.14 2.16
Cost ($) 193.90 338.44 150.75 43.07 726.16
Purchase Price ($) 93.15 230.02 41.41 2.95 367.53
13,000# Production; Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.23 2.13 2.47 0.89 7.72
Corn Grain (bu) 6.57 34.46 0.00 0.00 41.04
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.84 0.80 0.93 0.33 2.89
Soy-44 (cwt) 3.69 8.61 2.48 0.00 14.78
Premix (cwt) 0.56 1.06 0.52 0.14 2.28
Cost ($) 193.90 373.65 161.24 43.02 771.81
Purchase Price ($) 93.15 277.19 49.49 2.95 422.78
13,000# Production Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(no bGH)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.61 4.67 3.45 1.48 13.21
Corn Grain (bu) 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0.00
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.45 0.59 0.43 0.18 1.65
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.58 5.71 1.53 0.00 11.82
Premix (cwt) 0.64 0.32 0.48 0.17 1.61
Cost ($) 192.54 245.96 134.73 46.61 619.84
Purchase Price ($) 85.12 106.33 32.12 2.95 226.52
13,000# Production Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.61 4.68 3.47 1.48 13.24
Corn Grain (bu) 0.00 1.95 0.00 0.00 1.95
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.45 0.58 0.43 0.18 1.65
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.58 6.65 2.10 0.00 13.33
Premix (cwt) 0.64 0.85 0.51 0.17 2.17
Cost ($) 192.54 268.82 145.24 46.61 653.21
Purchase Price ($) 85.12 129.67 42.03 2.95 259.77
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and 
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
13,000# Production Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.61 4.33 3.52 1.48 12.94
Corn Grain (bu) 0 .00 9.66 0.00 0.00 9 .66
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.45 0.54 0.44 0.18 1.61
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.58 7.57 2.52 0.00 14.67
Premix (cwt) 0.64 0.93 0.54 0.17 2.28
Cost ($) 192.54 301.27 154.18 46.61 694.60
Purchase Price ($) 85.12 172.39 49.40 2.95 309.86
13,000# Production , Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.61 4.03 3.52 1.48 12.64
Corn Grain (bu) 0.00 16.91 0.00 0.00 16.91
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.45 0.50 0.44 0.18 1.58
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.58 8.46 2.94 0.00 15.98
Premix (cwt) 0.64 1.02 0.56 0.17 2.39
Cost ($) 192.54 332.93 161.39 46.61 733.47
Purchase Price ($) 85.12 213.04 56.59 2.95 357.70
13.000# Production , Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.61 3.58 3.60 1.48 12.27
Corn Grain (bu) 0.00 26.10 0.00 0.00 26.10
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.18 1.53
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.58 9.47 3.42 0.00 17.47
Premix (cwt) 0.64 1.10 0.59 0.17 2.50
Cost ($) 192.54 368.96 172.13 46.61 780.24
Purchase Price ($) 85.12 262.52 65.01 2.95 415.60
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All Hay Ration
(No bGH)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 26.64 32.05 2.64 0.00 61.32
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.40 1.88 1.89 0.68 5.86
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.02 2.02 0 .00 0.00 4.04
Premix (cwt) 0.31 0.40 0.26 0.10 1.06
Cost ($) 230.75 284.80 145.22 50.15 710.92
Purchase Price ($) 133.92 154.81 14.79 2.95 306.47
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients Production Period
and
Costs Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All Hay Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 26.64 38.53 6.31 0 .00 71.47
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.40 1.74 1.80 0.68 5.62
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.02 3.54 0.00 0 .00 5.56
Premix (cwt) 0.31 0.42 0.25 0.10 1.07
Cost ($) 230.75 323.28 151.47 50.15 755.65
Purchase Price ($) 133.92 203.46 27.01 2.95 367.34
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All Hay Ration 
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 26.64 46.37 10.16 0.00 83.18
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.40 1.52 1.75 0.68 5.35
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.02 5.41 0.00 0.00 7.43
Preraix (cwt) 0.31 0.62 0.26 0.10 1.29
Cost ($) 230.75 367.40 161.91 50.15 810.21
Purchase Price ($) 133.92 262.84 40.97 2.95 440.68
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All Hay Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 26.64 53.77 14.08 0.00 94.50
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.40 1.36 1.70 0.68 5.15
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.02 7.03 0 .00 0.00 9.04
Premix (cwt) 0.31 0.78 0.28 0 .10 1.47
Cost ($) 230.75 410.80 172.45 50.15 864.15
Purchase Price ($) 133.92 316.73 55.13 2.95 508.73
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All Hay Ration
(40 Percent bGi[ Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 26.64 56.75 18-07 0.00 101.46
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.40 1.22 1.65 0.68 4.95
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.02 7.46 0.00 0.00 9.48
Premix (cwt) 0.31 0.93 0.29 0.10 1.63
Cottonseed (cwt) 0 .00 2.06 0.00 0.00 2.06
Cost ($) 230.75 461.78 183.08 50.15 925.76
Purchase Price ($) 133.92 377.30 69.52 2.95 583.69
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and 
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000# Production Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 50/50 Ration
(No bGH)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.08 2.80 2.51 0.81 8.20
Corn Grain (bu) 16.10 17.56 0 • 00 0.00 33.66
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.79 1.06 0.95 0.31 3.11
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.34 5.12 0 .00 0.00 9.46
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.60 0.28 0.08 1.45
Cost ($) 236.78 292.02 126.65 41.30 696.75
Purchase Price ($) 136.81 156.93 5.84 2.36 301.94
16,000# Production Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 50/50 Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.08 2.54 2.56 0.81 7.99
Corn Grain (bu) 16.10 26.02 0.00 0.00 42.11
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.79 0.96 0.97 0.31 3.03
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.34 6.46 0.76 0.00 11.56
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.73 0.29 0.08 1.59
Cost ($) 236.78 332.09 142.33 41.30 752.50
Purchase Price ($) 136.81 209.77 18.96 2.36 367.90
16,000# Production Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 50/50 Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.08 2.20 2.60 0.81 7.69
Corn Grain (bu) 16.10 35.76 0.00 0.00 51.86
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.79 0.84 0.99 0.31 2.92
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.34 7.96 1.29 0.00 13.60
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.88 0.29 0.08 1.74
Cost ($) 236.78 375.90 153.69 41.30 807.67
Purchase Price ($) 136.81 269.69 28.26 2.36 437.12
16,000# Production Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 50/50 Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.08 1.97 2.62 0.81 7.48
Corn Grain (bu) 16.10 44.51 0.56 0.00 61.17
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.79 0.75 1.00 0.31 2.84
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.34 9.33 1.85 0.00 15.52
Premix (cwt) 0.50 1.02 0.30 0.08 1.89
Cost ($) 236.78 419.05 166.20 41.30 863.33
Purchase Price ($) 136.81 324.06 39.76 2.36 502.99
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and 
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 50/50 Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.08 1.80 2.52 0.81 7.21
Corn Grain (bu) 16.10 46.59 4.38 0 .00 67.07
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.79 0.68 0.95 0.31 2.73
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.34 9.03 2.50 0 .00 15.87
Premix (cwt) 0.50 1.17 0.31 0.08 2.06
Cottonseed (cwt) 0.00 3.06 0.00 0 .00 3.06
Cost ($) 236.78 476.32 185.43 41.30 939.83
Purchase Price ($) 136.81 389.54 64.26 2.36 592.97
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 75/25 Ration
(no bGH)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.30 4.47 3.67 1.37 12.81
Corn Grain (bu) 9.95 9.17 0.00 0.00 19.13
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.42 0.56 0.46 0.17 1.62
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.74 7.01 1.97 0.00 14.72
Premix (cwt) 0.65 0.79 0.41 0.11 1.95
Cost ($) 240.92 297.49 152.18 44.84 735.43
Purchase Price ($) 139.49 160.27 39.47 2.36 341.59
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 75/25 Ration
(1.0 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.30 4.03 3.65 1.37 12.35
Corn Grain (bu) 9.95 18.66 0.00 0.00 28.61
Mixed Mainly Legume (to ns) 0.42 0.51 0.46 0.17 1.56
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.74 8.17 2.50 0.00 16.41
Premix (cwt) 0.65 0.91 0.43 0.11 2.09
Cost ($) 240.92 337.43 160.62 44.84 783.81
Purchase Price ($) 139.49 213.60 48.56 2.36 404.01
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 75/25 Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.30 3.49 3.71 1.37 11.86
Corn Grain (bu) 9.95 29.61 0.00 0.00 39.56
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.42 0.44 0.47 0.17 1.50
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.74 9.45 3.07 0.00 18.26
Premix (cwt) 0.65 1.03 0,4 6 0.11 2.24
Cost ($) 240.92 380.93 172.35 44.84 839.04
Purchase Price ($) 139.49 273.81 58.51 2.36 474.17
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients Production Period
a nd
Costs Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000# Production Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 75/25 Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.30 3.11 3.76 1.37 11.55
Corn Grain (bu) 9.95 39.14 0.00 0.00 49.09
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.42 0.39 0.48 0.17 1.46
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.74 10.66 3.64 0.00 20.04
Premix (cwt) 0.65 1.14 0.49 0.11 2.38
Cost ($) 240.92 423.88 184.07 44.84 893.71
Purchase Price ($) 139.49 328.25 68.45 2.36 538.55
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 75/25 Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.30 2.87 3.82 1.37 11.36
Corn Grain (bu) 9.95 40.56 0.00 0.00 50.51
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.42 0.36 0.48 0.17 1.43
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.74 9.96 4.21 0.00 19.91
Premix (cwt) 0.65 1.32 0.52 0.11 2.60
Cottonseed (cwt) 3.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Cost ($) 240.92 485.19 195.79 44.84 966.74
Purchase Price ($) 139.49 397.10 78.40 2.36 617.35
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass
(No bGH)
Forage All Hay Ration
Corn Silage (tons) 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 30.43 36.94 9.88 0.00 77.25
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.13 1.53 1.64 0.71 5.01
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.54 5,38 0.16 0.00 10.07
Premix (cwt) 0.68 0.84 0.47 0.15 2.14
Cost ($) 261.58 325.56 146.81 46.61 780.56
Purchase Price ($) 191.50 230.86 44.89 2.95 470.20
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage All
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Hay Ration
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 30.43 43.55 12.57 0,00 86.55
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.13 1.38 1.55 0.71 4.77
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.54 6.70 0.78 0.00 12.02
Premix (cwt) 0.68 0.95 0.46 0.15 2.23
Cost ($) 261.58 362.40 161.20 46.61 831.75
Purchase Price ($) 191.50 276.64 64.85 2.95 535.94
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and 
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage All Hay Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 30.43 50.98 15.56 0.00 96.97
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.13 1.20 1.50 0.71 4.53
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.54 8.17 1.43 0.00 14.13
Premix (cwt) 0«68 1.07 0.47 0.15 2.36
Cost ($) 261.58 402.17 179.07 46.61 889.43
Purchase Price ($) 191.50 327.67 86.34 2.95 608.46
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage All Hay Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 30.43 54.17 18.64 0 .00 103.24
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.13 1.11 1.43 0.71 4.38
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.54 8.47 2.08 0.00 15.09
Premix (cwt) 0.68 1.19 0.50 0.15 2.52
Cottonseed (cwt) 0 .00 1.90 0 .00 0.00 1.90
Cost ($) 261.58 452.23 197.26 46.61 957.68
Purchase Price ($) 191.50 338.38 108.40 2.95 641.23
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage All Hay Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 30.43 54.82 21.77 0.00 107.02
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.13 1.03 1.37 0.71 4.24
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.54 8.04 2.73 0.00 15.31
Premix (cwt) 0.6 8 1.37 0.53 0.15 2.73
Cottonseed (cwt) 0.00 5.36 0.00 0.00 5.36
Cost ($) 261.58 513.97 215.57 46.61 1,037.73
Purchase Price ($) 191.50 449.82 130.67 2.95 774.94
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(No bGH)
Corn Silage (tons) 1.83 2.48 2.50 0.89 7.70
Corn Grain (bu) 19.71 22.38 0.00 0 .00 42.09
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.69 0.93 0.94 0.33 2.89
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.63 6.85 1.16 0.00 13.64
Premix (cwt) 0.73 0.91 0.46 0.14 2.23
Cost ($) 255.35 317.03 139.73 43.07 755.18
Purchase Price ($) 172.36 204.79 26.73 2.95 406.83
Z-14
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and 
Cos ts
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000# Productions> Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 1.83 2.24 2.44 0.89 7.41
Corn Grain (bu) 19.71 30.54 0.00 0.00 50.25
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.69 0.84 0.92 0.33 2.78
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.63 8.08 2.29 0.00 16.00
Premix (cwt) 0.73 1.01 0.50 0.14 2.38
Cost ($) 255.35 355.00 156.53 43.07 809.95
Purchase Price ($) 172.36 253.64 46.11 2.95 475.06
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 1.83 1.94 2.46 0.89 7.12
Corn Grain (bu) 19.71 39.85 0.61 0.00 60.16
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.69 0.73 0.92 0.33 2.67
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.63 9.33 2.85 0.00 17.80
Premix (cwt) 0.73 1.12 0.49 0.14 2.48
Cost ($) 255.35 396.05 169.55 43.07 864.02
Purchase Price ($) 172.36 303.31 58.22 2.95 536.84
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 1.83 1.77 2.35 0.89 6.84
Corn Grain (bu) 19.71 45.01 4.54 0.00 69.26
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.69 0.66 0.88 0.33 2.56
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.63 9.78 3.45 0.00 18.86
Premix (cwt) 0.73 1.24 0.55 0.14 2.66
Cottonseed (cwt) 0 .00 1.40 0 .00 0 .00 1.40
Cost ($) 255.35 443.35 188.42 43.07 930.19
Purchase Price ($) 172.36 363.32 82.25 2.95 620.88
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 1.83 1.64 2.23 0.89 6.59
Corn Grain (bu) 19.71 46.31 8.53 0.00 74.55
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.69 0.62 0.84 0.33 2.15
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.63 9.24 4.06 0.00 18.93
Premix (cwt) 0.73 1.42 0.60 0.14 2.89
Cottonseed (cwt) 0.00 4.96 0.00 0.00 4.96
Cost ($) 255.35 506.35 207.39 43.07 1,012.16
Purchase Price ($) 172.36 431.97 106.49 2.95 713.77
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and 
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000// Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(no bGH)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.09 4.18 3.58 1.48 12.32
Corn Grain (bu) 12.38 12.43 0.00 0.00 24.81
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.39 0.52 0.45 0.18 1.54
Soy-44 (cwt) 6.37 7.86 2.69 0.00 16.92
Premix (cwt) 0.77 0.96 0.55 6.61 8.89
Cost ($) 251.10 311.20 158.87 46.61 767.78
Purchase Price ($) 159.30 186.97 52.42 2.95 401.64
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.09 3.76 3.56 1.48 11.88
Corn Grain (bu) 12.38 21.69 0.00 0.00 34.07
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.39 0.47 0.44 0.18 1.49
Soy-44 (cwt) 6.37 8.94 3.22 0 .00 18.53
Premix (cwt) 0.77 1.06 0.57 6.61 9.01
Cost ($) 251.10 349.96 167.23 46.61 814.90
Purchase Price ($) 159.30 238.00 61.44 2.95 461.69
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.09 3.25 3.61 1.48 11.43
Corn Grain (bu) 12.38 32.32 0.00 0.00 44.70
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.39 0.41 0.45 0.18 1.43
Soy-44 (cwt) 6.37 10.11 3.80 0.00 20.28
Premix (cwt) 0.77 1.16 0.61 6.61 9.14
Cost ($) 251.10 391.92 179.11 46.61 868.74
Purchase Price ($) 159.30 295.22 71.59 2.95 529.06
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.09 2.94 3.67 1.48 11.18
Corn Grain (bu) 12.38 38.95 0.00 0.00 51.33
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.39 0.37 0.46 0.18 1.40
Soy-44 (cwt) 6.37 10.65 4.38 0.00 21.40
Premix (cwt) 0.77 1.26 0.64 6.61 9.28
Cottonseed (cwt) 0.00 1.07 0.00 0 .00 1.07
Cost ($) 251.10 437.47 190.94 46.61 926.12
Purchase Price ($) 159.30 350.04 81.74 2.95 594.03
Appendix Z Cont.
Ration Ingredients Production Period
and
Costs Early Hid Late Dry Total
16,000# Productions Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.09 2.73 3.73 1.48 11.03
Corn Grain (bu) 12.38 40.69 0.00 0 .00 53.07
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.39 0.34 0.47 0.18 1.38
Soy-44 (cwt) 6.36 10.02 4.96 0.00 21.35
Premix (cwt) 0.77 1.45 0.68 6.61 9.51
Cottonseed (cwt) 0.00 4.69 0.00 0 .00 4.69
Cost ($) 251.10 501.40 202.77 46.61 1,001.88
Purchase Price ($) 159.30 420.20 91.89 2.95 674.34
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FEED RATIONS AND COSTS PER COW BY PRODUCTION PERIOD, HAY TYPE, 
ANNUAL MILK PRODUCTION, bGH RESPONSE AND FORAGE COMPOSITION
WITH ENHANCED INTAKE
Ration Ingredients 
and
Production Period
Costs Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Hay Ration
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 26.64 35.66 7.35 0.00 69.65
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.40 1.87 2.10 0.68 6.05
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.02 2.70 0 .00 0 .00 4.72
Premix (cwt) 0.31 0.42 0.29 0.10 1.12
Cost ($) 230.75 308.91 176.43 50.15 766.24
Purchase Price ($) 133.92 179.28 31.46 2.95 347.61
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All 
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Hay Ration
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00
Corn Grain (bu) 26.64 37.93 11.91 0.00 76.48
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.40 1.99 2.05 0.68 6.12
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.02 2.88 0.00 0.00 4.90
Premix (cwt) 0.31 0.44 0.30 0.10 1.16
Cost ($) 230.75 328.54 189.78 50.15 799.22
Purchase Price ($) 133.92 190.68 48.02 2.95 375.57
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All Hay Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 26.64 40.16 16.58 0 .00 83.38
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.40 2.11 2.00 0.68 6.19
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.02 3.04 0 .00 0.00 5.06
Premix (cwt) 0.31 0.47 0.33 0.10 1.21
Cost ($) 230.75 347.84 203.09 50.15 831.82
Purchase Price ($) 133.92 201.87 64.92 2.95 403.67
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Appendix AA Cont.
Ration Ingredients
and
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000# Production , Mixed Mainly Legume Forage All Hay Ration 
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 26.64 42.35 21.35 0.00 90.34
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 1.40 2.23 1.95 0.68 6.26
Soy-44 (cwt) 2.02 3.21 0 .00 0.00 5.23
Premix (cwt) 0.31 0.49 0.34 0.10 1.25
Cost ($) 230.75 366.80 216.34 50.15 864.04
Purchase Price ($) 133.92 212.88 82.15 2.95 431.90
16,000# Production Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 50/50 Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.08 2.78 2.98 0.81 8 • 66
Corn Grain (bu) 16.10 21.55 0.00 0.00 37.65
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.79 1.06 1.13 0.31 3.29
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.34 5.81 0.89 0.00 11.04
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.67 0.34 0.08 1.59
Cost ($) 236.78 316.99 165.78 41.30 760.85
Purchase Price ($) 136.81 183.15 22.08 2.36 344.41
16,000// Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 50/50 Ration 
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.08 2.96 3.05 0.81 8.90
Corn Grain (bu) 16.10 22.92 0.00 0.00 39.02
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.79 1.12 1.16 0.31 3.39
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.34 6.18 1.51 0.00 12.03
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.71 0.34 0.08 1.63
Cost ($) 236.78 337.13 180.14 41.30 795.35
Purchase Price ($) 136.81 194.79 33.12 2.36 367.08
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 50/50 Ration 
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 2.08 3.14 3.06 0.81 9.11
Corn Grain (bu) 16.10 24.27 0.66 0.00 41.03
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.79 1.19 1.18 0.31 3.47
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.34 6.54 2.18 0.00 13.06
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.76 0.35 0.08 1.69
Cost ($) 236.78 356.93 195.73 41.30 830.73
Purchase Price ($) 136.81 206.23 46.82 2.36 392.22
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Appendix AA Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and
Production Period
Costs Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 
(40 Percent bGH Response)
50/50 Ration
Corn Silage (tons) 2.08 3.31 2.98 0.81 9.17
Corn Grain (bu) 16.10 25.59 5.18 0 .00 46.87
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.79 1.26 1.12 0.31 3.48
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.34 6.90 2.95 0.00 14.19
Premix (cwt) 0.50 0.79 0.37 0.08 1.74
Cost ($) 236.78 376.38 219.12 41.30 873.58
Purchase Price ($) 136.81 217.47 75.94 2.36 432.58
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 75/25 Ration 
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.30  ^* A 2. 4.25 1.37 13.34
Corn Grain (bu) 9.95 13.32 0 .00 0.00 23.27
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.42 0,56 0.54 0.17 1.69
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.74 7.68 2.91 0.00 16.34
Premix (cwt) 0.65 0.87 0.50 0.11 2.13
Cost ($) 240.92 322.53 187.08 44.84 795.38
Purchase Price ($) 139.49 186.74 56.56 2.36 385.15
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 75/25 Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.30 4.70 4.35 1.37 13.72
Corn Grain (bu) 9.95 14.17 0.00 0.00 24.12
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.42 0.60 0.55 0.17 1.74
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.74 8.17 3.60 0.00 17.51
Premix (cwt) 0.65 0.93 0.54 0.11 2.22
Cost ($) 240.92 343.02 202.01 44.84 830.79
Purchase Price ($) 139.49 198.61 68.58 2.36 409.04
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 75/25 Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.30 4.97 4.43 1.37 14.07
Corn Grain (bu) 9.95 15.00 0.00 0.00 24.95
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.42 0.63 0.57 0.17 1.79
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.74 8.65 4.29 0.00 18.68
Premix (cwt) 0.65 0.98 0.58 0.11 2.31
Cost ($) 240.92 363.17 216.77 44.84 865.70
Purchase Price ($) 139.49 210.27 80.61 2.36 432.73
Appendix AA Cont.
Ration Ingredients Production Period
and __ ___________  . . _____ .
Costs Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000# Production,
(40
Mixed Mainly Legume Forage 
Percent bGH Response)
75/25 Ration
Corn Silage (tons) 3.30 5.25 4.51 1.37 14.43
Corn Grain (bu) 9.95 15.82 0.00 0.00 25.77
Mixed Mainly Legume (tons) 0.42 0.67 0.57 0.17 1.82
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.74 9.12 4.97 0.00 19.84
Premix (cwt) 0.65 1.03 0.61 0.11 2.41
Cost ($) 240.92 382.96 231.36 44.84 900.09
Purchase Price ($) 139.49 221.73 92.64 2.36 456.23
16,000# Production , Mixed Mainly Grass Forage All Hay Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 30.43 40.74 14.64 0.00 85.81
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.13 1.51 1.81 0.71 5.16
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.54 6.08 0.91 0 .00 11.53
Premix (cwt) 0.68 0.91 0.54 0.15 2.28
Cost ($) 261.58 350.19 187.76 46.61 846.14
Purchase Price ($) 191.50 256.37 75.53 2.95 526.35
16,000# Production, iixed Mainly Legume Grass All Hay Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 30.43 43.33 18.24 0.00 91.99
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.13 1.61 1.76 0.71 5.21
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.54 6.46 1.68 0.00 12.68
Premix (cwt) 0.68 0.97 0.55 0.15 2.35
Cost ($) 261.58 372.44 209.89 46.61 890.52
Purchase Price ($) 191.50 272.66 101.20 2.95 568.31
16,000# Production , Mixed Mainly Grass Forage All Hay Ration
(30 Percent bGh Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 30.43 45.87 21.95 0.00 98.25
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.13 1.70 1.68 0.71 5.23
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.54 6.84 2.45 0.00 13.83
Premix (cwt) 0.68 1.03 0.59 0.15 2.44
Cost ($) 261.58 394.31 232.31 46.61 934.81
Purchase Price ($) 191.50 288.67 127.66 2.95 610.78
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Appendix AA Cont.
Ration Ingredients 
and 
Costs
Production Period
Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000# Production > Mixed Mainly Grass Forage All Hay Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Corn Grain (bu) 30.43 48.37 25.73 0 .00 104.53
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 1.13 1.80 1.62 0.71 5.26
Soy-44 (cwt) 4.54 7.22 3.23 0 .00 14.98
Premix (cwt) 0.68 1.08 0.63 0.15 2.54
Cost ($) 261.58 415.80 254.74 46.61 978.73
Purchase Price ($) 191.50 304.41 154.41 2.95 653.27
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(10 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 1.83 2.45 2.84 0.89 8.01
Corn Grain (bu) 19.71 26.39 0.00 0.00 46.10
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.69 0.92 1.07 0.33 3.02
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.63 7.54 2.67 0.00 15.83
Premix (cwt) 0.73 0.98 0.58 0.14 2.43
Cost ($) 255.35 341.85 182.32 43.07 822.59
Purchase Price ($) 172.36 230.75 53.71 2.95 459.76
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 1.83 2.61 2.88 0.89 8.21
Corn Grain (bu) 19.71 28.06 0.71 0.00 48.49
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.69 0.98 1.08 0.33 3.08
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.63 8.02 3.34 0.00 16.99
Premix (cwt) 0.73 1.04 0.57 0.14 2.48
Cost ($) 255.35 363.57 198.73 43.07 860.72
Purchase Price ($) 172.36 245.41 68.24 2.95 488.96
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 1.83 2.76 2.77 0.89 8.25
Corn Grain (bu) 19.71 29.71 5.37 0.00 54.77
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.69 1.04 1.04 0.33 3.10
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.63 8.49 4.06 0.00 18.18
Premix (cwt) 0.73 1.10 0.65 0.14 2.62
Cost ($) 255.35 384.92 221.90 43.07 905.23
Purchase Price ($) 172.36 259.82 96.86 2.95 531.99
Appendix AA Cont.
Ration Ingredients Production Period
and
Cos ts Early Mid Late Dry To tal
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 50/50 Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 1-83 2.91 2.64 0.89 8.26
Corn Grain (bu) 19.71 31.33 10.08 0.00 61.12
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.69 1.10 0.99 0.33 3.11
Soy-44 (cwt) 5.63 8.95 4.80 0.00 19.38
Pr emix (cwt) 0.73 1.16 0.71 0.14 2.74
Cost ($) 255.35 405.90 245.07 43.07 949.39
Purchase Price ($) 172.36 273.98 125.84 2.95 575.13
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25' Ration
(101 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.09 4.14 4.15 1.48 12.85
Corn Grain (bu) 12.38 16.57 0.00 0.00 28.95
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.39 0.52 0.51 0.18 1.60
Soy-44 (cwt) 6.37 8.53 3.75 0.00 18.65
Premix (cwt) 0.77 1.03 0.66 6.61 9.07
Cost ($) 251.10 336.16 194.78 46.61 828.65
Purchase Price ($) 159.30 213.26 71.56 2.95 447.07
16,000# Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(20 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.09 4.40 4.23 1.48 13.20
Corn Grain (bu) 12*38 17.63 0.00 0.00 30.01
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.39 0.56 0*53 0.18 1.65
Soy-44 (cwt) 6.37 9.07 4.45 0.00 19.89
Premix (cwt) 0.77 1.10 0.71 6.61 9.19
Cost ($) 251.10 357.52 209.94 46.61 865.16
Purchase Price ($) 159.30 226.81 83.91 2.95 472.97
16,000# :Production, Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(30 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.09 4.66 4.32 1.48 13.55
Corn Grain (bu) 12.38 18.66 0.00 0.00 31.04
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.39 0.59 0.54 0.18 1.70
Soy-44 (cwt) 6.37 9.60 5.16 0.00 21.13
Premix (cwt) 0.77 1.16 0.75 6.61 9.29
Cost ($) 251.10 378.51 224.86 46.61 901.09
Purchase Price ($) 159.30 240.13 96.26 2.95 498.64
Appendix AA Cont.
Ration Ingredients Production Period
and
Costs Early Mid Late Dry Total
16,000# Production^ Mixed Mainly Grass Forage 75/25 Ration
(40 Percent bGH Response)
Corn Silage (tons) 3.09 4.91 4.41 1.48 13.89
Corn Grain (bu) 12.38 19.68 0.00 0.00 32.06
Mixed Mainly Grass (tons) 0.39 0.62 0.56 0.18 1.75
Soy-44 (cwt) 6.37 10.13 5.86 0.00 22.36
Premix (cwt) 0.77 1.22 0.80 6.61 9.41
Cost ($) 251.10 399.15 239.61 46.61 936.47
Purchase Price ($) 159.30 253.22 108.59 2.95 524.06
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Appendix AB
INFORMATION ON bGH PROVIDED TO RESPONDENTS AND
QUESTIONNAIRE
AB-2
What would you pay to increase your herd average potential 
from 14,000 to 15,750 or from 16,000 to 18,000 pounds?
( R )Now from CORBIOv for only 17^ (plus feed) a day you can 
do just that.
[FICTIONAL ADVERTISEMENT IN BOARD * S DAIRYMAN]
How does it work?
Without CORBIO^ \  production declines 
steadily during the latter period of the 
lactation cycle.
With CORBIO^ , production is 10 to 40 
percent higher over that period than in 
the untreated cow.*
Yet CORBIO is a complete, safe, naturally occurring compound that is already 
present in your lactating animals. You are simply adding more to stimulate 
increased production- And the increase starts only a few days after treatment 
is begun in the 13th week of lactation.
For further information see your dealer.
* Must be injected daily. CORBIO is a registered trademark.
Production responses based on data from experiments at Cornell and other 
universities.
(R )CORBIO breaks the production ceiling every time!
AB-3
Cooperative Extension Service of _____ 
GROWTH HORMONES 
(R)The recent advertisements for CORBIOV ' and other growth hormones for 
dairy cattle have raised considerable interest among dairymen. This Fact 
Sheet is a quick summary of the available information on this new product.
What is it?
[FICTIONAL COOPERATIVE EXTENSION FACT SHEET]
Growth hormones are naturally occurring compounds which regulate the 
functions of animals - It has long been known that these hormones increase 
milk output, but only with recent developments in biotechnology has it been 
possible to produce them cheaply and in large quantities.
Is it safe for humans?
Yes. Hormones are a form of protein. Protein is not accumulated in the 
body as it is broken down rapidly into amino acids. In fact, hormones must be 
injected into the cow to be effective because if consumed orally they are 
digested like any other dietary protein.
Is it safe for my herd?
Based on all experimental evidence the answer is yes. Experimental 
animals demonstrate normal reproduction and normal mammary health with no 
impairment to disease resistance. These results have been filed with and 
accepted by the Food and Drug Administration as a proof of safety.
Information on the long term effects over multiple lactation cycles 
nevertheless is incomplete at this time.
Several related points should be emphasized as they are of obvious 
concern to any potential user. Careful examinations of the udder have shown 
no ill effects even at the highest levels of milk production made possible by 
the compound. In most cases the cow is bred during the first 13 weeks of the 
lactation cycle when use of the compound is not needed. However should 
breeding not be successful during that period, test cows have shown no unusual 
problems in conceiving while on treatment. Fetal growth is unaffected.
Suppose 1 miss a day or accidently double the dosage?
Either of these occurrences should cause no real problems. Missing a 
dose will cause a cow to drop to the untreated level of production within 24 
hours. Restarting the injections will however restore her to the original 
level within a few days. Doubling dosages wastes money as the additional 
yield response is small. But no harm is done to the cow.
AB-4
FICTIONAL
How does it work?
This compound coordinates body tissues to allow greater milk production. 
In this respect it acts similarly to differences seen in genetically superior 
cows.
How is it administered?
Growth hormones must be administered daily into the body. It is usually 
done with a hypodermic needle, but an injection "gun" is acceptable• The 
dosage is small - on the order of one cc.
What does it do for milk production?
Results from experiments at Cornell and other universities show test herd 
average production increases of 10 to 40 percent during treatment but after 
the first 12 weeks of lactation. Output increases almost immediately, and 
benefits over regular milk production levels persist throughout the remaining 
portion of the lactation cycle. Differences in response are due largely to 
amounts of hormone used (up to the maximum recommended dose). However, 
feeding practices and variation among individual cows will also influence 
results. Heavy producers respond at least as well as average or poorer 
producing cows.
Dosage begins following the peak of lactation, during the 13th week of 
the cycle. Butter fat and protein levels of the milk are unchanged.
How will my feed requirements change?
After beginning treatment, the cow will increase feed intake to levels 
needed to meet requirements. Thereafter, cows should be fed according to milk 
production as per typical management recommendations. There is no evidence 
that more exotic (and expensive) feed ingredients need to be used. However, 
the higher the level of milk production the more important is proper 
nutritional management to allow the cow to reach her potential. That is the 
treated cow with a higher milk production should not be shifted to a lower 
energy diet as rapidly as would the untreated cow.
Is it profitable?
Table 1 gives a quick indication of the possible returns to treatment, 
excluding the cost of the treatment. These figures suggest that the use of 
this product can be quite profitable at the higher yield increase levels.
Most of the benefits come from the increase in economic efficiency in milk 
production where maintenance requirements are constant and incremental feed is 
converted into additional milk production. Since maintenance requirements 
consume 30-35 percent of the feed, benefits are clearly quite large.
The information in Table 1 applies to high producing (21,500 lbs.) cows 
in an experimental herd with no first calf heifers. Results must be scaled 
back to represent the typical commercial herd.
AB-5
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Table 1
GROSS DAILY RETURNS PER COW FROM USE OF THE COMPOUND 
- Derived From Experimental Results Using 20,000+ lbs. Second Lactation Cows -
Item Untreated
Percent
Treated 
Increase in Milk Output
10%
(6 lbs.)
20%
(12 lbs.)
30%
(18 lbs.)
Feed cost $3.37 + $.24 + $.48 + $.72
Milk value $6.72 + .67 + 1.34 + 2.01
Gross return 
to compound use + . 43 + . 86 + 1.29
Based on milk at $ll/cwt.
Feed at ration prices of 8 cents/pound dry matter.
Source: Computed from experimental results. Gross return is prior to
purchase of the hormone.
Compound use is especially attractive as no capital investment is needed and 
benefits are observed almost immediately. However, for your farm only you can 
determine the actual profitability by considering your own yield data, feed 
costs, and milk price figures.
When you calculate profitability it is important to remember that (a) 
production during the first 12 weeks of lactation is unaffected, and (b) 
first-calf heifers comprise about 20 percent of any commercial herd and hold 
down the herd average.
What else should I consider?
While the results to date are all very positive, it is important to 
remember that no long-term commercial herd applications have been tried.
As you consider using this new product on your farm, pause to recognize 
the management impacts it will have on (a) the need to administer the compound 
daily to cows later in their lactation cycle, and (b) feed requirements of 
treated cows.
Address questions and comments to:
Dr- William Lesser
Dept, of Agricultural Economics
309 Warren Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853
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PRODUCER QUESTIONNAIRE
The attached material describes a hypothetical product which could be 
available on the market within a few years. Please read this material before 
answering the questionnaire. When the product is eventually sold, little 
additional information is likely to be available.
1. County _____________
2. How feasible does this product look for your dairy operation for the 
immediate future if it were available today?
______ very
______ somewhat
______  possible
______  questionable
other
Comments:
3. When do you think you would try it?
______  Immediately upon availability
______  3 months after availability
______  6 months after availability
______  1 year after availability
______  2 years after availability
______  3 years after availability
______  5 years after availability
______  longer
______  never
4. If you did adopt, would you likely begin slowly with a few cows or with the 
entire herd?
______  few head at first
entire herd
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If you selected the first option, how would you select the trial cows?
5. If you need further information before trying the product, what information 
must you have? (check as many as apply).
______  more experimental results
______  a longer period of experimental results
_______ more specific information on feeding systems using
the substance
______  visit a herd on hormones
______  recommendation of your vet
wait for a neighbor to try it first and see how it 
works out for him
other
Comments:
6. What are your current plans for changes in your milking herd size?
One year from now +/- __________
Five years from now +/~ ____________
7. What additional adjustments would you expect to make in your milking herd 
numbers following the introduction of the hormone if it were available 
today? (Answer should be zero if you do not intend to adopt within the 
specified time period.)
One year after beginning treatment +/- _____
Five years after beginning treatment +/- ______
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Comments:
8. If you adopt the hormone while holding your herd size constant or increase 
it, your feed requirements will rise* How will you supply the additional 
feed requirements for forage and concentrate?
9. What additional expenditures do you feel would be necessary during the 
first year of adopting the hormone?
a) on feed production
b) on milking equipment
c) on buildings
d) on labor (annual)
e) on feed _________________
f) on other _________ _
10. A possible market price for the hormone is 17^ per cow per day. What
difference would it make to your adoption decision and future plans if the 
daily dosage cost per cow was:
a) 10^ ___________ ____________________________________________________________
b) 25^
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11. Preliminary work is underway on an implant which will release the
compound in the proper daily dosage. Would having the implant available
change your adoption decision? Please comment.
12. Overall, how many cows in your herd would you expect to be using the 
hormone in:
Injection With Implant
6 months 6 months
1 year 1 year
2 years 2 years
3 years 3 years
5 years 5 years
10 years 10 years
13. Farm characteristics:
a) Average milking herd size for the second half of 1983:
b) Milking system: carry buckets 
(check one)
pumping station ________
pipeline
herringbone parlor 
other parlor
c) Type of barn: stanchion 
(check one)
free stall ___ ____
other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
d) Average herd production for the first half of 1984: _____  lbs.
e) Do you presently use artificial insemination? Y/N
f) When did you begin artificially inseminating your herd? _____
g) Age of owner
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14. Have you had any other experience with growth hormones? If so,
please describe your experience, if possible give name of product.
15. Are there any other factors relating to the adoption decision which you 
have not yet expressed? You may wish to comment on other considerations 
or mention factors you find to be troubling or unclear-
Name: _______
Address:
Phone number: 
Date;
Please return in the enclosed postage paid envelope.
Please address any questions and comments to:
Dr. William Lesser
Dept, of Agricultural Economics
309 Warren Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853
(607) 256-4595
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APPENDIX AC
PROJECTIONS OF bGH USE OVER TIME 
(percent dairy herd/sample averages)
Injections
Data Treatment Time Period Sample
6 mo 1 yr 2 yr 3 yr 5 yr 10 yr Size
All Respondents 23.7 43.2 48.5 53.1 53.2 55.5 119
Complete Responses 31.5 51.4 58.2 65.9 65.4 67.2 54
Complete Responses 
Excluding 
Partial Adopters 34.4 57.3 68.9 84,2 83.7 84.6 35
Implants
All Respondents 31.3 48.0 54.7 59.8 61.4 63.8 85
Complete Responses 44.1 60.9 65.7 70.9 72.3 75.5 41
Complete Responses 
Excluding 
Partial Adopters 43.1 64.0 71.9 86,9 88.8 90.0 26
Source: Sample results
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